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It has now happened 
1P/17/91TO&lv 

“TRUTH” and always avoids 
“Light” like poison. Bring into fo- 
cus, God of Light and he will run 
as quickly as his slimy legs will 
speed him in the other direction., 
Open discussion is not a part of his 
activities--lies, deceit and hidden 
actions behind vile and viperous 
nature are his inner workings--the 
face presented is only a mask to 
deceive the ignorant. 

the subject was presented by Presi- 
dent Bush regarding the massive Is- 
raeli Lobby present in Washington, 
at your expense, during the post- 
ponement of the $10 billion payoff 
to Israel. You don’t have to believe 
Hatonn or any other speaker in your 
nation--your own President said 
there were more than a thousand Is- 
raeli lobbyists in Washington trying 
to “shoot him down”. Who do you 
think they are? Where do they 
come from and- ,what are they 
about? Since ihey deqnand aid to a 
foreign nati@ they &nnot be in 
service to yjsu-the-people. Or do 
you even tal& note, America? Will 
you allow the, enemy within and too 
late realize that the enemy was 

thought to be your best friend? So 
be it for it appears that this is what 
has come to be in your blessed na- 
tion. 

means chosen of God. Israel the 
“state” is NOT chosen of God for 

the people of any part of this group 
which moved into Palestine. 

The 
the Israeli pri- 

mary Lobby group has struck--this 
time our own beloved brother and 
the radio station on which his mes- 

sages were aired. Representatives 
of the ADL called in to the radio 
station in point (I will give you de- 
tails AFTER the smoke settles for I 

must command silence of informa- 
tion which can further damage). It 
is unthinkable that America has 
come to this insanity. Know, how- 
ever, that the adversary always 
stumbles if you allow him to so-do. 
He devours himself for he is not 
prepared to respond to “reason”, 

Hatorm: Pleaseunderstand as youread 

this material that I try to give credit to 

credible authors of truth. If articles 

appear under a by-line, it is with per- 

mission, but in no way indicates par- 

ticipation with Phoenix material. 

If I speak of’ ‘getting confirmation on 

a subject in point” it is meant only as 

aknowledgement and not sanction nor 

an indication ofan ‘ ‘author’s endorse- 

Pay attention, America, for these 
representatives of the have 
now made charges against George 
and announce they will “close 
down” the radio station which dared 
air his interview. The speaker for 
the station said that he not only 
would air the information in the 
face of such blatant attack but 
would have George back this 
evening to respond. He stated that 
“I might not longer have a job or a 
station from which to speak but I 

WILL SPEAK!” These threats are 
constant all across the world and all 
interviewers and stations are warned 
to stop allowing any presentation of 
anything of the nature of the 
JOURNALS or patriots who project 
the Constitution, to be aired. Even 

The “charges” are everything given 
forth as instructions found in the 
Protocols of Zion and the attack is 
as given in the Communist Mani- 
festo--right down the numbered 
lines, headed of course, by the la- 
beling of “anti-Semitism”, cast 
forth as though it had meaning. It 
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- has no meaning for that would 

mean one is “against himself” and 
NOT the “Jews”. Impossible, if 
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nothing more, since they (Jews) 
have nothing whatsoever to do with 

Semites. These so-called, self- 
styled “Jews” are not Semites, 
never were and never shall be. 
They are Khazarians right out of the 
lineage of the RUS, Mongol and 
Nordic mixtures. They have no 
lineage in fact from any portion of 
the so-called Holy Lands and in 
particular, Palestine. 

Is&l is not a date--“israel” simdv 

In the first place, I am aware of the 

danger that it may be maliciously 
misinterpreted as a denial of the 
State of Israel’s right to exist, this 
which I project, I care not whether 
any nation exists but let us clear up 
a point or two regarding this partic- 
ular circumstance. 

1947 

This man- 
dated the partitioning of Palestine, 
once a Turkish province, then a 
British Mandated Territory, into an 
Arab and a Jewish State. Whatever 
the Israeli citizens’ racial origins, 
and whatever illusions they enter- 
tain about them, their State exists 
jure and and cannot be 
undone, except by genocide. With- 
out entering into controversial is- 

sues, one may add, as a matter of 
historical fact, .that the partition of 
Palestine was the result of a century 
of peaceful Jewish immigration and 

pioneering effort, which provide the 
ethical justification for the State’s 
legal existence. Whether the 

chromosomes of this people contain 

genes of Khazar (which they most 
certainly do in great measure) or 
Semitic (which they do not in any 
measure), Roman or Spanish origin, 
is irrelevant, and cannot affect IS- 
rael’s right to exist--nor the moral 
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Israel and the Disapora 
Let us look further at this circum- stance, Buddhism or Islam--implies hood, held together loosely by a 

membership of a historical nation, a system of traditional beliefs based 
chosen race. All Jewish festivals on racial and historical premises 
commemorate events in which turn out to be 
history: the exodus from Egypt, the 
Maccabean revolt, the death of the Orthodox 
oppressor Haman, the destruction of 
the Temple. The Old Testament is 

nority. Not only is this orthodoxy 
d 

stance as regards the area of Pales- 

tine. The “Jews” who inhabit it, 
regardless of their checkered ori- 
gins, possess the essential require- 

ments of a nation: a country of their 
own, a common language, govem- 
ment and army. The Jews of the 
Diaspora (dispersion of the Judaists 
and Christian Judeans among the 
Gentiles after the exile), have none 
of these requirements of nation- 
hood. What sets them apart as a 
special category from the Gentiles 
amidst whom they live is their de- 

clared religion, whether they prac- 
tise it or not. Here lies the basic 
difference between Israelis and Jews 
of the Diaspora. The former have 
acquired a national identity; the 
latter are labelled as “Jews” only by 
their religion--not by their nation- 
ality, not by their race. 

This, however, creates a tragic 
paradox, because the Jewish reli- 
gion--unlike Christianity as a for in- 

first and foremost the narrative of a 
ying out, most of the Judaists have 

b een set-up and suffered genocide at 
nation’s history; it gave monothe- the hands of the l’so-called” and 
ism to the world, yet its credo is “self-styled” “Jews” integrated into 
tribal rather than universal. Every the nations who worked to an&i- 

prayer and ritual observance pro- late them, and claiming (stealing) 
claims membership of an ancient for themselves the heritage which is 
race, which automatically separates NOT theirs nor any portion of 
the Jew from the racial and historic theirs to claim. 
past of the people in whose midst he 
lives. The Jewish faith, as shown The main, specifically 

by 2000 years of tragic history, is ary activity of the Diaspora was 
nationally and socially self-segre- theological, 
gating. It sets the Jew apart and 
vites his being set apart. It au- 
tomatically creates physical and 
cultural ghettoes. It transformed 
the Jews of the Diaspora into 

without any 
attributes and privileges of nation- 

Use all sources when needed 
I have no intention of reprinting, 
herein, information which took 40 
volumes to write. It is ‘up to the 
public as to how much they wish to 
save their own nation and society, 
as to whether or not they will seek 
information and KNOWLEDGE. I 
can only give you that which is re- 
quested--some information for 

George to counter the lies and 
charges against him. The ones who 
shout the “trash” often do not know 
any better than the mass of people 
anywhere that which is decreed to 
and wilJ cause their own demise. 

You who quarrel with the truth of 
what we might present--look where 
the resources come from: as in this 
instance a Rothschild publication. 
See if, as I list these things, you 

find the scenario already all but 
played out. 

What I am going to write at this 
point is from a publication of Octo- 
ber 21, 1920 and it was in a publi- 

cation called 

There is a striking analogy between 
THE PROTOCOLS OF THE EL- 
DERS OF ZION and the discourse 
of the Rabbi Reichhorn, pronounced 
in Prague in 1869 over the tomb of 
the Grand Rabbi Simeon-ben Ihuda, 
and published by Readcliffe, who 
paid with his life for the divulga- 
tion;. Sonol, who had taken Read- 
cliffe to hear Reichhom was killed 

in a duel some time afterwards. 
The general ideas formulated by the 
Rabbi are found fully developed in 
the PROTOCOLS. 

In its issue of 10 March, 1921 (No. 
214) gives the 
version of this funeral oration which 
was published in 
It is perfectly clear that the funeral 
oration and the protocols of the El- 
ders of Zion come from one and the 
same mint. Both are prophetic and 

the power which made the prophe- 
cies has been able to bring about 
their fulfillment. This oration is so 
important that you must relate what 
has happened in sequence in your 
world to fully appreciate the ful- 
fillment to the extent which has oc- 
curred. 

is disturbing the 

a 

plot stands finally and completely 
unmasked but still there are the 
ravings of followers and projec- 

obligation of any civilized person, 
3oyim (Gentile) or Judaist (falsely 
.abeled “Jew” for political reasons 
n the 18th century). Even the geo- 
graphical origin of the native Is- 
:aeli’s parents or grandparents tends 
;o be forgotten in the bubbling 
racial melting pot. The problem of 
the Khazarian usurpation of the 
peoples of the given location in 
point goes back to long past cen- 
turies as they began to spread oul 
from the Russias (Soviet Bloc lm 

tions) . 

tiany will state that this .is totally 
rrelevant to modem Israel--no, it is 

nost relevant. Especially is it rele- 
vant as it is transposed onto other 
nations--not to even consider the 
plight of the Palestinians who have 

been robbed, persecuted and driven 
from their homeland--but to could 
tries all over the world and espe- 
cially to a Constitutional nation fol 

freedom of religion such as Amer 
ica. 

Where else in the world do yol 
have a religion representing the 
same as a “nation”? How is it tha 
all loans, gifts and monies given tc 
Israel by you-the-taxpayers are tax 

free to them (even these organiza 
tions within your country) because 
it. is stated that these .groups art 
“religious” but--THEY ACT AS 1 

NATION? 
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COna’nuedfibm Previous Page 
services. Everywhere the Press and its will be greater still. 18. For ages past the sons of Is- 
the Theatre obey our order. m: Do rael, despised and persecuted, have 
you 11. In this manner we shall pre- been working to open up a path to 

pare Revolutions which the Chris- power. They are hitting the mark. 
? This blatant attack against tians will make themselves and of 

a George and the radio station is in which we shall reap the fruit. 

I am go& to give point. Where is your own freedom 
YOU a Ming of items and YOU of expression? Where is your free- 12. By our mockeries and our 

dom, America, of speech, and attacks upon them shall make 
their priests ridiculous then odious, 
and their religion as ridiculous and 19. 

6. By the ceaseless praise of as odious as their clergy. Then 
shall be masters of 

1489 vi& the Christians into political For our pious attachment to our 
SO you parties, we shall the own religion, to our own worship, INING 

nations; we shall sow dis- will prove the superiority of our re- 

rock slamming--YOUR OWN ligion and the superiority of our 

souls. 

RIGHT HERE RIGHT 
13. We have already established 

The following is quoted: our own men in all important posi- PROMISE 

tions. We must -endeavor to pro- 

1. 7. We shall force the Christians vide the with lawyers and 

have been ac- into wars by exploiting their pride doctors; the lawyers are 

customed to. meet in Sanhedrin in and their stupidity. They will mas- with all interests; doctors, once in 

order to examine our progress to- sacre each other, and clear the the house, become confessors and 

wards the domination of the world g round for us to put our own people directors of consciences. 

which Jehovah has promised us, onto. 
and our conquests over the enemy-- 14. But above all let us monop- 

Christianity. [H: Does this sound 8. The possession of the land olize EDUCATION. By this means 

like good, sound ” Judeo-Christian” has always brought influence and we 

.heritage and integration to you? It Power. In the name of social Jus- us, and shape the children’s brains 

certainly does NOT to me!] tice and Equality we shall parcel out as suits us. 
the great estates; we shall give the 

2. This year, united over the fragments to the peasants who covet 15. If one of our people should 

tomb of our reverend Simeon-ben- them with all their powers, and who unhappily fall into the hands of jus- 

Ihuda, we can state with pride that will soon be in debt to us by the ex- tice amongst the Christians, we 

the past century has brought us very Pense of cultivating them. Our must rush to help HIM; 

near to our goal, and that this goal capital will make us their masters. 

will be very soon attained. We in our turn shall become 
great proprietors, and 

3. GOLD has been and Of the land Will aSSUre 

Power to us. 16. The monarchs of the Chris- 
tian world, swollen with ambition 

9. Let us try to replace the cir- and vanity, surround themselves 

Iever for those who possess lt, and culation of gold with paper money; with luxury and with numerous 
our chest will absorb the gold, and armies. 
we shall regulate the value of the 

most rebellious cmscience, can fix paper which will make us masters man& and so shall keep them in 
leash. 

10. We count among us plenty 17. Let us take care not to hin- 

of orators capable of feigning en- der the marriage of our men with 

thusiasm and of persuading mobs. Christian girls, for through them we 

4. Already the principal banks, We shall them the shall get our foot into the most 

the of the entire world, people to announce changes which closely locked circles. If our 

the credits of all the governments should secure the happiness of the daughters marry Goyim they will be 

are in our hands. human race. By gold and by flat- no less useful, for the 
tery we shall gain the proletariat 

5. The other great power is which will charge itself with anni- 
IHE Bv repeating with- hilating Christian Capitalism. 

shall promise workmen salaries of 
which they have never dared to 

dream, but we shall also raise the gion. 

The Theatre renders. us analogou: price of necessities so that our prof- 

End Of Quote 

I repeat that “Christian” is ALL 

who are God-following peoples in 
the sense and characterization of 
believing in a “higher being”. 

These so-called, self-styled groups 
will proclaim loudly that they 
“believe in god” (that is God with a 
little “g”).. They do not believe in 
the Holy God of Light/Creator, one 
with and within Creation. They are 
humanists, atheists, anti- 
Christ/God. Always they proclaim 
to be that which they can use to de- 
ceive you and thus, it always does 
deceive you for you are so busy 
trying to be non-bigoted that you 
become fools. 

I can only tell you ones that you 
had best heed these words for the 
camel is in your tent at this very 
hour. The time is at hand for the 
loosing of the Revolution and the 
enslavement of the world. 

Note carefully all the things listed 
above--do they actually appear to be 
“Jewish” as you recognize “Jew”, 
and/or your good neighbor and 
friend? Of course not! You are 
dealing with the adversary of God 
Himself, not the beautiful Sephardic 
Judaists of your world--the ones 
whose heritage has been stolen by 

the adversary. 

Proof? My word, children, your 
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world is all but fallen, your nations 

are in decay -and corruption, and 

you want proof? Where are your 
eyes and ears? That So- 
viet/Khazarian/Israeli dragon has all 

but devoured you. But, I will go a 
bit of the way with you by quoting 
from an article which was published 
in many widespread news-papers 
about your nation on Oct. 12, 1991: 

08 

30 

This continues for some lengthy 
discourse and history but I think 
you get the point for this brief ref- 
erence. 

Dear ones of the Judean faith, can 
you not reclaim your heritage and 
stand forth lest this enemy slay you? 

HOW GEORGE- SHOULD 
RESPOND 

By COUNTER-ATTACK AND 

CHARGES! You do not dignify 
the attacker by playing into their 
hands--any of you caught in this 
kind of dialogue. You are up 

against trained assassins of both 
physical bodies and character. 
They always attack with accusations 
when they have no foundation in 

fact with which to respond, when 
the shoe is on their own slimy feet. 
So, counter with the Constitution of 
the United States of America. 

Anti-Defamation League, 
World Zionist Organization, 

American Jewish Federa- 

tion/League, etc., etc., are ILLE- 

GAL foreign organizations, unreg- 
istered legally as such, and are “tax- 
free” organizations working within I 

flu WllUL WI b.lI~ 

I U.S. Constitution 
I 

your country. Cause any attacker 

to identify differently. If he claims 

“religion”, he has just proven your 

point. A good rule of thumb is to 
What about it? You haven’t used it 

ALWAYS REQUIRE THE AD- 
for many decades, old friends, and 

VERSARY PROVE THE POINT 
right now your President controls 

FOR YOU AND TO YOU! 
your nation through Executive Or- 

der--set up and made operative by No. 3: No soldier shall, in time 

As a nation, the U.S. GIVES $3 y our Israeli-controlled Congress. I peace, be quartered in any hou 

BILLION DOLLARS, IN CASH, suggest You ask the “cdlers ” who without the consent of the owner, 

ANNUALLY--WITHOUT LIMITS thrust charges at you Americans to nor in time of war, but in a marmer 

OR GUIDELINES--TO ISRAEL. 
explain just how this dandy game to be prescribed by law. 

HALF OF THAT AMOUNT IS works and require the caller explain 

GIVEN BEFORE FUNDING (on it fully and to the last detail and No. 4: The 

the first day of the U.S. fiscal year) do11arl 

AND THEREFORE THE U.S. 
BORROWS THE AMOUNT, PREAMBLE: 

PAYS ISRAEL WHO IMMEDI- 
ATELY INVESTS THE SUM IN 
YOUR NATION’S 
SURIES ‘I, ETC., 

COLLECTING GREAT ABUN- 
DANCE IN INTEREST ON THE 

[My 

INVESTMENT ON TOP OF THE ourselves and our posterity, do or- scribe has to undergo this very vio- 

AMOUNT FUNDED. lation this very afternoon as ones 
through the court shelter and orde 

FULL BILLION AND A HALF will come forth without warrant 

DOLLARS IS A BIG WHACK, 
Then, I believe there was something search the home, etc., of the 

GOOD PEOPLE! YOU ARE you had which was called the ones. Where are you, America?] 

STUCK WITH THE INTEREST 
DECLARATION OF INDEPEN- 

ON THE BORROWED FUNDS DENCE. What happened to that No. 5: No person shall be held 

TO WHICH YOUR TAXES GO, nice old document? What happened answer for a capital, or otherwi 

THEN, TO THE LENDING to that pledge of allegiance to your infamous crime, unless on a 

BANK, FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF wondrous nation? sentment or indictment of a g 

THE LOAN IN THE FIRST jury, except in cases arising i 

PLACE. THIS HAPPENS AGAIN 
land or naval forces, or in the mil 

WITH THE NEXT ISSUANCE OF 
it tia, when in actual in ti 

CASH. The additional funding in 
of war or public danger; nor shal 

other instances and commodities is 
person be subject for the sa 

so outrageous as to cause heart pal- 
offense to twice put .in jeopardy 

pitations. You give upwards of $20 BILL OF RIGHTS 
life or limb; nor shall be compel1 

billion to Israel annually, when the 
in any criminal case to be a witn 

facts are laid forth, and far Does anyone remember the united 
against himself, nor be deprived 

if YOU could Count all the stams of America Bill of Rights? 
life, liberty, or property, wit 

funds funnelled to and through 
[and this m 

them. Then, YOU furnish the ey go some.thing like this in case 
Constitutional Law]; nor shall pri 

oh 

I’llOnej’ t0 give Operation Capital t0 the “caller-in” might n& a bit Of 
vate property be taken for publi 

these groups who Lobby your gov- refreshing as to your right to speak, 
use, without just compensation. 

emment, bribe your Congressmen etc 
. and literally now CONTROL 

No. 6: 

No. 1: 
enjoy 

ERNMENT THROUGH BLACK- 

RESULT. 

prev 
MENT PROCEDURES. 
bribes, etc. , 

With the or 

public disclosure of their “gifting” g&vances. aga 
habits and pay-offs for selling your 

country. No. 2: 
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Always comes the question, when for there simply WAS NO SUCH Judeans. Judah Iharioth (not IN WHICH HE TRAVELED. I 
speaking on these matters, of “Paul PLACE OR NATION. But, even “Iscariot”) who betrayed Emmanuel SUGGEST THAT ALL BIBLICAL 
wrote thus and so and so on and on taking the false term under (Jesus) was the son of a “Jew” pub- SCHOLARS FACE THE FACTS 
and on.” I say so what? Paul was “assumption”, he was not, therefore lican who was trained in the ways AS THEY ARE--YOU CANNOT 
not a Christ follower--EVER. a “Jew”, for he was a Gal&an, not of money acquisition, etc. He be- JUSTIFY THE TRUTH AND THE 
YOU MAY HAVE BEEN LED TO a Judean. If you keep attending 
BELIEVE THAT HE WAS those churches which teach you that 

trayed the young Teacher and in the FANTASY, NO MATTER HOW 
same instance took the shelter be- you INTERPRET THE MES- 

“CONVERTED” OR “BORN all the “good guys” in the Bible are hind the blaming of another who SAGES--THEY ARE NOT FAC- 
AGAIN”--NAY, NAY, NAY! “Jews” (whether they actually be was the only REAL FRIEND OF TUAL! 
NEVER! good or bad) you will be even more THE JUDEAN, EMMANUEL. 

and forever confused. 
Paul was a Pharisee and one in au- THE “JEWS” WERE, AND ARE, 
thority in that anti-Christ legal ju- Want to know what else is PHARISEES. EMMANUEL WAS 

Together ! 
risdiction. He stated that he was-an TAUGHT? That “except for Judas” A SON OF THE TRIBE OF JU- 
“Israelite” of the Tribe of Benjamin (which is error compounded at any DAH BUT RAISED 
(Phillipians 3-5). This has to be speaking), not one of Jesus’ disci- GALILEAN. 

A Can you ones not set aside such 
PAUL NEVER quarrels over interpretations? You 

false since the term of a nation of pies w&-e “Jews” even in the loose TURNED INTO THE PATH OF have a very real, very current 
“Israel” is a most recent term, in- term applied by late creators of the THE 
deed. There WAS no “Israel” and I term. 

YOUNG CHRIST BUT problem in your world--it is going 
They all were Galileans and SPREAD HIS OWN HALF- 

anyone to show me otherwise mostly Beniamites, hence not TRUTHS ABOUT THE NATIONS 

, 

ments for they constitute your Bill 
,zrfn ‘;rf; of Rights. The rest are wotihy Of national settlements in Base1 

Government. note in that the 13th Amendment as Switzerland--not your 

counsel 10r nls 
written is NOT THE ORIGINAL 
RATIFIED 13TH AMENDMENT. ALREADY DIVIDED INTO 

This Amendment was deliberately DISTRICTS 
No. 7: In suits at common law, 
where the value in controversy shall 

removed from your Constitution be- 

exceed twenty dollars, the right of 
cause it limited service in govem- Through the workings of leagues 

trial by jury shall be preserved, and 
ment to ones outside nobility and/or such as the ADL, etc. the united 

no fact tried by a jury, shall be oth- 
bearing titles, etc. That would pre- states of America has been carefully 

erwise re-examined in any court of 
elude ALL LICENSED A’ITOR- divided into operational New States 

the United States than according to 
N-FYS FROM BEING. which are divided into DISTRICTS. 

the rules of commdn law. 
ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN WE There is a padlel consthtion, d- 

GOVERNMENT OF YOUR ready drawn and being practiced, in 

[H: Does anyone recognize any of 
u~TED sTATm OF AMERICA place for this New Nation. The 

OR ON THE BENCHES, ETC., whole of the United States will fall 
this? It has been so many years 

OF THE FEDERAL COURTS OF into a Nation under rule of the One 
since there was a hint of your civil YOUR LAND 
rights and Constitutional Laws uti- 

World Order with a figurehead 
ruler set forth bv the United 

to destruct. It matters not ai th& 
moment what Paul said nor how he 
said it--if you are Godly as in “God 
believing”, you are destined for de- 
liberate destruction. It is time to 
unify, take the words of that which 
IS before you in very easy to under- 
stand English--your CONSTITU- 
TION--and get back the control of 
your nation, see what you can do to 
get yourselves cleaned up and ask 
God to give you a hand. He has 
sent us of the Hosts, but you better 
stop high-centering on that point, 
also. Truth is Truth and you had 
best stop the concern over where it 
comes from lest there be nothing 
left to experience within good or 
bad. 

lized in your Admiralty. courts of 

injustice that I doubt any of you re- 
alize you have any rights!] 

No. 8: Excessive bail shall not be 
required, nor excessive fines im- 

No. 9: The enumeration of the 
Constitution of certain rights shall 
not be construed to deny or dispar- 
age others retained by the people. 

No. 10: The powers not delegated 
to the United States by the constitu- 
tion, nor prohibited by it to the 
States, are reserved to the States re- 
spectively, or to 

FURTHER, there is no law in the 
Constitution which says you must 
have a lawyer--there is specific law 
regarding your right to represent 
self and have a jury of your 
PEERS. Further, you do not have 
to have a legal license in a Consti- 
tutional Law-respecting court to act 
as a representative (lawyer) in per- 
sonal behalf. 

The 16th Amendment is null and 
void--unlawful and never properly 
ratified. This is the “income tax” 

law and is totally invalid. Further, 

the IRS is also invalid and illegal, 
being a collection enforcement 
agency (PRIVATE BUSINESS) for 
the Federal Reserve System Banks 

Nations--under So&% domination. 

There will be a one world military 

force which by UN Charter requires 
Soviet leadership. 

I suggest that you always counter- 
attack the attackers by causing them 
to show their TOTAL IGNO- 
RANCE AND PUBLICLY IS THE 
BEST WAY POSSIBLE. GO FOR 

IT, GEORGE, AND GOD 
BLESSES THE WILLING WHO 
RISK, FOR YOUR FREEDOM IS 
ALL BUT DEAD, DEAD, DEAD! 

Because of the length of this docu- which is also a PRIVATE INSTI- 
TUTION serving the Bank of Inter- 

Your own government is now car- 
rying out scare tactics getting you 
ready for the next phase--police 
force takeover. Already unmarked 
helicopters are flying less than a 
100 feet off the ground--in many 
cities as they “practice”. Practice 
what? You had,best find out! Oh, 
you don’t believe me? Try San 
Francisco on September 9th. It was 
something right out of night-mare 
alley. What kind of a “turkey 
shoot” do you think they can have 
in downtown San Francisco or New 
York? It will surpass anything on 

the road back to Iraq. If you don’t 

stay “in line” they will do worse-- 
simply nuke you. You think I jest? 
You had better start reading some- 
thing besides the National 
in case there are “Inquiring minds” 
out there somewhere. 
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latonn present to share in whatever 
vay possible according to your 
.sking. Since it is a most busy day 
or other activities, we shall touch 
mly on one or two happenings 
eeding great attention. 

‘he so-called “Peace Talks” is, of 
ourse, the most ridiculous show to 
latch. I ask that you put-up with 
ne hopping and skipping a lot for I 
ruly do not wish to linger on one 
oint for very long herein. 

Qase recall some two days ago 
hat the Emir of Bahrain (a small 
ray alien) was prancing around 
vith the honor guard making great 
,romises of everything from mili- 
ary backup and NATO bases to 

nassive undercover things you are 
lot supposed to know about. 

3ahrain is one of the most impor- 
ant points in the Middle East. It i$ 
)ut a tiny, tiny place but it is a hut 
>f activity. This is the focus of thr 
3ush family operations wherein al 
.he assets in Saudi Arabia from oil, 
;as and other petroleum finds to tht 
‘gold mountain of Arabia” can bc 
nonitored and the actual businesses 
un. This is where one of the little 
rwiglets has set up a mighty opera- 
ion for taking billions upon billions 
n assets. The little four-foot Emir 
s but a showpiece. 

qext, do not turn your eyes from 
he negotiations and antics of Baker 
vho is trading away the rest of your 
assets to bribe the Arabs into a 
show of submission. Delicately he 
balances his “absence” from Shamir 

shaking two sets of hands at the 
same time of your most formidable 
former terrorist enemies and marks 
:-<7:- death the ones who have been 
\‘:.)cr friends. Politics has reach an 

.1. time new LOW. “But they all 

~~11 le so broadly and warmly,” YOU 
Yes indeed, and so does the 

.,‘+-*&--even as he eats the flesl 
I- n the bones of his prey. It is al 
I-T! and parcel of the New. Work 
L)-ler under way while the Bear tc 
the North waits and blackmails. 

Constitutional Law Center 
fou must also be aware that much a corporation set up to steal and liq- 
s going on in the financial king- uidate back to the insiders the prop- 
lams of the Elite and dictator’s erties in nation, from 

louse. You are hearing very little business complexes to homes. I 
ibout taxation and other important promise you the facts will come 
;ovemmental matters for a maSSiVe forth and I shelter the ones in the 
‘Emergency” is being laid down immediate act of compiling the 
vherein all the Executive Orders al- data. I can’t even begin to tell you 
eady signed and operational will how much money the attorneys and 
iimply be placed into action and the RTC are stealing from you-the- 
IOU will operate under Bush and his people JUST in litigation such as 
tdvisors. He told you as much as Ekker’s--hundreds of thousands of 
fou pranced off to war in Iraq. He dollars to the “retirement” plan of 
.ested his power and showed you one Steven Horn and he gets a cou- 
.hat he has them ALL. He tested ple of law firms, in addition, to 
lard and you swallowed the bait back him up. And, although the 
ike starving puppets. system is bankrupt, these ones are 

paid in full within a week. I shall 
Dear ones, it doesn’t matter what leave the unveiling of all this to an- 
/our Constitution says after a coup other for need to see and hear, 

If this magnitude--you are going to with your PHYSICAL EYES AND 
lave to do a lot of “uncovering” EARS, THE TRUTH OF IT. 
md revealing right fast or you 
won’t pull the “saving” off in time. GET ,BEHIND THE CONSTITU- 
4s the head-on collision approaches TIONAL LAW CENTER, 
your enemies are moving faster and FRIENDS, AND IF YOU HAVE 
Faster. PROBLEMS IN ANY OF YOUR 

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 
One of the biggest scandals of the THERE WILL BE ONES WHO 
age is the property acquisition scam CAN HELP YOU WITH INFOR- 
set up deliberately by the govern- MATION--YOU MUST NET- 
ment Elite to rob you people of all WORK SO THAT THERE IS A 
the property in the nation. The CENTRAL FOCUS AND CEN- 
Resolution Trust Corporation is but 

TER. THE NETWORK ITSELF 
MUST FINALLY BE IN ALL 

STATES AND IN MANY 
PLACES WITHIN EACH STATE 
TO BE FULLY EFFECTIVE. 
There are many groups already do- 
ing portions of this or that, but you 
need unity in ALL of the Constitu- 
tional issues. The thrust is to 
you to allow the calling of a Con- 
vention wherein the full Constitu- 
tion will be replaced by socialistic 
order. The practices are already in 
place--they just need to remind you 
properly that you are “dead”. Well, 
I suggest you never look in the 
mouth of a “dead” cobra or rat- 
tlesnake, friends--for a “dead” 
snake does the most frequent 
killing. 

I wish to leave a thought with you 
for it will be through the rising up 
through the quagmire that you can 
succeed--not “FIGHTING” it with 
swords of metal, for your enemy 
has the larger sword. “A wise man, 
to accomplish his end, may 
carry his foe on his shoulder. Wis- 
dom is always an overmatch for 
strength--and remember: Nine- 
tenths of wisdom is being wise 

Quick N ews Briefs 
lJ19/9 #l a 

c ATTTPn 

TODAY’S WATCH the- equivalent of 5 point tremors. when they blow, they are devastat- 

With each large detonation you are 

*nnthmr nllpln7 test at maximum g etting the equivalent of more thar 

LKJXI detonated in Nevada 6. This continual barrage is devas- continued 
shock effects. tating to the Hoover Dam--you toy 

The testing in Nevada is daily but the one, Ramerez. What then, is 
only has to be reported when the the matter with them? They are 
magnitude is great enough to cause singled out for attack and input and, 

level has I---- 1 
with trc __________ -__-___ _--_ - .- 
Why would you continue to be with total disaster1 

testing if there is no cause to expect 
Is there intelligent life in the cos- 

war? Secondly, I wrote in days And what of the news? 
What mos? Indeed! but very, very littk 

past of the plans of the communiz- news? I believe what you will find sign of it on board earth Shari SC 

ing of your world by the Sovi- is a thrust to get your guns after the ’ be it. 
Hennard killings in Kileen, Texas 

ets/Khazars. you will note that as is planned and right on cue. Please see to it that George has thi: 

yesterday your President has said There is something I ask that you writing by evening today. Thafll 

that all nuclear weapons will be note about these mass killers in You. Dharma, smY and write wit1 

pulled out of South Korea. ~~ general and especially the last two-- me, chela, while Horn is in you 

ones, the handwriting is 011 the Dhamer and Hennard; they are un- house for I do not want you evei 

wall, can you not read it? usually handsome and physically near him. Salu. Hatonn to clear 

well-structured--this is also true of Please. 
/ 



Anti-Dkfamation League > 
I ask that immediately following 

this portion, the letters written by 
the ADL, etc., and the radio station 
who gave in to the ADL demands, 
be printed. 

I ask you to ponder a point: if three 
“complaints” can bring a radio sta- 
tion or TV station to its knees in 

capitulation, where is your Consti- 
tutional protection? This is exactly 
like having a Black man spoken of, 

say Thomas, and the Zulus be able 

to shut down the press and media 
because of three complaints from 
Zulus. If these letters do not make 
my point better than anything I can 
say, then we are in far more serious 
trouble than even I thought. 

I do not know how we will do it for 

we must have funding for counter- 

I 
I ing. 

ever, why do you blame a gun 
that which is done by human? 
the guns line up and say, “Let’s 
brother gun, and wipe out a 

ch of humans?” Or, since the 
man used a pickup truck, do 

not think all pickup trucks 
e banned? How about blue 

YOU, AMERI- 
ARE VERY NEAR TO 
LEGALLY DISARMED! 

H YES, YOU WILL TURN IN 
OUR GUNS IF THEY COME 

R THEM WITH TANKS AND 
THEY ARE NOW 

D TO BE ABLE TO DO 

AT IF YOU DON’T BRING 

M IN OF YOUR OWN FREE 
“THEY” DO NOT IN- 

THAT YOU HAVE MA- 
PONS WITH WHICH 
BACK. SO BE IT. 

T 
Well, I must have misspoken aboul 
“no news” for I believe it is a BIG 
thing that the Bush and Quayle are 

going on a sweeping campaign 
push. Funny thing is that they are 
doing so to deplete the campaigr 

..I 

funding resources so others can? 

have as much money to make theii 
own thrust against them, Ah yes, 
good, clean politics at it’s best. 

ing these points for our people are tion under the rule of Israel. I 

exhausted in carrying the load don’t have ANYTHING to say 
alone--but, if you don’t get the about so-called, self-styled Jews, 
Constitutional Law Center on to this real or otherwise. In the books, we 
one instantly with at least a paper have PROVEN to you that they are 
trail, then you overlook the most NOT “Judean” lineage “Jews” and 
valuable asset you have--a CASE! they ARE out to annihilate those 

I do ask that every one who will, “Jews” who have heritage in thal 

who receives this paper, write one area of heritage. 

or more letters to that radio station 
and file complaints with the ADL We have also PROVEN to you that 

corespondent listed. This is as the PROTOCOLS OF ZION arc 

stupid as claiming that anyone with factual. If you want to change You* 
Irish blood in his history, real or citizens again into COllStitUtiOIld 

imagined (such as on St. Patrick’s rights, your nation and the world-- 
Day) is guilty of being in the Irish then you must take some kind ot 
Republican Army and action against these liars and cheats. 

British soldiers and citizens. THEYTOTALLY CONTROLEV- 
ERY PORTION OF YOUR ME- 

I do not care what is told you by the DIA FROM THE PRESS TO THE 
ADL as a “for instance”--they are a TELEVISION/RADIO WAVES, 

Khazarian Israel-FIRST faction, You who ask what you Can do-. 

tax-free organization who is instru- THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN BE. 

mental in bringing down your na- GIN TO DO! 
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Consitiution 
Value 

The Constitution, let us well under 
Itand, does NOT “GNE YOL 

01 

Israel’s preparedness 
10/20/9 #l HATONN SUNDAY 

Honest, lovable friends? Israel? I prised. Henor the one who has re- they demand--they want the Middle 

believe you should have noted by vealed the facts but do not say you East and they intend to have it. 

this time that they are NOT what didn’t know for several truth- They also intend to get into the 

they appear to be. Israel has full- bringers have told you over and U.N. security Council and 

blown nuclear survival facilities and over again--me being one of them. ultimately run the Global 

has been ready, alert and poised to YOU are going to have a nuclear government under the U.N. which 

move into nuclear war instantly on war and THEY are going to cause they will also “head”. The U.S. 

several occasions in the past three it! YOU still do not have any secu- already represents only a “facade” 
decades. They have MASSIVE nu- rity shelters! Israel’s allegiances power to be used as long as there is 

clear weapons stockpiled and YOU change with the wind and anto remaining value--which is not much 

have sent them so don’t act sur- whomever supplies them with what longer and then you will belong to 

them and the banks. 

Ross Perot vs. Oliver 
I will not sit silent while Ross Perot 
is crucified by Oliver North! North 
says that Perot asked him to “take 
the fall” for Reagan in the Iran 
cover-up. North continues that 
Perot offered to pay his family, 

etc., while he would be incarcer- 
ated--if he was convicted. I do not 
state that this was not “told” to 
North by third parties--BUT IT 
DID 

Perot is a patriot who 
recognizes that impurity is the na- 

ture of the @st in power but this 

man serves tihere he can. If North 

were not guilty and was convicted, 
no doubt Perot would have done 
what was feasible and proper at the 

time but these things North has 

written are not true and it is a 
heinous thing to write about this 

man. Is Perot pure as the driven 
snow? Of course not, for he has 
gleaned billions of dollars from a 
corrupt system and therefore is go- 
ing to act with some impropriety at 
one time or another--HOW COULD 
HE KNOW WHAT WAS GOING 
ON? DID YOU? I would suggest 

that possibly he was approached on 

the matter and would even have 
agreed to serve OI- support where 
needed rather than biing down the 
government and the economy which 
would have simultaneousi:: oc- 
curred--IT IS NOT AS NO’=!‘!-?! 
PRESENTS IT. I would hope tn.:t 
Ross makes a statement regarding 
this for it is not right that the lies be 
allowed further distribution without 
countering with truth. 
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Halloween celebration 

Iow do I know? Because I know a 
It of things and I know that it is 
JOT as Oliver North has written it 

3 be. You now set a man actively 
fforting to pull down ones for he is 
leing prodded and supported by the 
Ither side now. You see, it doesn’t 
lay to ever get into the “ball game” 
vith these thugs for they are willing 
3 sacrifice anything and anyone to 
;ain their ends. Greed and power 
re potent evil emotions when di- 
ected to gain such mammoth ends. 

hadn’t wanted to go into this sub- 
ect this morning but I believe it is a 
pod place, under the cir- 
:umstances. I will write about the 
;hazarian/Socialists’ attempt to pull 
lown America through the Water- 
;ate incident. Note that I say 
;hazarian/Socialists for I wish to 
;et the picture of “Hebrew ‘Jews”’ 

Fut of your mind. You are looking 
It dyed-in-the wool socialists who 
:a11 themselves “Communists” and 
‘Democratic Party” servants for 

ieedom and New World Order. 

rhey are as directly attached to the 
govie: overall plan as are the 
3ankers and your right arm to YGUI 
)ody. It is incredible to continue tc 
Al them “Jews” even if the labe: 
vas created by them for this veq 
lay. It is more subterfuge to con 
lrince ones who think themselve! 
‘Jews” to enter into total confusior 
md join the wrong side, litth 
mowing they are being first de 
;troyed. I can do no more than pre 
sent it. 

1 do not wani to TZ!X tip the Iran 
scandal at this time r‘or you need tc 
look furtner :nto the past to set 
what real+ happened at Watergate 
1 :hali refer to the so-called, self 
styled “Jews” as what they are, So 
;.i&ist Khazarians (Khazars) 
(Editor’s Note: Much of the fol 
lowing material is taken, with per 
mission, from a booklet publishec 
some ten years ago and written b: 
an author of Mexican descent 
which will help the reader to. mor 
easily understand the unusual ref 
.:lence to the people of “Nort 
4 me&a” .) 

1s the days pass into the “death” course not--it is fun and gleeful. 
nd dormant cycle and the harvest However, it is as with the insipid 
ime moves again into memory-- evolvement of Satan Clause, the 
lold unto the Light for there is tricks are the fact and later you are 
great mischief afoot in the days of devoured by the monsters you 
roubled emotions and games of ter- “pretend” to imitate--or, become the 
‘or, sacrifice and killing--rituals of monster yourself. Do you realize 
alute to evil. The point is to keep that you no longer have Holidays in 
rou blinded to that which is BE- honor of Holy God? Not even one 
fOND the “good” and “evil” of the is now devoted unto God of Light. 
jhysical placement so that you do So be it. “But all the kids are doing 
lot see until it is too late. Hatonn it!” you will be petitioned and “I 
Iresent in the Light of God--come love to put up the dressings of the 
Nith the Hosts that vision might be Holidays”--but, can a child discern 
given into the very heart of dark- the difference in mature costume 
less. How many of God’s own will dressing for the playing and the 

salute evil in the days of capturing of the desires of the greed 

‘Halloween”, as a for instance? IS of that which lies beneath the trap- 

t party and masquerade “bad”? Of pings? The responsibility lies in the 
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hands of parents. What is there 
of Halloween, for instance, that be- 

speaks goodness. 7 It is built around 
blackmail (treat or trick) and acts 
which are totally against 

“goodness”. This is HOW you be- 
come But, is 
it better to have the parties at home 
than allow the children out on the 

streets? Indeed, but do not blame 
“other” for your failure to bring 
your children into truth. I know, it 
appears God’s people have no 
“fun”! Well, if tricks, lying, Satan 
worship and ritual, deceit and thus 
and so is your idea of “fun”, then I 
have no response to the inquiry. 

News from the Far East 
What happens today to watch? Ev- was of value it was put to pasture 
:rything and nothing, for the dis- (waste) as an independent 
ractors cover the reality of that “republic” (choke) of the Com- 
which is being confined to the halls monwealth in 194%-abandoned md 
If the Elite as they plan for your destroyed, then thrown away into 

iestruction. “Thailand plans for starvation and decay. In May of 
:ommerce with Hong Kong” is an 1972 the past was buried as it was 
example of a pronouncement which renamed Sri Lanka. History would 
means something but not that which eventually forget the wondrous days 

you suspect. The preparations took of beauty of ancient Ceylon. It 
place last February when there was happens again and again and again-- 
a coup which replaced the then pre- and so shall it happen unto you for 
sent form of government--the Elite the evil cartel buries its prey into 
ha+e taken full control of the oblivion so that the next generations 
mtion. Note that the industries of will not KNOW. 
modern growth are International 

Banks and controlled technologies. Ah, but the past does reclaim the 
It seems distant to of any surface of attention--the piles of 

sures--as with the caves under- 
ground and submerged in France 

wherein wondrous paintings of very 
recognizable beasts and creatures 
are hidden. It is the time of re- 

membering and “finding” the trea- 

sures of your historical cycles. The 

locations are the proof you seek that 
the planet turns and buries its 
wounds and allows reclaiming by 
the seas for the cleansing and, given 
time of natural evolution, will do so 
again. But will man allow for the 
natural changes of Mother? Proba- 
bly not and therefore we must look 
at the forces of mass warfare and 

the psychology underlying the 
heinous acts of humanity captured 

other of the world-but in this entropy yield up their hidden trea- in the trap of evil unbalance. - 
day of instancy, it is as near as your 
breath and a sign of your bondage. 

Evangelists on parade EARTHOUAKES. SRI LANKA 
AND CONNECTIONS 

What of a mass slaughter in Sri 
Lanka? Note how near to the major 
earthquake in India and Tibet is Sri 

Lanka. Dear ones, Sri Lanka, is 
the “old” and wondrous place of 
Ceylon. Note that Ceylon was 
seized by the British EmDire in 
1796 and its downfall began. Ii 
was wealthy and wondrous with 
riches and after stripping that which 

I have no pronouncement to make I wonder how many of you notice 
3n one poor being called Jimmy that on television, on th 
Swaggart, which causes focus of “Christian” channel that “Jan an 
attention of distracters. I have Paul” were having a mass “revival 
great compassion for he has never in Houston, Texas--with thousand 

known the God of whom he present. Did any of you notice th 

THINKS he speaks. He is correct trappings on the platform where th 
when he says “evil demons” are at 
work. It is as saying, “The devil 
made me do it.” And so it is. 
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Mass Psychology Underlying Warfare 
Yes indeed. To recognize it you 
must find the symptoms and clues. 

Then, you will find, in the United , 
States of America for instance, that 
there is a pattern which revolves 
around destruction of the Constitu- 
tion. This removes the “rights” of 
people through LAW. 

Before I move into that subject and 
on into the Brainwashing or “Mind 
Control” in the United States (for I 
have already covered Soviet Psy- 
chopolitics), I want to say a word to 
my “Red” brothers, I speak di- 
rectly to Little Crow, my Lakota 
brother. Please, brother, set to data 
the stories so that man can see. Let 
us not allow further separation of 
brother from brother. Just as the 

“goons” swarmed in to destroy at tribes were presented as and called, think there is KNOWING and 
Wounded Knee, so does the white by God, “HUMAN”. Is it not time somehow it is easier to be a person 

brother and those of other races and you opened your eyes and SEE that with such “gifts”. No, as you 

nations, not realize that which they which is TRUTH? I ask you, Little know, it is far harder and the jour- 
have done. When brother destroys Crow, to begin to integrate with ney burdened and long to BEAR 
brother, is there any goodness left this larger vision for it nears the such responsibility. The Great 

which deserves salvaging? Perhaps time for participation. Little Sister Spirit places his hand of courage 

NOT, but our mission is to do that is weary and your brotherhood and and wisdom upon thine head that 
which we CAN DO to set the support are far more strengthening you may know the steps on the path 
records to straight, even if it only than you can know from your which will lead your people home. 
be by the WORD OF TRUTH. earthly stance. It is time for the In the days of cleansing we shall 

Eagle to fly that the greatest dance help remove the hideous marks of 

When we restore the Constitutional can begin. the thieves from the sacred hills, 

Law to the nation--THEN, we can that traces of the evil ones will be 

return that which was stolen from You, Little Crow, told the Little erased from the face of the earth 

the Human Nation back unto him. Sister that “what we do will change and the humans can again commune 

see, you smug beings who the world” and she laughed for she in balance with that which is all 

dubbed the Red Man--“Indian” fail had no insight in that day. She no connected. You of my tribe are 

to understand that the “Redman” longer laughs at the vision for she blessed and I am honored to serve 
sees it coming to pass--but the bur- with you. AH0 

den in ignorance is so heavy. Ones 

10th) that Swaggart was arrestec 
with his prostitute in the same area 
are now called the “Jimmy Swag 
gart swarm”. I suppose God migh 
have “groaned” loud enough tc 

utar stands? Ahp a Texas ‘agp two shudder the earth but not likely 
J.S. flags and an Israeli flag. 
vow, where do you think the focus 

dear hearts. The swarm of tremors 

night be? Subtle and deadly it is! 
however, are VERY IMPORTAN 
and the geologists KNOW IT 

3illions of dollars are given BY 
THE EVANGELICAL MIN- 
STRIES to Israel for the rebuilding 
)f the TEMPLE as prophesied by 
he imposter to displace the natural 
Kople of the area of’Jerusalem and 
L return to blood sacrifice in that 
which “they” call the temple to 
2od. “Judeo-Christian”? There 
:AN NOT BE SUCH A THING! 
.udaists renounce the Christ entity 
md therefore are anti-Christ. In- 
ocuous? It matters not! The terms 
Judaist” and “Christian” are mutu- 
lly exclusive and where there is 
ne there CANNOT be the other. I 
enounce no one--I simply point out 
le error of perception and the sub- 
e ways in which things are thrust 
port you for your deception until 

le time is past to act in Truth. 

They predict it is a preliminary tc 
the “Big One” which THEY EX 
PECT TO HAPPEN WITHE’ 
THIS VERY WEEK! Further, ii 
the Oriental communities of the 
coastal area there is an exodus, fo 
ancient Chinese predictions pinpoin 
this week as the time of that S~.I 
Andreas quake. Is this valid’ 
What would you do differently if i 
be true??? The projections an 
valid--what the projections indicate 

may be totally invalid and a pun 
fabrication. You are going to have 
to begin at some point to work OI 
the overall assumption of Truth am 
act accordingly and not according tl 
the fortune tellers. Whether it bc 
this week, next week, within thi 
year or next or next--it IS going tl 

happen and you had best be pre 
pared. Just as the nuclear war wil 

note that the swarm of earthquakes happen and you had best bl 

round Southern California r-w=4 will it come! 7% 

Indio/Salton Sea) on the day (Oct. moment will never be given unt 
you for that IS the way of it. 

North Returns 
I am pained greatly that this servant this type of personal destruction as 

of evil--this scapegoat of deceit--has the net tightens in on the remaining 

brought into and sullied the name of goodly company. The Elite are not 

a patriot by his drivel of misinfor- forgiving of Ross for defending the 

mation. To label Ross Perot among right of ONLY Congress to declare 

the treasonists and traitors is abom- war and they fully intend to break 

inable and abhorrent. Oliver took him. Thev haven’t been able to 

the “fall” but it was NOT at the re- outright “kill” him and thus, they 

quest of Ross Perot. I shall not al- take the same approach they always 

low this disinformation to cloud the take--destroy that which is precious 

name of this man and you may de- unto a man--his NAME. Subtle? 

pend upon my word. I ask you, Oh indeed, indeed and the payoff to 

Oberli, to discuss this with Gene North is great. It will be said by 

and take appropriate action through the masses that this is truth for 

both Gritz and Dixon. You MUST “why would he lie”? Chelas, you 

get your Constitutional Law Centers must stand and defend your brother 

open and operational immediately who is in trouble and stop this in- 

for there will be more and more of sanity. 

Peace Talks? 
Even the label is deceitful. There is nuclear weaponry, thanks to Amer- 

no intention of having a Peace ica, to make hostage the entire area 
Council. There is only the intent of geographically. The other nations 

arranging the pay-offs and rear- have enough to retaliate and bring 
rangements and strengthening of the about Armageddon. So be it. 

Elite bindings. The meetings Nothing is changed except that 

HAVE NOTHING--NOTHING-- some of you are waking up to take 
TO DO WITH “PEACE”. Israel note. It is too late to stop the hap- 

plans to have everything between penings in that area--YOU MUST 

the Nile and Euphrates and has the ATTEND YOUR OWN PLIGHT-- 
QUICKLY. 
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- What of Mass Warfare?. 
Is it atomic bombs, hydrogen 

bombs, particle beams, gun power 

and artillery that causes warfare? 
Groups were fighting groups long 
before any of these things came into 
invention. Humans did not, how- 
ever, inherit the practice from wild 
animals. The force of cause is 
based on a man-made invention--a 

man-manipulated force. 
Underlying all mass warfare is the 
construction and reproduction 
(breeding if you will) of masses that 

can be manipulated by “authorities” 
of one sort or another. 

We deal here, again, with the 
United States of America, 

” 

, 

The incredibly massive progress of 
your enemy would seem to disallow 
any deviation from the set course of 
the Elite displacement of your basic 
rights. There appears no recourse 
except to “play the game” for they 
have set it up wherein in war, you- 

the-people have no way to survive 

the very act of war--you have no 
shelters. always, however, the 
persons of evil always become 

smug and overlook the one power 

above all power--GOD! You 
change this evil tidal wave if you 
turn your backs into the work at 
hand. Know your enemy and you 
can defeat him through wisdom. 

TO make effective use of this Con- 

REpETITION 
, 

Complain no longer to me that you 
dislike repetition from me. If you 
still inquire “WHY”, then you need 

Ruth repeated and repeated until it 
soaks into thine brains like your 
own breathing is a part of your be- 
ing. I bring nothing new--I simply 
outlay explanations and insights and 
I honor, above all, the men and 

women who have served you by 
sharing Truth with you--only tc 
have you turn away and/or perse- 
cute them for their devoted service. 

. 

stitution requires a well planned much longer than a year to observe 

strategy because 

Selective breeding for masses that 
However, as long as the Constitu- CZUI be manipulated by “authorities” 
tion remains the supreme law of the means the cultural selection of sim- 

land, it is possible for individual ple-minded people who can be 
U.S. citizens to take effective ac- word-controlled to accept a gov- 
tion . But &rely "voting" is cer- emment as a This 

tainly not enough. selective breeding has dominated all. 
human history. Groups directed by 

You are first going to have to RE- “authorities” are used to kill off or 
MEMBER, that you ABE sOv- breed-out all who will 

EREIGN and INDIGENOUS and, not accept such a government. 

therefore, none save “CREATOR” 
ABE GREATER. Since you ABE a Words are the basic tool used to 

projection of that “Creator” then manipulate the groups so it stands to 

actually NONE are greater. reason that it will require “words” 
to reverse the situation. I am com- 
plained of as being “too wordy”. 

Let us, again, look at the man-made Well, I have quadrillions of false 
invention underlying the problems perceptions, through other’s words, 
you face. You must look at the to overcome and set the record to 

build-up and breeding of the masses straight. Words are used to over- 
that can be manipulated by these ride the natural tendency of children 

“authorities” underlying all mass to become individually sovereign 
warfare, for instance. We speak of adults. The simple-minded accept 
warfare for that is the ultimate the words that sovereignty is some- 

“show” which accompanies the fnial thing that belongs to a 

take-over. This requires that we “government”. Manipulating 
look at devices which trigger human masses requires breeding people 

actions. We are not interested, at who are too simple-minded and ig- 

this time, in the chemicals or me- norant to recognize that, in clear 
char&al forces involved in the war- language, this means acceptance of 
fare itself. We must look, rather, at group force for use against individ- 

the devices of self-styled, self-ap- uals. 
pointed “authorities” who use hu- 
man beings as “things”, gadgets, Once the surrogate parent rdatiOn- 

and at the humans that submit to 
such use--always most willingly. 
You must understand how human 
“breeding” is manipulated and nur- 
tured. 

Just as corn and potatoes must be 
cultured, so must the human be 

cultured. This action is set forth to 
affect selective survival by manipu- 
lation of natural selection. With the 
culture of corn the intended end re- 
sult is known, and the actual result 
is seen within the same year. The 

ship is accepted, the use of group 
force against individuals has no 
limitation 
Those who have been brainwashed 

to accept sovereignty as something 
that belongs to a government may 
revolt against the tyranny of manip- 
ulated masses. But they form an- 
other government just like the first. 
Then there is mass warfare. The 
response then becomes clear--you 
must stand squarely against the sur- 
rogate-parent governments. 

culture is easily viewed -as a total 

process. The end result of human 
There can be no real distinction 

culture is not so visible and not al- 
between mass manipulation by those 

ways known and intended even by 
who say they have a direct line of 

those who are manipulating the nat- 
word-laws coming direct from some 

ural selection. Those who give lit- 
god or another, or those who prefer 

tle thought to the human culture of 
rule by hereditary monarch, those 

humans as a total process often fail 
who say a ruling committee can best 

to recognize when human culture is 
decide what is good for less knowl- 

deflecting natural selection. It takes 
edgeable people, or those who be- 

lieve that “majority vote” has some 
occult “right” to impose a major- 

ity’s will on the minority or those, 
once more, 

a 

a 

Nature’s selective survival measures 
one sovereign individual against an- 
other sovereign individual. Those 
who seek to hide their inferiority by 
getting in positions of power 
WANT a human culture that breeds 
for mass manipulation. Only one 
people is known to have developed 

a culture based on 

From unknown prehistoric times 
until some fifteen hundred years 
past, the culture of the Northern 
Europeans sharply distinguished 
them from all whose cultures con- 
stantly bred for manipulated 
masses. These people valued the 
demonstrated 

no posi- 
tions of power. The culture of 
Northern Europeans was different 
because the 

The Northern Europeans could be 
different from other peoples only 
because they maintained their seg- 
regation. Their enemies knew only 
the invincible @litary action by 

which they protected that segrega- 
tion. Their enemies had no intimate 
knowledge of their internal society. 
However Julius Caesar and Tacitus 
left behind enough information to 
show conclusively that they did 
have a most in 
which the total people’s commit- 

ment to individual sovereignty was 

Caesar, as a military general, gath- 
ered first-hand information in order 
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This focus on the United States is 
NOT to select one “goodly” people 
from another--it is to remind you 
that the focus MUST be in the 
United States of America for it is 
the ONLY placement which retains 
any form of Constitutional founda- 
tion and it only survives by the 
most fine thread which has become 
transparent. 

Human “culture” of humans always 
must take one of two directions: It 
will go against Nature, or it will go 
in the direction of Nature. The 

culture that breeds for mass manip- 
ulation goes against Nature; the 
culture that breeds for individual 
sovereignty goes in Nature’s won- 
drous direction. Governments are 
formal implements of people’s cul- 
ture. 

Opposing the theocracy that had 
overrun the aboriginal culture of the 
Northern Europeans, and opposing 
any monarch who purportedly ruled 
“by the grace of God”, the Decla- 
ration of Independence asserted the 
principal of individual sovereignty 

on which the United States was 
founded. The Declaration of Inde- 
pendence proclaimed before all 
mankind that the following facts are 
the self-evident laws of Nature and 
Nature’s God: 1. 

2. 

3. 

This is true 

Has it already happened? 

For my crew who listened rather Cal group of humans who lived as 
open-mouthed to one of my let- sovereigns are not written about 

tures, perhaps the sense becomes very much--like the Khaza.rs who 

more obvious. Do you remember despoiled the wondrousness of the 

that I told YOU it had already hap- living--k beast was loosed again 

pened and that the thousand year’s of upon the lands. However, this time 
a high level of “goodness” had al- of experience would bring the total 
ready happened on the earth? Well, rule of the evil god upon the lands, 

here you have it. This non-histori- Is this not an interesting “play”? 

als, stated the problem as he per- 
to discover why the defenses at the ceived it, stated his proposed mili- 
heart of Northern Europe could not 
be penetrated. 

tary solution, and offered to lead 
However* caesar those who volunteered to accept his 

was more than a milin%’ general; leadership. Then each sovereign 
he Was a Perceptive man interested who felt it necessary volun~ly 

in Peoples and cultures, and thuslY 

military advances, they puzzled and 
intrigued him. 

The Remans and other group Even after a thousand years under a 
sovereignty peoples mnsmdy theocracy, this 
maintained standing armies of mer- 

practice and 
tradition was proudly revived when 

cenaries and/or slave-soldiers. The the United States first became a 
Northern Europeans had no such nation. The framers of the 
armies. Whenever defense against Declaration of Independence 

outside armies was necessary, fieY pledged their lives, their fortunes, 
voluntarily suspended their individ- and their sacred honor to defend 
ual sovereignty and instantlY ac- their assertion that, among men, as 
cePted ab~lU&t &den~ to an in- cre&xj by “nature and Nature’s 
dividual leader. A leader in God”, exists qually 
an assembly of sovereign individu- 

in any facet of individual life as 
well as in consideration of the 
whole. 

Reclaiming the practices of their 
aboriginal Northern European her- 

itage, the people of the United 
States pledged their lives to each 
other in a cooperative fight for 
those self-evident laws. They then 
established a government based on a 
Constitution implementing those 
laws of Nature. 

on 

Rack in, say, 1913, two tools that 

have been forcefully used by the 
conspiracy were brought into ac- 
tion. One was Constitutional; the 
other was not. It was a time of 
world tension and the people, 
wanting the U.S. military to be 
strong, ratified a fully Constitu- 

tional change to provide for a Fed- 
eral income tax. Although this 

change was constitutional, it was 
used in conjunction with another 
that was not. 

On December 23, 1913 
was taken in Congress which 
showed that the conspiracy had 
gained effective power. On that 

date Congress passed the Federal 
Reserve Act. This a 
of Article I, Section 8 of the U.S. 
Constitution which gives Congress 
the prerogative to 
determine the value of U.S. money. 
Article I, Section 8 is obviously 
based on the assumption that 
Congress will determine the value 
of money 

The Fed- 
eral Reserve Act made it possible 
for the Federal Reserve Board-- 
NOT Congress--to determine the 
value of money a 

Most people know money only on 
the basis of their limited experience 

with it; they freely accept the cliche 
that money is nothing more than a 

medium of exchange. They think 
of a government’s as a mili- 
tary power. They know that much 
of their Government’s military 
power is often given over to a mili- 
tary commander. This is acceptable 
because it is a known military 
commander who has demonstrated 

his fidelity to the Government’s 

ideals. 

Most people in the U.S. would not 

accept the Reserve Act if 

they understood that money is not 
only a medium of exchange; money 
is also POWER. As power, money 
is the a re- 
duced to a piece of paper that can 
be given to 

In this form a government’s power 
can be transferred to criminal con- 
spirators or to foreign enemies. 
Most people do not recognize that 

this be done 

a 
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Unconstitutional Media Control 

The Constitutional provision that enough censorship power to control 

‘Congress shall make NO the “Constitutional” Government. 

,AW.. .-abridging the freedom of 
peech or of the press” specifically The “government” by con- 
imited the power of Congress. spiracy has now pushed aside the 
tien that limit on the power of Constitutional government and 

Congress was made law there was taken over the United States. 
10 radio and television. The inven- 
ion of radio and television I have been telling you as rapidly as 

Congress to submit for ratifi- I can write WHO these culprits are 

:ation an updated constitutional who have stolen your nation but 
wording that took cognizance of the simply call me anti-Semitic and 
new inventions. Such an amend- bigot! How can you change a thing 

ment was required to carry forward if you remove the only TOOL RE- 
the original constitutional purpose MAINING WITH WHICH TO 
as already set forth. Instead of do- CHANGE IT?--THE KNOWL- 

ing this, Congress took action EDGE OF WHO AND WHAT 
by the HAS DESTROYED IT!! 

Congress created 

unconstitutional bureaus with un- 

constitutional power to decide what 
broadcast stations to license, and to Thank you for your attention and 

withhold license from everyone 
blessed be ye who hear the word 

else. Congress thereby 
and act accordingly. Salu. 

These unconsti- 
Hatonn to stand-by. Thank you. 

tutional “laws” gave the conspiracy 

It 
I” But because of its actions 

a 

substantial of the Unit4 now not Only visible; it COnsPicu- 

States Government’s power from ous. The fact that Fe conspIracy-- 

control of the people and gave it as manifested by Its media-based 

into the hands of anonymous inter- actions--now exercises control over 

national bankers. As the years have the United States government is ob- 

passed ALL of the control has been vious to anyone who is not a totally 

transferred. brainwashed zombie. 
, 

Manipulating the value of money is However, the fact that the media- 

an almost invisible tool of the con- based control is UNCONSTITU- 

spiracy; most people do not under- TIONAL is not so obvious. The 

stand it. The fact that congressional act 

began taking 

control of the U.S. Government as 
far back as prior to 1913 was not 
visible to most people at the time. ago* The media-based control was 

It injected the United States into the delivered into the hands of the con- 

world’s two great wars but the con- spiracy by 

spiracy--as manifested by its ma- 
nipulation of U.S. money--is NOT that delivered it to the con- 

VISIBLE to most people EVEN p s iracy that was unconstitutional. 

Testing of Truth 

10/2 l/9 1 #2 HATONN 

we sit to pen a second time this 
day, may we all be in communion 
one with another so that our mean- 
ings are understood in Light and not 
in attempts to distract and somehow 
prove we are not who we claim to 

It is fine if you have no affinity 
for “Space Command” information. 
Testing comes NOT from little 
“games” of magic to attend games- 
playing--testing of TRUTH comes 

from witnessing and seeing that that 
which is brought forth IS TRUTH. 
As Truth is tested--THEN comes 
the comfort with the source of that 
Truth. 

ONE TRUTH 

The Command over which I serve 

ARE the HOSTS sent as precursor 
messengers to the again coming of 
Him who has been proclaimed as 

The Messenger. I have no need for 

definition nor “proving” of anything 
to anyone for, if I come with 
Lighted Truth then you should take 
heed of the message. Zf, Z 

” 

Radio Program 
This is in response to ones who ask 
if through the radio audience ones 
might inquire and will I respond to 
the inquiries. Indeed I am pleased 
to do if my translator is willing 
to participate. This was attempted 
by one very idiotic interviewer who 

only embarrassed his audience and 
insulted his listeners by the ridicu- 
lous antics of the court jester from 
“World Headquarters”. I think, 
perhaps, it was the head fool of 
World Headquarters. Therefore, if 

you ones are adult and inquiring be- 
Truth and brother- 

hood, I am most pleased to share 

whatever I have to offer. I do not 
answer to personal fortune telling--I 
am not a fortune teller. I do not tell 

you exactly WHEN earthquakes, 
etc., are coming and I do not play 
games with your honest inquiries. 

If wish information of me then 

you shall have that which I can and 

may give unto you. If you are 

calling just to prove of your own 
importance and super intelligence, 
then I would decline for--without 
meaning insult--if 
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Worldwide problem exists in U.S. I 
Words have always been the basic 
tool used to incite groups to usurp 
the sovereignty of individuals. Ra- 

dio electronically multiplied the 
words millions of times. Television 
made the words more forceful by 
adding life-like images that are as 
convincing, and sometimes more 

I have to limit public participation 
for our job (mission) is such that 
my translator/scribe is working 
some 20 hours each day and it is 
much to ask that she indulge more 

if the intent is to only have a lark 
and a good Halloween presentation 
on All Witches Night, as a for in- 
stance. We do not have a “group” 

as such nor do we hold seminars of 
any variety. I will later participate 
with input at seminars which will be 
structured from time to time re- 
garding the Constitutional Law 

Center, methods of survival, and 
things of that nature but herein the 
task is to put the WORD to print 
according to the promise of Creator 
in these troubled times of deceit and 
lies. Further, we come to bring 

God’s children into safety and 
“home” as the prophecies unravel 
the experiences in this time of chaos 
upon your planet. I do not mind 
the quibblers or taunters but it is 
hard for those who experience 
Truth and our presence to be so 
insulted and debased by ones who 
would throw stones. Ones who 
disagree with us are free to do so 
and we force nor coerce none-- 
would you be as gracious with us? 

Thank you. And always remember, 
that the response to the challenges 
can come in many forms--I suggest 
you ask ones such as the poor misfit 
in Florida who calls himself the 

Top Banana Investigator, or 
whatever, of World Central Head- 
quarters. He mocks God and it 
isn’t even nice to “try to fool 
Mother nature” into believing 

Parkay is butter. The fool is not he 
who is queried but the jester who 
asks the foolish questions, and God 
doesn’t ever lose the bout, chelas. 
If it appears you have bested God-- 

LOOK AGAIN! 

Let us now return-to the subject in 
point of this writing. 

convincing, than reality. Within 
the U.S., unconstitutional “laws” 
enabled the growing conspiracy to 
take control of radio and television 
as fast as the inventions became us- 
able. That control is the heart of 

the present problem. 

The existing unconstitutional 
control of the constitutional 
Government by conspiracy is based 
upon the fact that those who have 
license to operate broadcasting 
stations can effectively censor what 
goes on radio and television. Radio 
and television have enough weight 
to the press, and, of 
course, they have enough weight to 

the speech of 
ordinary individuals. 

The media-based conspiracy would 
still be an unconstitutional power 
that should be removed even if it 
were being used by over-enthusias- 
tic people to accelerate the culture 

by the Constitution. But 
this is not the case. The direction 
of the conspiracy’s action is 
diametrically opposed to the direc- 
tion of “Nature and Nature’s God” 
as implemented by the Constitution. 
This gives you an additional reason 
for opposing it. 

Because the U.S. 
Government is the only government 
built upon a 

that human history has 
ever known, the harm being done 
by the conspiracy is not restricted to 
the harm done to the people of the 
United States. The once world-con- 
spicuous example of a government 
committed to individual sovereignty 

is being destroyed by a conspiracy 
committed to mass manipulation. 
By being deprived of this conspicu- 
ous example, the people of the en- 
tire world are being pushed back 

toward hopeless acceptance of their 
primitive, surrogate parent govem- 

ments. 

The harm done is to the entire hu- 

man species. But 

SPECIFIC PROBLEM 

The conspiracy has already demon- 
strated that it stop any 

to protect the Government 

and the people from its growing 
control. The ordinary methods are 
two: the ballot box, and the courts. 

REMOVED BY VOTING. 

The media-based conspiracy already 
has dominant control over U.S. 
Congressional law-makers. That 

control is continually increased by 
that no candidate 

for a significant office can be 
elected without sufficient media ex- 
posure. 

There is no use fighting the con- 

spiracy on that field. Electing 

“better” individuals to office 

accomplish nothing. The current 

President, Senators, and Congress- 
men are not some special breed of 
scoundrels. All elected officials 
who do not to participate in 
the conspiracy into 
conformity with its aims. They 

know that they could not have been 
elected if they had op- 
posed the conspiracy. They know 
that if, as an already elected offi- 
cial, they arouse opposi- 

tion to the conspiracy they will not 
be re-elected; they may even be re- 
moved before their present terms 
expire. They know that their minor 

of opposition 
are tolerated, and even welcomed, 
because they to the conspir- 
acy’s control. Ineffective opposi- 
tion the conspiracy, first by 
creating confusion as to what is re- 
ally going on, and second, by giv- 
ing the semblance of “democracy” 
behind which the conspiracy hides. 
Under such conditions, merely 

for candidates with the 
intelligence and “the guts to do 
something” is expecting elected of- 
ficials to do a job with their hands 
tied and their mouths gagged. 

THE CONSPIRACY’S 
CONTROL CANNOT BE 

REMOVED THROU( 

COURTS; 

;H THE 

The conspiracy long ago created a 
great number of confusing 

“bureaus” for taking unconstitu- 
tional action; these provide it with 
alternate action channels. When- 
ever the courts rule that any one ac- 
tion channel is unconstitutional, it 
can continue in the same unconsti- 
tutional direction through another 
channel with no interruption. The 
conspiracy can thus 
render any significant decision of 
the courts totally ineffective. 

As of now the President still has 
constitutional power to take effec- 
tive action. In order to fulfill his 
oath to defend the Constitution, the 
President is to take im- 
mediate control over radio and tele- 
vision--by military action if neces- 

sary . He is obligated to maintain 
that control until an amendment is 
framed and ratified that stops the 
unconstitutional censorship which 
the media-based conspiracy now ex- 

ercises over the President, the 

Congress, the courts, and the 
people of the United States. But no 
President who is elected with the 

aid of the conspiracy has dared to, 

nor wanted to, take such control 
The President is the very one who 
now controls through Executive 
Order--not to allow Constitutional 
law to prevail but to insure that it 
does NOT. Now no President can 

or will be elected the aid 
and decision of the conspiracy. 

The constitutional provision for 

checks and balances--within the 
Federal Government--has thus been 

destroyed. 

There can be little doubt that when 
the power of the conspiracy is great 
enough, it will disarm and disen- 
franchise its opposition and replace 
the present Constitution with one 
that makes its control constitutional. 
Then bloody revolution will be the 
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This must not be some nerdnik pip- more destructive of free speech than the conspiracy with cons&us un- 

only course left to people who re- squeak assembly with confused de- the usual censorship by blacking derstanding 

main true to the culture that is their mands and placards for individual out opposing opinions. Honest fewer than the manipulated major- 

heritage--the people who want to “causes”’ TO be it must censorship by blacking out is ity. However, you are certainly 

continue their commitment to the be a continuing organization with something and oppose. more than five percent of the 

American people. 

tion of Independence and the pre- intimidated President’ Senators, I harken back to my interview on a 

U.S. Constitution. Congressmen, and courts must be particular radio station wherein 
able to see that the open questions and tauntings were in loud The additional factor 

ONLY ONE ALTERNATIVE gathering of you-the- uninterrupted transmission. When I needed is a organi- 

TO BLOODY REVOLUTION people behind the overall issue of responded there was presented some zation with a clearly stated and 
your Constitutional Laws is com- idiot pretending to be an alien, the clearly workable plan of action. 

If they do not already know, elected mitti to the volume was decreased, the static 
officials learn hat they cm (u)NITED STATES. THIS PACKS turned on and generalized idiotic The only defense against the con- 

do nothing alone. If anything MORE POWER’ INTELLI- confusion took place. Then, of spiracy’s is a 
effective is to the GENCE, AND GUTS THAN THE course, came the accusation--with- tight organization 

total body of elected officials must MEDIA-BASED-CONSPIRACY. out any presentation of subject--that This sounds as if I tout 

receive a mandate clearly THAT SHOULD NOT BE DIFFI- we were anti-Semitic! This, dear a little organization efforting to save 

specifying what action is to be CULT BUT, OF COURSE, IT ones, is THE accusation of choice-- the Constitution above another. 
BECOMES MORE AND MORE every time--by the conspiracy. I No, I speak of organization of the 
DIFFICULT AS THEY MAKE IT believe that should tell you a great whole. The entire “platform” and 
HARDER FOR YOU TO ASSEM- deal about the conspiracy if that is “planks” MUST ONLY BE THE 
BLE AND EVEN HARDER TO the FIRST thing they call an inter- CONSTITUTION THE BILL 
TRAVEL AS THE ECONOMY viewee. These ones actually reveal OF RIGHTS--ONE NATION UN- 
FALLS. THIS IS INTENTIONAL their intent and collusion by the DER GOD, WITH LIBERTY AND 

With the President, the Congress, TO PREVENT YOUR RE- term itself for the “Jews” in point JUSTICE OF EACH (ALL). 

and the courts tightly controlled by COURSE’ The conspiracy has are not Semites by any definition 

the conspiracy, only one constitu- nothing but conjured falsely or intentionally. The group MUST NOT PROMOTE 

tional remedy is left open. to back its THIS IS TOOL OF THE CON- BLOODY REVOLUTION. You 

people--all who cherish their control over the Govemment-- .SPIRACY WHO INTENDS TO will simply be destroyed and ar- 

sovereignty as individuals--must Government. RULE YOUR WORLD UNDER rested for “treason”. You must re- 

act. Now--while there is still the THE ONE WORLD GOVERN- member that in spite of “lawful” 

possibility to avoid bloody revolu- CONFUSION IS A MAJOR MENT--AFTER THE FALL OF rights--the adversary (conspiracy) 

tion--one action, and one action WEAPON OF THE THE UNITED STATES. has the guns and they do 

only, can be effective. There is not CONSPIRACY with use of those guns is “legal”. 

the option to do this or to do that THE CONSPIRACY IS NOT You are not about overthrow of 

Point, Pl~se, that THE MAJO- anything--you are about reclamation 

essary or do nothing. “confusion” is also the first tool of of your Constitutional Government 
choice of the “adversary” whom The conspiracy’s strategy for de- of the people, for the people and by 

Within the United States as y 
ou ones like to call the evil being, stroying the constitutional Govern- the people. That is not only your 

Constitution still pro- Chief Honcho Macho--Satan. ment depends heavily on the con- “right”, it is your “duty”, and the 

vides all the people with the right to “Keep ignorant and confuse” fused concept that the conspiracy is treasonists and traitors are the ones 

assemble and petition for a redress through any method necessary! the majority. The conspiracy is who have conspired and stolen that 

of grievances. This is planned to NOT the majority. The media- which is rightfully yours. But you 

no longer be true as soon as you can The conspiracy promotes confusion based conspiracy manipulates great still do not do it through bloody 

be deprived of all weapons and in order to cover up the unconstitu- masses of people by effectively revolution--dear ones, these self- 

arms. Your President, right now, tional action on which its illegal pressuring for passage of “laws” styled dictators will blow you off 

has power through his taking charge power depends* It pushes for that take money away from all and the map if you go that route. You 

in the Gulf War and signing the Ex- “laws” in such profusion that un- give it to those who vote the way must become in member- 

ecutive Order that gave him that constitutional “laws” cannot be dis- the conspiracy indicates. This ship--fully and openly committed to 

power to close down your nation-- tinguished from constitutional laws. demonstrated power of the conspir- the constitutionally implemented 

because that ‘one order is attached to 
I acy obviously gives it an enormous ideals--to give the President and 

all other emergency orders and reg- Confusion is also essential to the amount of control over Republi- Congress confidence to oppose the 

ulations--and HE CAN CHOOSE conspiracy’s censorship. It loudly-- cans, Democrats, and any other unconstitutional conspiracy. 

WHAT THOSE EMERGENCIES but falsely--cries out that it wants major parties that might try to gain 

MIGHT BE. THE RIGHT TO freedom of speech, press, and open power through votes. The conspir- Your President Bush, for instance, 

SEMBLE AND PETITION FOR discussion. What it wants is a pro- acy can mobs, and it has gotten himself crossways with 

REDRESS OF fusion of confused ideas great often a the conspiracy and he has commit- 
enough to provide a basis for its But the conspiracy, itself, ted so many criminal acts against 

STI’JUTJ()NAL ACTION A- form Of censorship. The certainly does not consist of more you-the-people that he is between a 
media-based conspiracy censors by than five percent of the electorate. rock and hard place--likewise is 
burying all opposing opinions in a your Congress. Even this late in 
mass of confusion--and then giving STRATEGY FOR OPPOSITION the game, if they took responsibil- 
emphasis only to those that support 

objectives. This Those who have the perception to 
is infinitely see what is happening and to oppose 
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ity, recognized the errors and 

turned upon the conspirators, they 
could save your nation and their 

own necks. Will they do it will- 
ingly or without pressure? No. 

You are stuck with that which you 
have until it is changed. Promotion 
of one candidate over another is 
without much merit, either--for 
YOU have to change and not just 
the person sent to office. You must 
DEMAND change. If there are 

ones of integrity and have proven 
integrity; then they can plow the 
canal in front but YOU HAVE TO 
DO IT. What happens is that as the 

system is now structured with only 
“their” candidates in the running, 
any new candidates are simply al- 
ready delivered, or will immedi- 

ately be delivered, into the hands of 
that conspiracy. There they are in- 
visibly bound and gagged before 
being seated in places where “duly 

elected officials” continue the ap- 

of Government by law. 
must have leaders and not just 

more candidates. 

Neither must you allow yourselves 
the privileges of dissipation of your 

energies on ANY political issues, 
and herein is the downfall of EV- 
ERY THIRD PARTY SYSTEM. 
However important a political issue 

might appear to be, it is a detraction 
from 

You must be ‘with a group who has 
one intent in the national interest: 
removal of ALL of the conspiracy’s 
control over the Constitutional 
united States of America. YOU 

MUST ACCEPT NOTHING LESS. 

INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY 
SOCIETY (ISS) 

I am going to present information-- 
as I often do, from information re- 
ceived--which is moving solidly in 
the correct direction. I have no 
sanction on anv such- %reanization” 

but if the projections are valid, I am 

duty-bound to share them with you 
and you can join or build as you 
wish. As with other information I 
have presented, I effort to give that 

which is permitted for reproduction 
and/or printing. Therefore, please 
understand that although I print a 
“thing” it DOES NOT MEAN 

THAT IT IS SANCTIONED IN 
FULL BY MYSELF OR ANY OF 
MY CREW. IT SIMPLY MEANS 
THAT I PRESENT IT TO YOU 

FOR WHATEVER VALUE YOU 

CAN FIND WHILE I HONOR 
THOSE PRESENTING THE IN- 

FORMATION. THEREFORE, 
THAT WHICH FOLLOWS IS 
COPIED TO RE- 
QUEST--IN FULL WITHOUT 
COMMENT. FOR MORE IN- 
FORMATION YOU WILL HAVE 
TO CONTACT THE ORIGINA- 
TOR. 

I ask that the following be copied in 
full, Dharma. Thank you. 

QUOTE: 

To avoid falsification and confu- 
sion our all-encompassing petition 
is in copyright form. NO 
permission is granted to quote 
“selected” portions. The following 
single, unwavering and continuous 
petition for redress of grievances is 
the one--and the only one--signified 
by every public demonstration of 
the ISS. [H: Again I emphasize 
that I only offer this to you for 
many of you are inquiring as to 
what can be done and this is what 
one group is doing.] 

UNITED STATES 

We the people of the United 
States who are committed to the 
present U.S. Constitution, recog- 

nizing that a conspiracy’s unconsti- 
tutional control over Congress has 
resulted in the passage of unconsti- 
tutional “laws” far too numerous to 

be tested in the courts, hereby state 
our grievances and our petition that 
two specific steps be taken by 
Congress to correct this condition. 

Compliance with this petition re- 
quires that these steps be taken 
fully, exactly, and in the order 
given. 

GRIEVANCES 

1. “laws” have 
been made by Congress and en- 
forced by the elected, appointed and 
hired employees of the United 

States. Conspicuous among the 
unlawful “laws” made by officials 
in lawful positions are: (1) Those 
that enable the radio and television 
facet of the media-based conspiracy 
to restrict freedom of speech and 
press, and (2) those by which the 
Congress unlawfully gave the Fed- 
eral Reserve Bank power to arbi- 
trarily manipulate the value of 
money; the Federal Reserve Act vi- 
olated the wording and obvious in- 
tent of the Constitution that 
Congress would determine the value 
of money by openly recorded laws. 

2. The mixing of unconstitutional 
“laws” with constitutional laws has 
become so extensive and complex 
that countless thousands of individ- 

uals in the Government can make 
arbitrary decisions that may or may 
not be legal but are generally 
obeyed simply because it is 

to contest them. Expedient 

action in the midst of confusion is 
the general practice. All semblance 
of government by law is fading 

away; the cry for law and order is 
the cry of those drowning in so 
many unconstitutional “laws” that 
there can be no law and order. 

3. The total effect is that a media- 
based conspiracy, which is easily 
identified by its clear course of ac- 
tions opposing the Constitution, has 
such extensive control over the 
“law’‘-makers within the U.S. Gov- 
ernment that it has already formed a 

bureaucratic tyranny. It constantly 
creates a fertile field for the con- 
spiracy’s continued action by push- 
ing for still more “laws” that in- 
crease the present individual-fetter- 

ing confusion. 

4. The bureaucratic tyranny grows 
by taking money from taxpayers 
and using it to give power and fa- 
vors to those who support the Con- 
stitution-opposing conspiracy. The 

great bulk of the action that must 
occupy the time and efforts of 

the people, the courts, the 
Congress, and the President is 

fighting the conspiracy-controlled 
bureaucracy. That bureaucracy ex- 
ists in direct violation of the con- 

stitutional provision that: “The 

powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor pro- 
hibited by it to the States, are re- 

served to the states respectively, or 
to the people. ” 

PETITION FOR REDRESS 
OF GRIEVAS 

1. Immediately remove every fed- 
eral agency other than those that 
would be part of a clarified Federal 
Government, as set forth in item 2 
below, from a position where their 
regulations have the purported sta- 

tus of Federal law; and, in the same 
act, make provisions whereby they 
can gradually be removed from the 
necessity for funding by the Federal 

Government. 

They can be removed as parts of 
the Federal Government by chang- 
ing them into Government corpora- 
tions that can sue and be sued--but 
whose regulations are not “laws” 
that bog down legislation and law 

enforcement. An example of this 

procedure exists in the evolution of 
the Federal National Mortgage As- 
sociation (FNMA). Provisions for 

removing them from the necessity 
for Federal funding are contained in 
the same example. This example is 
cited only to show that the proce- 
dure is workable; Congress alreadv 

knows how to use it. 

This first step must be taken 
first because the numerous Federal 
agencies cannot be instantly abol- 
ished without precipitating chaos; 
but, by their very status as pur- 
ported parts of the Federal Gov- 
ernment, they create a confusion 
that makes any approach to the sec- 
ond step hopelessly complicated and 
therefore impossible. The purpose 
of this first step is to “clear the 
decks for action.” m: 

on 
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a 

This first step can be totally ac- 

complished with one vote on one 
bill. Anything else can only be 
construed as an attempt to further 
the confusion which enables the 
conspiracy to retain its unconstitu- 
tional control over the United States 
Government. 

2. Prepare and submit for rati- 
fication an updated 

Constitution, or amend- 
ments to the original one, that rec- 
ognize radio, television, and current 
money that has no intrinsic value; 
and limit the Federal 
Government’s parts, whose regula- 

tions are law, to those of (a) na- 
tional defense, (b) regulatory con- 
trol over subordinate bodies politic, 
and (c) protection of individuals 
from the United States, itself, and 

from subordinate bodies politic in 
fields clearly specified by the ex- 
isting United States Constitution. 

Include in the updated Constitu- 
tion or amendments submitted for 

ratification the provision that one 
body politic must have only one 
body of law--always completely 
contained in one document. We 

reject any argument that things have 
become too complicated for one 
body politic to have only one body 
of law contained in one document. 
There can be no government by 
law, and consequently no law- 
abiding citizens, unless the law is 
clearly stated. To satisfy the condi- 
tion of clarity there must be a com- 

pletely self-contained document 

which can be fully reproduced, 
widely distributed, held in the 
hands, and be understood by ANY 
individual over whom it claims ju- 
risdiction. One document--and one 
document only--must be recognized 

as the supreme law of any body 
politic that claims legal 

status. 

The principle incorporated into 
the Federal Constitution will do 
more than limit the Federal Gov- 
ernment. It will serve two other es- 

sential purposes. First, it will limit 

all state and subordinate govem- 
ments. Second, it will set a prece- 
dent among the governments of the 
world on which “recognition” of 
one government by another can be 
based. Therefore the action to up- 
date the Constitution should contain 
words that carry the following in- 
tent: 

“The body politic known as the 
United States of America invites 

acceptance by the powers of the 
world on the basis of this com- 
prehensive statement of its laws, 

and hereby declares that it will 

consider recognition of another 
body politic only if such body 

politic publishes a single docu- 
ment which it asserts to be the 
sole and total expression of its 
intents and purposes and of its 
mechanics for bringing con- 

forming pressures on all its- pur- 
poses to govern. This must in- 
clude all natural individuals and 

all fictitious entities subordinate 
to itself, all things or persons, 
real or fictitious, which it claims 
as its component parts. This 

one document must be offered 
to the world at large and to the 
governed as having supremacy 
over all others. 

Recognizing that no other 
peaceful action can reclaim the 
United States Government from the 
present control of those who seek to 
destroy it, we petition that the 
above recited action be given 
priority over else. 
Because of the clear and presenl 
danger that now threatens our lives 
and our property, our sacred hono 
demands action. 

Congress--and only Congress--has 
the power to remove the danger by 

action. We petition 

Congress to take the only possible 
peaceful action NOW. 

END QUOTE 

,AN APPEAL FOR 
MEMBERSHIP TO MAKE THE 

,rSS MORE VISIBLE 

I believe that I have fulfilled ml 
obligation to this resource. I would 
suggest that you contact this organ& 
zation individually or as grouping: 

if you have further interest. I have 

not further looked matte] 

but you can do so through: 
326 Harris Rd., 

Rochester, WA 98579. I thank 

these ones for sharing their infor- 
mation and their thrust, for all of 

you must come into unity if you are 
to have the force with which to 
bring this beast back under control. 

Pay attention to the large helicopter 
taking pictures in the area. It is a 
CIA/military surveillance craft. 
You are under constant surveillance 
and the adversary gets more and 
more bold in approaching. Just re- 

member that WE ALSO HAVE 
CRAFT IN THE AREA AND 
ALSO HAVE YOU UNDER 
CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE. 

WE ARE, FURTHER, IN RADIO 
CONTACT WITH THE CRAFT’S 
CREW AND I BELIEVE THEY 
QUITE CLEARLY UNDER- 

STAND THE CONSEQUENCES 
OF DAMAGING ANY ONE OF 
YOUR LITTLE FEATHERED 
HEADS. SALU. 

HATONN ~0 CLEAR. 

Anti-Defamation League 

of B’nai Brith 
lo/Z/91 #l HATONN w 

m be the Judge--is this or is this “Lashinsky” would have been origi 
lot a “Jewish” organization ? This nally Russian Jewish. 

s information sent to radio/TV sta- 
ions regarding George’s appear- Now, before there is misunder 
mces. This has been sent to every standing of my own intent herein 
crown station, network and channel let me tell you why I am doing this 
n the U.S. Brothers, if you don’t It has nothing to do with the actua 
;ee that which is going on then you ADL group. I utilize this methoc 

;hall never again be free. I DO to show you that you have forfeitec 

YOT endorse any group who pro- all rights to freedom of speech- 

ects anything against brother. The YOUR FIRST AMENDMENT I! 

nference herein, if you have access EFFECTIVELY OVERTHROW 

:o all documents involved, is that BY THIS VERY TYPE OF PRES 
we are a part and parcel of the SURE. SINCE THE OWNERS 01 
KKK, Skinheads and other “hate THESE NETWORKS ARE SELF 
groups”. PROCLAIMED “JEWS’, THEN 

BELIEVE YOU WILL FINI 

We write NOTHING in the EX- THAT A LETTER FROM THI 
PRESSES or in the JOURNALS ADL IS SUFFICIENT TO CLOSI 

which cannot be backed up with DOWN ALL INTERVIEWS. 

names, dates and places. I am go- 
ing to ask that respond to this 
incredible hogwash because I think 
YOU OF AMERICA need facts 
from humans if you are to awaken YOU 
at all. We have just been writing 
about control of the Press, Televi- 
sion and Radio. HERE IS YOUR 

PROOF! 

1 ask that you look at the surnames 
on the “letter” which lists the Re- 
gional Board and Executive Corn- 
mittee members of the ADL as is 
listed on the letterhead stationery. 
This, of course, is only the Arizona 0 
Regional Office--you should the 
“overall”. You will note that even 

the names indicate connections; 
i.e., “Shultz” is a German name, 
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ULTIMATELY YOU 
WILL DESERVE WHATEVER 
YOU RECEIVE. 

If you want more information on 
the ADL, I suggest you get all the 
details from LaRouche, 

and anyone who 
has spoken out in Truth for the 
“intent” is that you shall never find 
the truth and so‘ far it has been most 

successful in the media! Will I take 
on the ADL? I need not “take-on” 
any being or group of beings but I 
will stand against any evil source or 

resource for I come in service unto 
Holy God and these ones will not 
stand in the Light of Truth and 
Godliness--nor will these ones spare 

even their OWN if it interferes with 
their goal of world domination and 
soul destruction. 

You ones who have stood in the 
comers and projected the truth but 
have doubted the Phoenix sources 

and/or material--I suggest you get 
off your duffs and step forward. 
We will bear the banner but I have 
asked enough from my co-workers 
in this place and they now need 
help. You must come to realize 
that the hardest hit group and most 
infiltrated organizations are your 

“Christian Evangelical and Funda- 
mental Groups”. GOD IN- 
STANTLY FORGIVES AND 
OVERSEES IGNORANCE--HE 

DOES NOT OVERLOOK RE- 
FUSAL TO 5EE TRUTH. 

I now ask that a letter received in 
April from D.G., (Calif.) be 
reprinted next. Thank you. It 

speaks for itself and is only one of 
MANY we have received from 
those of trusting faith who have 

come to see Truth--long before 
there were Phoenix publications. 
This letter, however, is tender and 
insightful and I wish to share it. 

TO ALL OF YOU IN SERVICE-- 

” 

. 
” 

and 

Anti-Defamation League @L of B’nai B’rith 

Attached is information which, we believe, will corroborate 
our assessment that America West Publishers, Inc., 

represented by Hr. Green is nothing than an anti- 
Jewish, Nazi-Apologist creation designed to spew anti- 
Semitism into the community. 

As you will note in the attached copy of the Phoenix 

Jouinal Exotess, which is published by America vest 

Publishers, Inc., there are several anti-Jewish statements 

such as 'Zionist Communism,. *Zionism and its Prostitute 
(the U.S.) . . .,* the 'Myth of the Holocaust,' as well as 
the conspiratorial story of the "ILLUMINATI." 

Attached is information on the ILLUMINATI taken from our 
nicrcfilm riles, which describes how 2 long deceased secret 
order established by an ex-Jesuit in 1776, has been 

in recent times by known anti-Semites for 
purpose of discrediting Jews and Judaism. 

As you read further into the Phoenix Journal Express, YOU 
will find references to the "Zionist Eisenhower,' as if to 

sav President Eisenhower was Jewish, as well as 
Nazi Germany which that "worid Lionism had 

already built up a chest of some two billion to 

be used against Germany as early as 1902." 

Clearly, this is absolute drivel which the average person 

would pay no attention to. However, you are providing 

Green and those behind the Phoenix Journal Express with a 
large audience ro promote this nonsense every time YOU 
allow him on the Once again, we wonder how allowing 

unchallenged anti-Semitic remarks on radio is 

necessarily in the public good. 

.4rizona Regional Office 

We hope this information is helpful to you and re are 
availaale should you wish to discuss this further. 

Sincerely, 

Director 

‘J 
JB:yh 

Attached 

. . . . 

. 

7 
13. 
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1949 

1952, 

1938..... 

. 

.“.. .. . 

1 

. . 

signed (D. G.) 

Thank you, precious one, for I be- 
lieve you can now see why you 
were compelled to write that letter 
back in April. God blesses you, 
child, for your service unto your 
brothers at this time of awakening 
into TRUTH. It is always painful 
to realize you have been played for 
the “fool” but no man is a “fool” 
except him who allows of it and ac- 
cepts it. You shared your heart and 
many will hear and there will be an 
uprising of those so persecuted to 
halt this march of doom across your 
world. It begins with YOU and 

right in this nation called the United 
States of America. You must sal- 
vage your Constitution and bring to 
a STOP this heinous corruption of a 

world lest the prophecies of the evil 
projector come to pass upon the 
blessed lands of Earth. 

Now I ask that we reprint a compi- 
lation of statements from three 
books written by John Harland and 
Melvin Gorham. It is the men I 

honor and not the Books as such. I 
will discuss the books themselves 
sometime at a later sitting. 

Pre-History culture 

of Northern Europe 
QUOTE: 

Culture is the modification of 
nature by human will so as to make 

conditions favorable for the growth 
of certain organisms and unfavor- 
able for others. This meaning is 
recognized when talking of corn 

culture, bean culture, etc. The nat- 
ural environment is modified by 
using tools, adding nourishment fa- 
vorable to the selected plants, and 
using sprays that discourage the un- 
WZUlttXl. 

Human culture is usually im- 
plied when the word “culture” is 

used alone. Like corn and bean 

culture, human culture is also a 
man-made environment. It favors 
humans of certain characteristics 

and discourages others. The tools, 
nourishments, and sprays are reli- 
. 

gions, arts, wars, jails, schools, so- 
cial systems, etc. If there were no 
dark motives, the selective effect 
intended by these tools, nourish- 
ments, and sprays would be openly 
stated. In our present world quite 
the contrary is true: attempts are 
made to hide the selective effect. 
This surreptitious practice is now so 
common that the very meaning of 
culture has become clouded. 

Has civilization regressed? 

More than four thou.sand years ago, 
flesh and blood humans with differ- 
ent characteristics were the recog- 
nized products of different human 
cultures, and between two opposing 
human cultures, a sharp distinction 
had already been made; the dividing 
line had been clearly drawn. 

. . .._. .*.. ._ 



When languages were first de- 
veloped, people could not fail to be 
impressed by the helplessness of an 
individual who was confronted by 
large powerful groups of word- 
coordinated humans. Wherever 
groups were led by the strongest 
and most competent, and freely 
followed by those who perceived 
and valued leaders of 

strength and wisdom, there was no 
modification of nature. The fittest 
individuals who survived were the 
strong, the competent, and the per- 

ceptive. 

A word-based culture--that op- 
posed nature--began when inferior 
leaders made groups into hidden- 
purpose power units by using words 
to deceive their followers. Unable 
to demonstrate strength and wis- 
dom, these leaders pretended to be 
spokesmen for awesome invisible 
forces. When they had built up a 

following of those who were easy to 
deceive, they used the group’s 
power to destroy superior individu- 
als who perceived and opposed their 
word-perpetuated falsity. This was 
a perverted culture. It was a man- 
made modification of nature that 
bred out strong, proud, competent, 

perceptive individuals and preserved 
the stupid and servile--those who 
would submit to and join a group 
which was manipulated so as to op- 

pose and destroy individual in- 
tegrity. 

Without any need for primitive 
people to comprehend the long- 
range evolutionary effect of such a 
culture, intelligent individuals could 

see that something needing careful 

consideration, was happening: the 
best people were being destroyed 
and their servile inferiors were be- 
ing given group aid to survive. 
Quantity was replacing quality. 

Long before any recorded his- 

tory, widespread concern about 
what was happening was expressed 
in the primitive dragon symbol for 
such a manipulated group. Serpent 
was a symbol often used instead of 

dragon. Serpent and dragon are 
history-old symbols used to desig- 
nate a group that acts as a unit ma- 

nipulated by some “authority”. 

Long before any recorded his- 
tory, a sharp division was obviously 
recognized between the serpent- 
dragon-culture and the opposing in- 
dividual-sovereignty-culture. The 
fact that this prehistory division was 
sharp, and that it dates back count- 

less thousands of years, is evi- 
denced by the different characteris- 
tics bred into different peoples. 
Our focus here is on the actual 
declaration in words that distin- 
guishes the two opposing cultures in 
the earliest fragments of history 

which have been preserved. 

=G BACK 

Over three thousand years B.C., 
the Aryan people of Europe and 
Asia were linked together at the 
Iranian plateau north of the Tigris- 

Euphrates Valley. We have records 
which show that the Aryans ver- 
bally expressed. their individual 
sovereignty in their 

approval of dragon slayers. (The 
reader who is unfamiliar with this 
fact is referred to the earliest reli- 
gions and mythology of the Mid- 
east and India.) 

In Babylonian records a positive 
is much less clear. 

However, the facing the 
whole human species was recog- 
nized. One of the earliest Babylo- 
nian stories tells of two lovers in a 
paradise-like garden who were 
tempted by a serpent to leave their 
paradise. This simple story sur- 
vived because it clearly recognized 

and recited the fundamental prob- 
lem of the human species--now the 
hidden cancer of Western Civiliza- 
tion. Long before there was a 
Western Civilization the problem 
was viewed as highly important. 

SERPENT CULTURE 

Several centuries after the 
Babylonian story was first recorded, 

Jews to form them- 
selves into a serpent. By twisting 
the extant story, they attempted to 
deflect the widespread condemna- 
tion of serpents from applying to 

the serpent they wanted to create of 
themselves. They modified the 
Babylonian story so as to present 
the two lovers as being the first man 

and woman on earth. Of course, 
with such a twist, the accepted 

meaning of serpent could not apply. 

In order to adapt the long respected 
story to their own use, they pre- 
sented the serpent as a magic sort of 
biological reptile, as something su- 
pernatural, as a devil. Then they 
fictionalized an opposing supematu- 
r-al power--a “good guy”, a god, 
Jahweh--who they claimed had cre- 
ated the Jewish serpent to eat up 
other serpents. 

The Jewish Bible acknowledges 
the “sin” of listening to the serpent, 
of accepting the serpent doctrine 
that there is a good and evil differ- 
ent from that- manifest in nature. 
But the “sin” that lost those who 
listened to the serpent their position 
in paradise is blamed on past 
generations; it is presented as be- 
yond the power of present genera- 
tions to rectify. The acceptance of 
serpent ways is presented as 
“acceptance of the way things are”. 
It is so presented because the Jews 
do not want to abandon the per- 
verted serpent culture and return to 
nature. Present day analytical Jew- 

ish scholars describe the essence of 
Jewish culture as the attempt to gain 
“victory over nature”. 

a 

1700 

tinuity 

In Western civilization the cat- 
alyst that precipitated the conflict 
between the two diametrically op- 
posed cultures was the one we shall 
call “Jesus”. Jesus condemned the 
Jewish serpent culture and presented 
a concept of a god who was con- 

cerned with individuals rather than 
groups. He tried to save his own 

people, the group-emphasizing 

Jews, themselves, from the certain 
doom inherent in their opposition to 
nature, in their adherence to the 
ways of the serpent, in their claims 
that serpent had a unique holi- 
ness because they were “god’s cho- 
sen people”--in their lack of respect 
for individual perception. He said 
that as Moses lifted up the serpent 
in the wilderness, even so should 
the son of man be lifted up. His 
strongest statement was that in- 
dividuals could transgress against 
anything, including what the people 
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thought of as god, and it was all 
right, but if they transgressed 
against the holy spirit within them- 
selves they would be eternally 

doomed. 

Jesus injected this age-old con- 
flict between the two opposing cul- 
tures into the very midst of the peo- 
ple whose words claimed that--in 
their special position as a chosen 
people--their serpent culture was 
holy. Historical records show that 
the cultural directions, which had 
made a division between peoples 

long before recorded history, had 
been recognized in words for at 
least three thousand years. But, ex- 
cept for the Jews, no people had 
ever set forth a word sophistry 
aimed at claiming the existence of a 
god who opposed nature--who op- 
posed his own creation. 

Instead, the serpent culture had 
long been recognized as a problem 
requiring some special strategy on 
the part of intelligent people who 
had to deal with its controlled-mob 
products. During the three thou- 
sand years B.C., during which time 
we know that the problem was 

recognized, the Aryans in Asia and 
Europe became separated. The 
Asian branch, in India, took the 
route of trying to coexist with and 

teach the wisdom already articulated 
by the Aryans to serpent-bred peo- 
ples. The European branch chose 
full segregation. To implement 
their segregations the Northern Eu- 
ropeans established a no-man’s land 
between themselves and those who 

accepted the serpent culture. Our 
focus here is on the European 
branch of the Aryans--the Northern 
Europeans. 

In Northern 
Europeans in the larger context of 
the human species, we must recog- 
nize two glaringly false concepts 
that have been perpetuated regard- 
ing the last two thousand years of 
Western Civilization. 

The first is that the religion of 
the Northern Europeans was Roman 
paganism. This is referred to as the 
worship of many fictionalized gods. 
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Roman paganism had been imposed 
only on Roman-controlled Gaul. 
Julius Caesar; in his recorded com- 

mentaries, was emphatic in saying 
that the people at the core of North- 
em Europe had not even heard of 
the Roman gods. 

m: “Pagan” 

The second glaringly false con- 

cept is that the so-called 

“Christianity” imposed on the 

Northern Europeans was the teach- 

ings of “Jesus”. Nothing could be 

more false. Looking no further 

than the Ring James version of the 
Bible, it is conspicuous to anyone 
who reads what is written that it 

was the serpent culture of the Jews 
which was imposed on the Northern 
Europeans. The teachings of Jesus 
opposed that culture. His opposi- 
tion to it was what precipitated his 
crucifixion. Jesus was condemned 
by the Jews for blaspheming against 
Judaism. 

Ironically the crucifixion of Je- 

sus was used to spread the serpent 
culture that he gave his life to op- 

PO= The ” 
invented by Paul put the history-old 
conflict of cultures upon the very 
hearthstone, of the Northern Euro- 
peans, who had made an unequivo- 
cal commitment and fully segre- 
gated themselves from it. The 
finest Roman armies had been un- 
able to gain access to the strongly 
held core of Europe. Treachery de- 
stroyed what force could not. The 
ostensible fact that Jesus was cruci- 
fied for his opposition to the Jewish 

serpent was the “Christianity” pass- 
port that got deceptive infiltrators 
carrying the serpent culture across 
the no-man’s land. When the false- 
ness of the passports was fully rec- 

1 

3gnized, the age-old war between 
the two cultures had already been 
transferred to Northern Europe. 

Let us take a brief rest break at this 
point so that the preceding can be 

turned over. We will continue with 
the subject when we resume. Since 
there is a meeting this afternoon we 
will keep the next writing to about 
an hour or so. Thank you. 

Hatonn to stand-by. 

w91#2 HAT0N-N 

WORD 

QUOTING CONTINUED: 

As late as 303 A.D. a Christian 
soldier named George was captured, 
tortured, and killed by the Emperor 

Diocletian because he was a 
“dragon slayer”; but, looking at the 
overall picture, Nietzsche made this 
substantially correct appraisal: “The 

very word ‘Christianity’ is a 
misunderstanding--at bottom there 
was only one Christian, and he died 
on the cross. 

In Paul is in- 

carnated the very opposite of the 
‘bearer of glad tidings’; he repre- 
sents the genius for hatred. 
indeed, has not this dysangelist sac- 
rificed to hatred! Above all, the 
Savior; he nailed him to his 

cross. . . . Once more the priestly 
instinct of the Jew perpetuated the 
same old master crime against his- 
tory--he simply struck out the yes- 
terday and the day before yesterday 
of Christianity, and 

of Christian begin- 
nings. what he wanted was 
power; in priest once more 
reached out for power-he had use 
only for such concepts, teachings 
and symbols as served the 
of the tyrannizing 
and organizing mobs.” 

After the Roman priests had 
gained access, all the sophistry in- 
volved in making the crucifixion of 

Jesus into a symbol advocating the 
very thing he had opposed made the 
whole of Northern Europe into a 
madhouse. The “authority” within 

the madhouse was the “authority” 
of the torture rack and the witch 

II ‘authoritative” words; words were 
:onsidered only as good as the flesh 

md blood person who spoke them; 
words were viewed with 

l&lain. Spoken poetry and song, 
Freely modified by each singer, 

:larified the culture. The poetry 
md song was repeated often enough 
D survive whenever it expressed 
something significant. The extant 
written stories of BEOWULF and 
! tie ICELANDIC EDDAS were ob- 
viously twisted by Judaeo-Christian 
writers to distort the Northern Eu- 
ropean cultural direction set forth in 
the ancient songs. However, the 
twisted versions still contain enough 
substance from the original content 

to be grasped by the perceiving. 

Christian-individual-sovereignty- 
culture in the Declaration of Inde- 
pendence. (THE JEFFERSON BI- 
u. THE LIFE AND MORALS 
OF JESUS OF NAZARETH, Bea- 
con Press, Boston [any good book 
store] .) 

Richard Wagner, with amaz- 
ingly perceptive genius, extracted 
the essence from these fragments 
and made of it a consistent whole 
that runs through all of his four 
Ring operas. Using the archetypal 
symbols in which the Northern Eu- 
ropeans stated their cultural direc- 

tion, he created from them a pro- 
found musical drama that can prob- 
ably never be equalled, much less 
surpassed. Wagner used the origi- 
nal symbols without explanation. 
No explanation is really needed for 
those who allow the archetypes to 
speak directly to the subconscious. 
None the less, some of them are not 
clearly understood when viewed 

within the context of usual present 
day waking consciousness. 

John Harland, in his WORLD 

CONTROLLED HUMANS, A 
Brief History, tells about the strug- 
gle for individualism in America, 
after telling how it was possible for 
the Roman priests to impose the so 
called “Christianity” on the North- 
em Europeans--by first presenting 

the actual teachings of Jesus. Then, 
over centuries, while the Roman 
priests imposed the so called 

-on the Northern Europeans, they 
had ample time to rework all the 
native stories. For the same pur- 

pose of confusing clear cultural 
statements that the Jews had origi- 
nally mutilated the Babylonian 
story, and Paul had mutilated the 

opposition of Jesus to the Jewish 
serpent, the Judaeo-Christian monks 
and priests mutilated all the ancient 
stories that recited the Northern Eu- 

ropean cultural direction. 

They should be; the effort of 

bringing them into present day 
waking consciousness gives great 

In the pre-history culture of the 
individual sovereigns who were in 

Northern Europe, there were no 

entity legally accepted as 
if it were a natural person” than the 
current legal term for serpent: “An 
authoritatively diiecte4-l b&Y 
politic”. For those who would look 

at the extant statement of pre-his- 

tory of Northern European culture 

rewards. 
under the hard spotlight of present 

Because they are more day waking consciousness, Melvin 
graphic and less abstract than CUP Garb has supp~& the UUkna- 

rent language, they can be Used to tion. 
clarify current thought. For in- 

StanCe, “serpent” or “dragon” is 

much more descriptive what pre- 
Gorham has artfully commented 

on Wagner’s work by making a 
sent day legal jargon defmes as “a 

burnings practiced by the politically 
Holy Roman 

away 
em European madhouse, Roger 
Williams made a great effort to re- 
establish the individual-sovereignty- 
teachings of Jesus. Thomas Jeffer- 
son, who used scissors to cut away 
the mutilating Jewish injections 
from the life and teachings of Jesus 
(a secret that was kept until 1902), 
proclaimed the essence of the true 

parallel~original story set in the 21st 
Century; it uses today’s language 
and thought patterns. Gorham has 
followed Wagner’s entire work so 

closely that his own creative work 
could be set side by side for de- 
tailed comparison, in the usual way 
that German and English librettos 
are published. Gorham’s CURSE 

QF THE RING, which parallels 
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bred by the two opposing cultures pent-dragon culture is personified 
are, of course, different. However, by Alberich. And in Wagner’s ver- 

Wagner’s DAS RHINEGOLD it is their characteristics, not their sion, again for artistic simplicity, 
THE RING CYCLE, gives waking appearance that gives substance to Alberich is shown passing the curse 

consciousness a parallel for m the story. Dwarfs are those who of the Ring on to Wotan, when he 

WALKURE. SIEGFRIED, ad have been “parts” of a serpent- passes the position of “authority” 

GO’ITERDAMMERUNG. dragon so long that their life as over a controlled people. However, 
segments has “given them small in waking conscious reality, the 

GPPOSING CUL- distorted souls”. The Sovereigns, curse is inherent in the attempt to 
the products of the individual lead by manipulating public opin- 

is more than life, and so after losing 
it, still, in honor, you must live 
when life is less than worthless. 
The arrogant god I will yet see 
crawl. When you hold the Ring 

you will find yourself committed to 
the ways of a cringing coward- 
death-doomed but unable to wel- 
come death. 

As a continuous story running 
through three generations, numer- 

ous situations are used to contrast 
the seen in nature and ac- 
cented in the culture of sovereign 
individuals, to the nature-opposing 

promoted by the culture of 
groupism. 

The story begins with the initial 
efforts of Alberich, a serpent cul- 
ture product, to fashion a Ring--any 
attraction that dominates public at- 
tention--by turning manufactured 

articles into status symbols. 

The culture of individual 
sovereignty is based upon full 
recognition that (1) the distinctive 

male and female characteristics of 
sex, and (2) individual freedom 
must be retained as a cultural unit 
because they support each other. 
Together they give the individual 
sovereignty culture its nature-ac- 

centing direction. Both are being 

threatened by what Alberich is do- 
ing. The threat is so great that 

Wotan, the leader of the 

Sovereigns, decides to take emer- 
gency measures. Reluctantly, he 
tries to use the despicable Ring tac- 
tics to gain world wide public sup- 
port for sovereign values. 

Although all facets of the abo- 
riginal Northern European cultural 

commitment are clearly set forth, 
the story takes its title from the 
Ring symbol. The curse of the Ring 
is what ‘causes the downfall of the 
unsuspecting Wotan. Gorham 

brings every symbol into waking 
consciousness. As regards the 
Ring, he shows that the curse is no 
magic spell put upon a physical 
Ring by a dwarf who is simply less 

physically beautiful than the “good 
guys”. He also clarifies the dwarf 

symbol. A dwarf is clearly seen as 
the end product of a groupism cul- 
ture. 

(Ed: Shamir?) 

Flesh and blood human products 

sovereignty culture, are fully inte- ion. Therefore, as Gorham writes Alberich was seen by Wagner as 

grated individuals. THE RING the story, Alberich does not place a using typically Jewish methods--un- 

CYCLE is concerned with the cul- magical curse on the Ring; he just dercover control of groups who 
tures as cultures. A part of the describes the curse inherent in it. think they are controlling them- 

plot is actually based upon the fact He says: ’ selves. In the story, the Jewish sys- 

that the human products of opposing 
has taken over the politics of 

cultures may be physically indistin- 
“Having lost all else, I’ve got the entire world. However, it 

t 
guishable. 

nothing left but my hate. But let should be remembered that the ser- 
me tell you something about visions pent-dragon symbol is much older 

Originally there is a physical 
in a night of hate. My hate gives than the Jewish Bible, and the pre- 

Ring. It is similar to the present 
me some dreams now--dreams of history Northern Europeans had no 

day “Oscar” in the movies. Evolv- 
god writhing in torment. I see vi- contact with Jews; they had only the 

ing from such a precedent, “Ring” 
sions now of your terrible downfall. age-old knowledge of, and con: 

becomes a symbol to designate 
That will be a downfall such as scious commitment to oppose, the 

anything that holds the focus of 
can’t even imagine. DO you know serpent-dragon system, itself. The 

public fancy. 
what will happen when you, a ro- story is about the system--not about 
mantic idealist, begin trying to any specific products of the system 

Logi is an attorney, who defects 
control the thoughts and “Jewish”. The Ring was a descrip- 

to the Sovereigns from FAFNER 
opinions of the whole vulgar popu- tive name given to one facet of it. 

(Federated Asiatic Farming Nations 
lace? That, let me tell you, is Another facet was called the Tarn- 

Eternal Republic--a dragon). When 
something a lot different from helm--a typical serpent-dragon po- 

telling Wotan, the Sovereign leader, 
leading people who follow litical device. 

what kind of enemy he is up 
freely. That is something utterly 

against, Logi gives a good descrip- 
outside the clean evolutionary pro- After passing through the muti- 

tion of the Ring. He is talking 
of a mutant surviving and lation of the 

about the serpent-dragon culture--as 
helping others like himself to sur- monks who were rewriting the 

a culture--and includes, along with 
vive. That is the old Ring game. story, the Tarnhelm comes down to 

FAFNER, the post atomic war 
Do you hear me? The old Ring 
game! From that game no man can 

us as a magical cap put on the head 

western hemisphere FASOLT 
(Federated American Society of i:z j” YE.: curm~n~~ewi~r& ‘z- 

to make an individual invisible, or 
make it possible for one to assume a 

Latin Territories). Reviewing the shape other than one’s own. The 

history of FASOLT and FAFNER, 
tic& of FASOLT and FAFNER 9 Tarnhelm is put on the stage in that 

Logi says: 
tired old men who have become in the Wagnerian ol.,e.as and 
nothing but figureheads, there is th 

“Their civilization crystalhzed 
anguish and torment like you could 

e audience is left to make its own 
inte.pretition. 

into its recognizable character when 
never believe. Those in control are 

the power of mass opinion was ad- 
gnawed constantly by fearful envy Gorham makes the Tarnhelm 

mittedly made supreme, when poli- adI in fad just as in SYmb& heY 
have found that the reward for 

clear by describing the system it- 

tics became nothing but a TV pro- 
self, in current Alberich 

gram, and politicians became noth- 
each coveted position is a selfde- instructs his assistant, Mime, who is 

ing but script writers and actors. vouring serpent* That alone should in charge of undercover group ma- 

The power of f&s turn You awaY* But listen to this: 

on itself and destroys its own vital- The curse is in proportion to the 
nipulation: “My control is tight now 
and your story that need to 

ity. This fact was acknowledged by Stature Of the accursed Ring’s set up dummy opposition to me, 

the whimsical designer of the award holder! In the terms of our time the something for the people to hang 

for the best television program--the manipulators of public opinion have their faith on, is beginning to sound 

Ring in the form of a Uroborus, a p la ed only with pompous parades y suspicious. Also, some of the op 

snake swallowing its own tail.” He of their positions-and could 

cautions Wotan, “With their exam- only that coveted pomp. I--who am to me. You start playing down per- 

more. You play up eco- 

that no one would again seek power ulator--have played only with power nomics, play unemployment, 

by courting capricious public opin- and could suffer only the loss of 

ion. ” power. But you claim greatness 
and for you the curse will be great. 

For artistic simplicity, the ser- You play with an ideal that to you 
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play up labor and industry conflicts. 
Give the dopes some harmless 
problems to think about. Get some 

petitions circulating. Let them for- 
get who’s running things. You 
concentrate on the old tried and true 
garbage that the voters are the boss. 
You bear down on that. It has al- 
ways worked. Mr. Average Citizen 
is running things--MR. AVERAGE 
CITIZEN--the invisible man. And 

I am Mr. Average Citizen. I’m just 
a face in the crowd. You can’t see 

. . ..But don’t forget that you can 
El me. ” 

Clarification of the Tamhelm 
ad the various of using it 
runs through the whole story. To 

Logi, who defected to the 
Sovereigns, Alberich says, “YOU, 

yet have colleagues throughout the Speaking to Wotan, Alberich 

world, think you are cunning and says: “As I forswore love of all 

all men fools. But let me set you else for the power behind controlled 
right. You Sovereigns identify wealth, so shall you. No obscure 
yourselves with your ideals, princi- inner sense of beauty, of love, and 

ples, codes of conduct, and con- of nobility can stand in the market 

cepts of honor. you must live place alongside sparkling material 
for them and die for them--you splendor without losing by the 
can’t compromise when the going comparison. And the material 

gets rough. But I am identified splendor is. gained by skill in ma- 
with nothing. I can Support or nipulating money, position, or any 

pose any movement, anytime, any- other status symbol--whatever is the 
where, as befits the moment. I coin of the realm. Controlled 

have an invisible place under a ban- wealth is unbeatable power. You 

ner of equality, fraternity, and the can’t fight it by inspiring warriors 
common good. 1 am just one of to big ideals for which men are 
many, a common citizen. It is the to die. First your men will 

people who rule, the people who unbuckle their swords in exchange 
make mistakes--and the who for the right to take a hand in the 
get punished. But though dPl’t money grabbing game--where 
See me I am there, the invisible master.. ,. Beware the power 
power--hidden, safe, fearing noth- that grows deep down under cover 
ing. ” of darkness. It will ensnare and de- 

stroy the idealistic young warriors 

whose swords flash too conspicu- 
ously in the light. 

. 

a 

a 

a 

NUMEROUS SITUATIONS 

In a way that any school child 
can understand it, Gorham has art- 
fully presented the numerous situa- 
tions of personal love, personal 
conflict, political intrigue, war, 
treaties, and reparations for broken 
treaties so as to show that the at- 
tempt to with an op- 

posing culture is an inevitable pre- 
lude to tragedy. (It is not part of 
the story but worth noting that the 
resultant difference between the at- 
tempt to integrate the opposing 
cultures and the insistence on slay- 
,ing the dragon is conspicuous in the 
difference between India and North- 

em 

Humans have passed the point 
of no natural selection has 

given way to human 
dominant factor affecting further di- 
rection of the human species. The 
human species has been a battle of 
human cultures since long before 
the first recorded history. Only two 
cultures are conceivable: that 
accents the manifest direction of 
nature, and one that opposes it. 

For how many thousands of 
years the Northern Europeans had 
consciously followed--and culturally 

accented--the direction set by nature 
we do not know, but we do know 
that they had done much more than 
cry “Kill the dragon”. Theirs was 

the most conscious, complete, 
crystal clear statement of a culture 
in favor of individual sovereignty-- 
and opposing groupism--that has 
ever appeared in the history of any 
people anywhere on earth. 

on page 



The culture of individual 

sovereignty was mutilated into an 
almost unrecognizable form by the 

inquisitions of the Holy Roman 
Church. Roger Williams, Thomas 
Jefferson, and millions of other 
Americans have tried to restore it. 
So far they have failed. The media 
in the United States is now con- 
trolled by those who demand that 
the serpent culture must dominate 
the earth. It is not atomic war that 
poses the greatest threat to the hu- 
man species. It is the serpent cul- 

ture. 

There is only one culture that 
can replace it. That is the culture 
of humans consciously committed to 

individual sovereignty. It is the 

culture that bred the Northern Eu- 
ropeans. It is the premise on which 
the United States was founded. 

END OF QUOTING 

I would suggest that a full picture of 
what inevitably must happen to the 
human species if the serpent culture 
is not stopped is found in m 
CURSE OF THE RING and THE 
RING CYCLE. It is a story much 
older than any written history and 
your ancestors had it described in 
full detail far more than 2,ooO years 
ago. Finding the books is the 
problem but I think you might be 

able to find them at the same Press 
as mentioned earlier. 
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WORD CONTROLLED 

HUMANS,A Brief History 

John Harland 

MORE QUOTING: 

Harland pinpoints the conflict at 
the core of Western Civilization: 
The Northern Europeans have an 
inbred demand for individualism; 
the Jews have hypothesized a god 
that disdains individuals and de& 

with Jews as a chosen people--as a 
group. Bringing this unspoken con- 

flict out for conscious examination, 
Harland makes these points and 
they are well, well worth noting and 
thinking upon: 

(1) The God called “Father” by 
Jesus was a God of individuals. 
The teachings of Jesus were fully 
compatible with the aboriginal reli- 
gion of the Northern Europeans. 
History has been distorted to cover 
up this fact. 

(2) The religion of the Jews, 
who violently condemned Jesus for 
blaspheming against the groupism 
religion under which he was born, 
was imposed on, identified with, 
and used to mutilate the teachings 
of Jesus. 

(3) The Romans, like the Jews, 
were political pragmatists who used 
religion only to gain mass accep- 
tance for arbitrary political objec- 
tives. For this purpose, Roman pa- 

ganism had been forced on Roman- 
controlled Gaul--but not on the rest 
of Northern Europe. It was in this 
limited area that Roman paganism 
was replaced by the pseudo-Chris- 

tianity, or Judaeo-Christianity, 
which mutilated the teachings of Je- 

sus. Julius Caesar made it clear in 
his recorded commentaries that the 
people at the core of Northern Eu- 
rope had never even heard of the 

Roman gods. 

(4) It was not until the time of 
colonial America that Roger 
Williams made the first effective ef- 
fort to clear the teachings of Jesus 
from the Jewish influence that was 
distorting Christianity. For this ef- 

fort, Roger Williams was forbid- 
den, on penalty of death, from en- 
tering some areas where the con- 
trolling people called themselves 
“Christian”. 

(5) Thomas Jefferson articu- 
lated the teachings of Jesus as a po- 
litical concept in the Declaration of 
Independence--but felt that he had 
to keep his own private version of 
the Bible, in which he had used 
scissors to cut away from the words 
and story of Jesus the mutilating Ju- 
daic injections. The so called 
“Jefferson Bible” was not made 
public until 1902. 

(6) In the chaos of Northern 

Europe following World War I, the 
Germans under Hitler .recognized 
that the Jews were trying to push 
Jewish influence--already mutilating 
“Christianity” so effectively that 
“Judaeo-Christianity” was a valid 

term--into full dominance over 
German Christians. Hitler turned 
their own propaganda of being a 
“chosen people” against them and 
tried to play the Jewish game. This 
expedient pragmatism, dictated by 
the emergency conditions, lost the 
world the strong force of the Ger- 
man stand against Judaeo-Commu- 
nism. 1 

America will not save themselves-- 
if it also means saving Christianity 
and the United States as viewed by 
Roger Williams and Thomas Jeffer- 
son. They view their Nomadic 
Jewish Nation as having three thou- 
sand years experience in a type of 

surreptitious warfare that others 
disdain to practice. This gives them 
a false feeling of superiority which 
leads them to gamble that Judaeo- 
Christianity can be turned into Ju- 
daism and the already substantial 
Jewish control of the United States 
can be made absolute. 

END OF QUOTING 

(7) The United States now 

holds the pre-World War II German 
position against Judaeo-Commu- 
nism. Precisely the same push for 
increased Jewish influence exists in 
the United States today which ex- 
isted in Germany during the 1930’s. 

The Jews are accenting the Judaeo 
in Judaeo-Christianity, distorting 
science into dogmatic materialism, 
controlling the media, and con- 
trolling American education. The 
only difference is that the United 
States is not facing the conditions 
that made emergency expedience 
the only apparent solution in Ger- 
many. 

Every intelligent person is already 
highly concerned with the problem 

presented--and there is no intelligent 
person who will not have his mind 

stretched, and be stimulated to 
sharper perception if they will but 
flexibly look at what has come 
down upon your nations. Who is 

more expected to be the “ANTI- 
CHRIST” THAN THE ONES 

WHO CALL THEMSELVES 
“ANTI-CHRIST”.? 

(8) The controlled media keeps 
U.S. politicians under Jewish con- 
trol. The people of the United 
States need to bring the festering 
conflict out into the open and de- 
mand a constitutional solution be- 
fore conditions become the sort of 
emergency that faced Germany. 
The Jewish controlled media is pre- 
venting such a solution in the 
United States in the present--just as 
it did in Germany in the 1930’s. 

I feel nothing save compassion for 
the beloved people of TRUTH who 
arc the targets of the false-brothers 
who call themselves “Jews”. They 
have stolen your very heritage and 
birthright. They censor all so that 
you will not KNOW. It is time, 

dearest brothers, to open your eyes 
for the enemy is in your midst and 
is devouring your very species. 

(9) Apparently the Jews in 

We must close this as we have a 
meeting in a few brief minutes. 
Please do not turn away in sadness. 
Grieve for that which is lost but do 
not spend your precious time in 
wailing and lamenting--it is time to 
stand forth in the name of freedom 
which this nation, under God, rep- 

resents. Salu. 

Briefs 
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TODAY’SATCH 

Good morning in the Light of the 
Radiant ONE. Hatonn present. 
Know that the, Light is given to 
shine about you ‘precious ones pf 
God’s Command. He has no less 
sent you ones of his “army” than us 
who are his “Heavenly” Hosts. So 
be it. c- 

VIETNAM/KOREA AND 
OTHER DEADLY PLACES 

To remind you of the deceit of 
years past and cause you to look 
carefully at the Truth which we 
bring and dump upon you in smoth- 
ering amounts, look at these places 
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“You can’t fool this many people...” 
You shout back loudly--“you can’t “free world”. Nevertheless, the 

fool this many to this extent same techniques are being in 

your claiming! ” Oh yes, dm the United States right on YOU-- 

ones, the bigger the lie the easier it EVERY MINUTE OF EVERY 
is to sell. Patience and control of. DAY! The most effective way to 
that which you are given to under- protect yourself from subconscious 

stand is ALL that is required. manipulations is by being aware of 

Control that which, comes in your how it works. 

media and press and 
you into shackles and the lie is sold, 
hook, line, sinker and you, the dead USED TO FREE IT. 
fish. 

Oh, you ones might say, “...but 

In the book 1984, George Orwell 1984 didn’t come 

warns that people are in danger of Didn’t it’? Look again. The 

LOSING their human and robotoids and synthetics and the 
freedom of mind without whole manipulation of the masses 

aware of it while it is happening be- (YOU) was completed in format by 

cause of psychological engineering. 1984--you are in the round-up stage 

You have learned to expect the So- and shut-down of your freedoms in 

viet Union (we wrote at length total RIGHT NOW. 

about Psychopolitics and Soviet 
Mind-Control in our writings which STEVEN JACOBSON 

will be included in this next JOUR- 
In most instances I concur with the 

Republic of China to use “mind writings on the subject of Steven 

Jacobson who has written a book 

(above) THIS DAY. You sent your 
sons and husbands to fight heinous, 
but UNDECLARED, WARS in 
these jungles of death and murder. 
For what? So that the Elite could 
come unto today and rule the world 
and all within it--including YOU 
and that which is YOURS. 

Not only are North and South 
Korea coming into jointness again 
but they are doing so under 
Socialism of the Elite Soviet 

Also Thailand. And 

today what do they tell you? That 
the U.S. is “resuming diplomatic 
relations with Vietnam. ” 

charade going on over the 
Peace Talks! If this isn’l 

most silly and blatant subterfuge 
given to addle your minds then 1 

seen nothing and I have seer 
pretty stupid shows which 

e fooled almost all of you. You 

a whole then set out to destroy 
se who did not buy the garbage, 

as the truth-bringers trying tc 
en you before your own geno- 

41ND CONTROL IN THE 
JNITED STATES, Critique Pub- 
shing, P.O. Box 1141, Santa 
!osa, California 95406. I find it 
asier for you ones to absorb infor- 
nation if you do not have to accept 
t from a voice in the ethers so I 

Lonor this man, ask you to support 

lim (for two reasons): he has writ- 
.en very, very well on the subject in 
mint and he is from Judaist her- 
.Sage. Honor, beyond all others, 
:he brother who sees through the 
ieil and dares to tell you what he 
5nds in TRUTH! 

IHE BOOK HASN’T DONE 
VERY WELL FOR IT IS 

OF EXECUTIVE ORDER! conscious mind to cause a state of 
mind that is just like “day dream- 

I plan to follow the writings of Ja- ing”. Stop conscious thought and 

cobson right down the line with my the mind is in its most suggestible 
own additions and factual input. I state and is more receptive to pro- 
invite this man to join us putting a gramming than at any other time. 
stop to this madness. To give him Therefore, the first principle of 
appropriate honor is difficult for the mind control is distraction. Dis- 
time-consuming chore for my traction focuses the attention of the 
scribe, of quotations, etc., is pro- conscious mind on one or more of 
hibitive as I “dictate” to her and she the five senses (sight, sound, touch, 

has no adequate way of overriding Subliminal perception is a process, 
we begin ask a d&berate 
and this communications technicians 

material and allowance to move 

by 

ahead. 
which you receive and respond to 
information and instructions without 
being consciously aware of the in- 

Stephen Jacobson, author of MIND structions. 
CONTROL IN THE UNITED 
STATES, is a film technician expe- Are you a bit scared? I 

in subliminal techniques hope so for you have been the direct 
the communication media victims of the thrust The 

and right here is where it’s AT. whole world became the target as 
the media was able to spread its 

ALL OF YOU TO RALLY IN tentacles throughout the world but 
mericans were the first full-thrust 

of the adversary within the 
The Press and groups 

BY YOUR OWN “enjoying” rock music concerts 
were first hit in Great Britain from 

ONE WITH THE OTHERS. THE whence that mode of brain-deaden- 
ing flowed like wildfire across into 

BLE AS THEY SPREAD WORSE the rest of the nations. 

UFO/ALIENS/IMP-Am< 
OTHER B-S 

FORMATION CAREFULLY AND The UFO groups will tell you of 
THOROUGHJ-.Y FOR IT C0UL.e “abductions” by space aliens, etc., 
MEAN VERY and implants for control of the 
YOU HAVE NO ENEMIES IN mind, etc. This is pure fabrication. 

There ARE abductions and there 
ARE implants and mind-control 

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL 
PROGRAMMING 

tactics which pinpoint ones such as 
your mass killers, etc., to suit the 

- - - _ 

AS THE ADL, ETC. I HEREIN The most effective way to conquer 
ASK 0~ ~0 KNOW THEY a man is to capture his mind. 
HAVE BEEN BLACKMAILED Control a man’s mind and you 

AND BLACKBALLED BY THESE control his body. Most people 
GROUPS SUCH AS THE ADL TO don’t pay conscious attention to the 
COME FORWARD, WRITE OUR things that affect them sub- 

PUBLISHER SO THAT THE IN- consciouslY. They don’t usually 
FORMATION MAKES IT TO know what to look for. However, 
THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW when pointed to, these things can be 
CRmR AND LET’S BEGIN TO recognized and understood. 

STOP THIS HEINOUS TIDE OF 
TERRORISTS WHO FEED ON The of mind control, 
THE BLOOD OF YOUR FREE- hypnotic suggestion and mental 

DOM. YOUR CONSTITUTION programming are ancient (the term 
RESTS ON ONLY THE TINY- used doesn’t matter, the principles 
MOST REED--ALREADY BENT remain the same). The goal is to 
AND BREAKING IN THE WINDS suspend the thought processes of the 

needs of the Elite intended world 
controllers. If you want “gun con- 
trol” you set up an incident heinous 
enough to cause you-the-people to 
turn in your guns, etc. No, it does 
not come from “space aliens”; it is 
perpetrated constantly by very hu- 
man designers and engineers 
RIGHT FROM YOUR OWN HU- 
MAN SPECIES ON YOUR OWN 
PLANET. 

on 

SMOTHERED BY ONES SUCH 



smell and taste) in order to program 

the subconscious mind. 

All men do not think the same 
thoughts, but all men think with the 
same mechanism--the mind. The 
brain is only a physical machine for 
storage of conscious thoughts from 
the mind. One part of the brain 
works things out one step at a time 
just like a computer. This is the 
language-using portion of the brain 
which is also identified as the con- 
scious mind. The tools of the con- 
scious mind are words (spoken, 
written and thought) and pictures 
and sounds. The conscious mind 
discriminates, evaluates, accepts or 

rejects. Sometimes the more you 
think about a problem, the further 
you get from finding a solution to 
it. When this happens, you make 

decisions based on how you feel. 
Einstein said: “I didn’t arrive at my 
understanding of the fundamental 
laws of the universe through my ra- 
tional mind. ” The powers of 
“intuition” are the powers of the 
subconscious mind. The other side 
of the brain is the center of intu- 
ition, creativity, emotion. This is 
“generally” speaking and fine for 
our subject at hand. It is not that 
way in reality for in many, many 
people it takes opposite arrange- 
ments than projected by your 
“scientist’s” assumptions. 

I do not fully agree with some of 
the functioning basics of Jacobson-- 
because I have a very sophisticated 
scribe who does my writing and 
translations for me. She was al- 
ready trained in “hypnotherapy” by 

a Master teacher of the art and I 
worked for three full years with her 
before we began to put the books to 
print. It has been a most wondrous 
experience for all who have partici- 
pated. It would be impossible for 
MAN to affect her mind through 

brain-washing and you must all re- 
alize--THIS IS THE POINT YOU 
ALL MUST REACH--KNOW 
YOUR ENEMY AND KNOW HIS 
TOOLS AND HE CANNOT 
TOUCH YOU THROUGH THE 
MIND. HE WOULD LITER- 
ALLY HAVE TO PHYSICALLY 
ALTER THE BRAIN TO IMPACT 
THE FUNCTIONING MIND. 

THIS OFTEN HAPPENS, BY 
THE WAY, WITH OPERATIVES 

WHO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
SCAM AND THEN COME INTO 
KNOWING THE FACTS. THESE 
ONES BECOME TOO DAN- 
GEROUS TO LEAVE AMONG 
YOU AND THUS THEY ARE 
KILLED OR ALTERED. THIS IS 
“WHY” POW’S AND MIA’S ARE 
LEFT TO DIE IN THE ENEMY’S 
HANDS--OR BARRACKS ARE 
BLOWN AWAY--SO THEY 
CANNOT TELL THEIR SE- 
CRETS! 

All men do not think the same 
thoughts, but all men think with the 
same mechanism, as I stated above. 

In the movies you have a special 
story about “Star Wars” which 
speaks of the “Force”. The line 
goes like: “Use the force, Luke. 
The force is an energyfield created 

by all living things. Trust your 
feelings, not the computer.” This is 
an ancient principle. You are 
linked to that FORCE by your sub- 
conscious mind. Your subconscious 
mind, further, is your own personal 
energy source. To understand bet- 

ter, picture your conscious thoughts 
directing this energy source and 
drawing power from that “force”. 
This is the relationship of the con- 

scious mind to the subconscious. 

What the conscious mind 
the subconscious acts on. 

The “believing” actually happens in 
that subconscious mind as it is pro- 
grammed or reprogrammed. It will 
believe anything it is told for it has 
no selective “reasoning”--it is a data 
bank and will produce anything it is 
programmed to produce. The 
quickest way to program that 
subconscious mind is to set aside 
the conscious mind and pour in the 
programming directly. 

This all works like programming a 
computer; as you feed information 
into a computer, the computer acts 
on it. However, if the information’ 
you feed into the computer is 
wrong, it still acts on it! If you 
give yourself incorrect information 

or if others give you incorrect 
information, the memory banks of 
your subconscious mind DO NOT 
correct the error but act on it. 

When you stop conscious thinking 
and make your mind go blank, then 
your mind is in its most suggestible 

state. It is in this state of mind 

where you are the most receptive to 
mental programming. The state of 
mind is just like “day dreaming”. 
Now remember the first principle 
behind mental programming. That 
principle is distraction. Distraction 
focuses the attention of the con- 
scious mind on abstract “nothing” 
leaving direct access to the subcon- 
scious without “reasoning” critique 
of the information being inputted. 
The same principle applies to all 

illusion, magic and propaganda. 

Another principle of mental pro- 

gramming is repetition. Distraction 
and repetition represent the learning 

process. Picture yourself studying 
in school. You are reading a book. 
Your eyes. are focused on the page 
of the book. The words on the 
page are the conscious distraction 
for your eyes. The information you 
are reading is being programmed 
directly to your subconscious mind. 
You are not consciously analyzing 
the material you are reading until 
you look away from the page and 
think about it. It is so obvious at 
times that you will read paragraph 
after paragraph and have recognized 
nothing you have seen--BUT THE 
MIND HAS READ EVERY SYM- 
BOL. It is at the “thinking” point 
that you have the opportunity to an- 
alyze the information you have just 
experienced and accept it as true or 
reject it as false. If you accept the 
information as true, it is pro- 
grammed that way into your sub- 
conscious mind. If you reject the 
information as false, that is pro- 
grammed to your subconscious 
mind. However, if you don’t know 
if the information is true or false, a 

curious thing happens. Your trust 
in the source of the information de- 
termines whether or not you accept 
the information. If yau do not be- 
lieve that a book could contain in- 
formation that ’ 
(unintentionally or inZnti*n~y~ 
then you would accept its informa: 
tion as true even if you weren’t sure 
or didn’t understand it. This is es- 
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pecially true in school where there 
is great pressure to accept what is 
presented as truth because that is 
what is expected and that deter- 
mines your grade and your future. 
Note what happens with the “holy” 

books such as the Bible. You are 
further threatened with death and 
“hell” if you disbelieve the printed 
word--true or false. And what 
makes one more “true” than an- 
other? The input! If you are Khaz- 
arian it will be the Talmud, if 
Christian, the Bible, and so on. 
You MUST accept even the most 
blatant contradictions and foolish 
projections because you are taught 

the consequences are heinous and 
end, one way or another, in your 
“death”. This information is fos- 
tered generation after generation 
until all semblance of connection to 
the generation of the material is to- 
tally lost.. The first deceivers are 
aided and abetted by the next gener- 
ation of false teachers until the lie 
becomes the reality. This is EX- 
ACTLY where you are with the 
“religions” of the world--if you 
were handed a book so filled with 
absolute contradictions to physical 
reason as is any one of the “Holy 
Books” and/or stories about beings 
and persons as totally “impossibIe” 
to have occurred, you would rele- 
gate it to the trash heap and proba- 
bly bum the author at the stake. 

The reason there is such confusion 
and anger over the JOURNALS is 
that they bring Truth which contra- 
dicts all other material prior to them 
and the “reasoning” mind KNOWS 
THEY ARE TRUE WHICH, IN 
TURN, REQUIRES THAT THERE 
IS ACCEPTANCE THAT THE 

-OTHER MATERIAL BEARS 
SOME MEASURE OF FALSE- 
NESS> MAN WILL CLING TO 

THE COMFORTABLE LIES IN 
PREFERENCE TO FACING HIS 
ERRORS OF “BAD JUDGMENT” 
AND WEAKNESS AT FOLLOW- 
ING THE LIAR. 

Think a moment right here and 
now. Where do you actually be- 

lieve this Master Teacher the Chris- 
tians “call” Jesus, might be at this 
moment? Why? Where is “that”? 
How is he coming again? Why do 
you think so? Did he die on a tree? 
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“man” has cast a bit of deceit on 
you to help you accomplish your 

“church building fund, etc.? Was 

the Bible says so) and it also said 
*le died on a cross”. Which is it? 

The Bible also speaks of “Jews”--a 
:erm only ORIGINATED AND 
CONJURED in the late 1700’s. 
-ilso, there was no State of Israel 
.,uld therefore no “Israelis” and yet 
Ihe TRANSLATIONS all show Is- 
;ael as a “place” and not that which 
‘.s was, “i”srae1. Now, why is it 

that you prefer to believe that you 
actually slaughtered this good man? 
,That was “murder”, you know! 
Why do you prefer to think he 
mystically “ascended”? If he as- 
cended in bodily form--where did 
he go? If he simply went to the 
~:louds where you expect him to 
“show up”, then he would have 

fallen through because his body was 
heavier than the cloud. Next, God 
;,trent to prepare a place for YOU! 
c\re YOU capable of “ascending” 
and resting comfortably on a cloud? 
What “magic” is going to happen 
.>n that day when you need lift-off! 

‘,,Vhy can you not believe that God 
[night have better planning for the 
:;ery forms He created in that He 
x.uould prepare a suitable place for a 
‘T.uman form needing food and 
.shelter--than a fluffy cloud? Do 
l/au think about it at all? Do you 

bst deny possibilities--BECAUSE 
5OME OTHER “MAN” HAS 
-iOLD YOU OTHERWISE? DO 
?‘OU FURTHER THE FOOLISH- 
NESS UNTO OTHERS--ESPE- 
CIALLY THE YOUNG--BE- 

<:AUSE YOU REFUSE TO EN- 
‘TERTAIN THE POSSIBILITIES? 
GOD SAID HE WOULD SEND 

THE HOSTS--DO YOU DISBE- 
‘,IEVE THAT ALSO? Where do 
:,.ou expect the Hosts to come? 
.‘when do you expect them? He also 

2romised to send the WORD which 
% God ih the time of Chaos so that 
you might have Truth upon which 
co base your decisions regarding 
:jour destiny. Where do you think 

Ze will send them? Do you think 
-fe will hide them under the bushel 
$0 that ALL do not have them? Did 
vou think He would send them to 
George Bush? Gorbachev, Queen 
!-lizabeth or Swaggart? Are you 

-itire you have your own eye 
,xansed of the “beam”? Are you 
sure your own focus is on the right 
god? Could it possibly be that 

he world actually flat? Was the 

Earth or the sun the center of the 
orbiting system? Who told you oth- 
:rwise? If the word of God is 
printed in the Bible as your de- 
nominations utilize it--why is there 

more than one doctrine? Why do 
you have separate denominations if 
the church you attend utilizes the 

same “truth”? What is the 
TRUTH? DO YOU HAVE THE 
WORD OF GOD OR A TRANS- 
LATED BOOK--TRANSLATED 
BY MAN? DO YOU EVEN 
KNOW THE MAN WHO WROTE 
IT? WHO AUTHORED, WITH- 
OUT LOOKING NOW,. “THE 
LIVING BIBLE, REFERENCE 
EDITION”? HOW ABOUT THE 
KING JAMES VERSION? King 
James was a heinous being of most 

unsavory character who “required” 
the book be written in translation 
PLEASING to him--he was NOT of 
God, he was King of England! and 
a nasty being at that! Do you object 
to ones finding Truth in “this place” 
of gifted messages? Why? Do you 
resent that you have not the whole 
of knowledge on your mind and 
thus, resent another, especially ones 
“younger” finding Truth and service 
to God? Why do you sanction 
Martin Luther or John Calvin or a 

Pope before you sanction the DI- 
RECT WORD OF GOD--FROM 
GOD? What are YOU hiding 
from? Why do you continue in the 
“secret” places while God 1s open- 
ing His very gates of knowing Unto 
you? WERE YOU THERE WHEN 
“THEY CRUCIFIED YOUR 

LORD”? THEN HOW m 

KNOW 7 COULD IT BE--THAT 
YOU GOT SUCKED INTO THE 
LIE THAT WAS CREATED TO 
ULTIMATELY DESTROY YOU? 
SO BE IT AND MAY IN- 
TELLIGENT REASON COME 
WITHIN THINE THOUGHTS. 

POWER OF MUSIC 

Think back to a time when you 
have emotionally responded to a 
song. It may have brought a tear or 

a sadness, a memory of gladness or 
joy. You might have felt it in your 
“stomach” as a change in muscle 
tension. The power of music has 

been recognized throughout history. 
Plato and Aristotle believed that 
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Rock superstar Jimi Hendrix stated 
it most directly: “You can 

hypnotize people with music, and 
when you get them at their weakest 
point you can preach into their 
subconscious whatever you want to 
!Siy.” What do your youngsters 
listen to today? Parents, what did 
you listen to? Again--I urge you to 
take one hour and go turn the TV 
onto MTV and listen with volume 
up for one full hour. Do not sleep 
and do not take respite--just sit 
there and see and listen. You will 
note that which has destroyed your 
world. Most of today’s popular 

rock music (and ALL of heavy 
metal rock) is built around a heavy 
bass pattern louder than the melody. 

These loud, low frequency 

vibrations and the driving beat of 
most rock music affect the pituitary 
gland. The pituitary gland produces 
hormones that control the sexual re- 
sponses of males and females. 
These low frequency vibrations vi- 
brate in the lower parts of your 
body so that the music “feels” 

good. 

eople could be controlled by mu- 
ic. It affects your body, your 

nind and your emotions. Sound 

.auses changes in your body chem- 
stry, blood pressure, breathing and 
ligestion. Even sound that you 

annot hear affects you. Low fre- 
luency “infrasonic” and fatigue. 
Tast music will speed up the ner- 
rous system while slow music will 
;low it down. Germain gave a 

whole portion of a “PLEIADES” 
IOIJRNAL on this very subject. 

Low frequency “infrasonic” sounds 
Iffect your internal organs and can 
ruse headaches, nausea, dizziness 
md fatigue. Your entire body is 

Ensitive to sound. Sounds vibrate 
in different parts of the body. Low 
tones will vibrate in the lower parts 
of your body, and high tones will 
vibrate in the higher portions and 
on into the head. 

Note that the lyrics of many rock 
songs are total repetition and/or not 
clearly distinguishable consciously. 
Now remember your subconscious 
mind hears ALL. Repetition of the 
message is mental programming. 

Research indicates that repeated 
hearings, whether sought out or not, 
yield acceptance and even liking. 
When you do not hear the message 

clearly, you cannot make the con- 
scious choice to accept or reject it-- 
the same with “reversing” the mes-’ 

=ise and/or subliminal tracks. 

When you cannot make that choice 

or when that choice is taken away 

from you, the message is pro- 

grammed directly to your subcon- 

scious mind without your knowing 
it, thus circumventing analysis and 
choice in accepting the content of 
the message. In time the effects of 

this kind of programming will ap- 

pear. These effects can be physical, 
psychological and emotional. Most 

people don’t pay conscious attention 
to things that affect them subcon- 
sciously because they don’t know 
what to look for. However, when 

pointed to, these things are recog- 
nized and understood. 

It has been well-established by re- 
search that the subconscious mind is 
capable of reading mirror images, 
even upside-down mirror images. 
This also applies to words spoken 

or sung backwards. This 

phenomenon is called backward 
masking. The Beatles started using 
backward masking on their 

with the song “Revolution 
Number Nine”. The song re- 

peatedly =ys, “number nine, 

number nine”. Played backwards it 

becomes “turn me on, dead man”. 
Rumors swept the world, “Paul is 

Dead! ” Material on Paul’s death 
was embedded in the 

Tour album in the last few 
grooves of the song “Strawberry 
Fields”. A low volume voice says, 
“I buried Paul”. 

Two thousand years ago, Plato de- 
manded strict censorship over pop- 
ular music in his utopian 
In Nazi Germany, the government 
used music to create a state of mind 
in the German people. In the So- 
viet Union, a state commission de- 
termines the kind of music to be 
heard. If music is such a powerful 
tool for control in the Soviet Union, 
it can be used in the same way in 
the United States and the rest of the 
world. Ayotollah Khomeini, leader 
of Iran, placed tight controls on 
music broadcasting and banned 

certain types of music as a threat to 
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his rule. 
capable of influencing your behav- 

In Orwell’s 1984, music ior. How times do you eat or 

is tightly controlled because of its drink while watching TV when you 
power to mmmumcate and influ- have just finished a full meal and 
ence human behavior. And tell me, cannot be 

what do those gang members in the 
drug trade and murder ghettos listen In 1956, in June, the British Broad- 
to on those “boom boxes” they casting Corporation experimented 
carry everywhere ? I thought you with projecting subliminal images 
might not like it ! You have pro- on television, It happens all the 
grammed these children to create time but this was a deliberate test. 
total mayhem and violence of every Pictures were flashed on the screen 
known variety with the zombie-like too quickly to be seen consciously, 
characteristics of non-living beings. but they did make an impression on 
You have effectively KILLED the subconscious. Subliminal per- 
THEIR SOULS. ception is the process whereby you 

receive and respond to visual and 
TV. RADIO AND MOTION sound information without being 

PICTURES aware of it. The message, in the 
form of printed words, pictures or 

Watching television often creates an voices, is presented either so 
altered state of consciousness, be- rapidly or so faintly that you are not 
cause the television screen, while consciously aware of having seen or 
appearing static, actually flickers. heard anything. The BBC experi- 
What causes you to go into an al- ment was followed by an experi- 
tered state? In hypnosis, it is actu- ment by the Canadian Broadcasting 
ally body relaxation and a carefully Corporation doing the same thing: 
patterned voice roll, or boredom, or projecting subliminal images. Mex- 

shock--or many various approaches. ice’s T&visa commercial TV and 
Many hypnotists utilize a regular radio network has experimented 

beat, as if to a extensively with subliminal broad- 
metronome to induce a trance. In cast techniques. In the U.S., TV 

fact, any station WTWO in Bangor, Maine 
pattern can lead you into the hyp- conducted an experiment in 
notic state of mind--a state of mind November, 1957. 
that is just like “day dreaming”. 

This is an altered state of con- Experiments were not limited to 
sciousness. Think of the time you television. This was really getting 
have caught yourself staring blankly in the mid ‘50’s. In 1958, 
at the television screen, all radio station WAAF in Chicago 
sense of time and place. When you broadcast “subaudible” commer- 
stop conscious thinking and your cials. Seattle’s KOL broadcast 
mind goes blank, then your mind is hardly audible taped messages 
in its most suggestible state. It is in “below” the music played by its 
this state of mind where are the disc “How about a cup of 
most receptive to mental program- coffee?” was one, and “Someone’s 
ming. Think of the many times you at the door” was another. Market- 
have seen flashing words in both ing researcher and psychologist 
cal and national TV commercials. 

The flashing words are the con- in a New Jersey movie theater. 
scious distraction for the eyes. “Hungry? Eat Popcorn” and “Drink 
While the eyes are being occupied, Coca-Cola” were flashed on the 

the message being spoken is pro- screen at l/3000 of a second every 
grammed directly to your subcon- five seconds during the movie. 
scious mind. Anything consciously Sales increased for popcorn and 

perceived can be evaluated, criti- Coca Cola incredibly. On Decem- 

cized, discussed, argued and possi- ber 8, 1972, The New 
bly rejected. Any information pro- reported that 

grammed subliminally to your sub- would begin selling sub- 

conscious mind meets no resistance- liminal commercials embedded in 
-and it is done is such a way that the movies they would distribute to 

DO NOT KNOW IT IS BE- all the major airlines. Stores across 

ING DONE. This subliminal in- the country are reducing theft by an 
formation is stored in your brain average 30 to 50 percent by broad- . . . . 

equipment for the ears will not be 
able to note the hidden sound. 
Even if the message is somewhat 
audible as it should be if de- 
liberately utilizing a subliminal tape 
for a purpose, the mind will blot 

out the seepage and you will soon 
never note that there is a message 
present. 

Now for your “ease” of mind re- 
garding the matter--look back to 
some of the things you have wit- 
nessed. Using what was called the 
Precon Process, the picture of a 
skull and the word BLOOD were 
flashed subliminally on the screen 
in the movie My 

Some words and im- 
ages trigger strong emotional re- 
sponses in people. Laboratory ex- 
periments show that people will re- 
act to words like BLOOD and to 
pictures of skulls with quickened 
pulse, faster breathing, sweating 
palms and other indications of 
heightened emotions. 

used both subliminal sounds 
and pictures. A number of times 

during the movie, the face of Father 
Karras became a two-frame, full- 
screen death mask. Twenty-four 
frames of motion picture film are 
projected per second. The death 
mask flashed on the screen at l/48 
of a second. The consciously un- 
noticed word PIG appears many 

times throughout the movie. The 
terrified squealing of pigs being 
slaughtered was mixed subtly into 
the sound track. The buzzing sound 

of angry, agitated bees wove in and 
out of scenes throughout the film. 
People really did, faint in large 
numbers, many more became nau- 

WAR--YOUR X.:4-. 

Then, your troops were parked in 
awful circumstances where they had 

nothing to do but undergo total 
brain-washing awaiting the bloody 

onslaught. Oh, you are very defi- 
nitely “had”. 

This is why groups such as the 

ADL of the adversary anti-Christ 
faction deliberately intimidates r+ 
dio and TV stations to the extent .of 
not airing any controversial material 

containing truth--because it is IN- 
TENDED THAT YOU HAVE NO 
ACCESS TO TRUTH VIA TEi’; 
NOW-PROGRAMMED-IN Hi’-,- 

BITUAL LISTENING ASI) 

WATCHING. If ones hear 

“Truth’:, say, on a “talk-show” at a 
time when the conscious mind is 
“hearing”, the “spell” is broken and 

the person actually hears the mes- 
sage. The enemy of the people 
cannot afford to allow truth to be 

broadcast and will go to any lengths 
and expense to prevent its airing. 
This is WHY you have TOTAL 
MEDIA CONTROL AND TOTAL 
CONTROL OF THE PRESS. 

Then why do false teachers and 
preachers get on the airwaves? Be- 
cause they only project and further 
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“I will not steal”. Stimutech, Inc. many more had residual and dis- 
of East Lansing, Michigan markets turbing nightmares. It is interesting 

a computer video system that to note that William Peter Blatty, 

flashes subliminal messages on your the author of the novel and 
television while you .watch the reg- producer of the movie, is a former 

ular programming. The subliminal CIA operative who served as the 

messages are prepared by a team of policy-branch chief of the 

psychologists to change the thinking Psychological Warfare Division of 
patterns and behavior of the viewer. the U.S. Air Force. According to 

This is easy, easy to accomplish-- available documents, dear ones, the 

simply make a message tape by CIA tested subliminal manipulation 
recording the message, say, on an in movie theaters all during the 

“endless” tape and then record a 1950’s. WHAT WOULD CAUSE 
regular music tape while playing the YOU TO THINK THEY WOULD 
message tape at low volume. You STOP? THEY HAVE ONLY 
have just presented a subliminal PROGRAM- 
tape which will impact every time a MING BECAUSE THEY ARE 
listener plays the music copy. READY NOW, TO BRING THE 

There is usually no way to tell there NATION DOWN. 
is a message unless you have testing 

with an identification that will trig- casting subliminal messages such as seous in varying degrees, a great 
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he disinformation and mesmerize 
he audiences further. They cause 

/ou to further accept that which is 
tid as if it were truth. Many of 
he “healer” preachers show you 
ight on stage what they are doing-- 
)ne after another they “touch” 
someone and shout .a word such as 
‘heal” and over keels the person in 
t dead stupor. They are careful to 
rave someone catch the “falling” 
lnes for when these victim awaken 
md they are hurt--they will also sue 
:he pants off the preacher. 

The Bruce Lee “Kung-Fu” movie 
Game of is a good illustration 
3f how easy it is to manipulate what 
:he audience thinks. Bruce Lee is 
Jilled as the star, but an actor im- 
Frsonates him throughout the 
movie, Selective camera angles at- 

tempt to hide this. Close-ups ot 
Lee from other movies are used tc 
give the impression that Lee himseb 

appears throughout the story. The 
difference in the background ot 

Introduction for newcomers 
I will take time herein to more 
carefully identify m 
of that which will 0110~. I am ? 

self because 

Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Ha- 
tonn, United Federation Fleet, 
Inter alactic 

d8 man , 
Federation C$;- 

contact--Starshi 
nix. I serve onl in t e Com- 
mand of Ho1 d 

K 
od Creator in 

capacity of c! ommander of the 
Cosmic “Hosts” sent in re ara- 
tion for the return of the to3 RD, 
which IS God in Truth. The 
thrust will very soon be made to 
cause terror and panic upon your 

planet as the chaos overwhelms 
and the method of “unification” 
will be to cause massive unifica- 
tion “a 
which ii 

ainst a common enemy” 
e Elite will TELL YOU 

ARE SPACE BROTHERHOOD. 

total nuclear and that, too, is financial 
hidden from you. 

f 
ain. The international 
oundations which are 

Your gov- integrated with your stability are 
ernm’ent is in a state of collapse out of control. I simpl 
at this moment and the economy what else to r 

do not 

is already m collapse as millions 
fer YOU 

We plead for 

which be played upon you and 

of your nation’s people are corn assion and allowance of this 
to t s e its own way without more 
devastation and we are “laughed 
at” and told that “We’ll shut your 
mouth, Old Buddy--we will 
silence your receivers. ” 

thzse close-ups and changes in color ARE. 
give away the technique. 

Television politics are the MOST OF 
This same now--the camera is the tool 

movie was put together with skillful and the scripts the audio, Every- 
tilting to lead up to the climactic pre-arranged even the di- 
fight sequences that WERE with alogue and you are mesmerized and SOCJETY OF 

programmed to hang on every word MAJOR 
they intend you absorb. 

Ones often say to me, “Show up on 
the fifty yard line of the Superbowl Do you realize that you never were BONS AS 

game and we will all believe you!” told how many people perished in BE 
Would you? You think about the the 1906 earthquake--because of IT. 

Special effects now thrust at you and political censorship? Do you fur- 
tell me truly--would the world be- ther realize that the 
lieve such a “show”? I’m sure not! spectacular 

most Worse, America and World--the) 

footage of that sat right there in front of you am 
Besides you would have the Jewish earthquake in San Francisco and the TOLD YOU THAT WAS WHAT 
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai fire were faked’?‘??‘? Newsreel THEY WERE DOING AND YOT. 
B’rith there to arrest us and de- companies often staged events, STILL BELIEVED EVERY 
nounce us as Satan. Keep your bal- During the Mexican Revolution in WORD AND VIEW THE’I 
ante and open your eyes little 1914, they made arrangements with SHOWED YOU. YOU ACTU 
“children of the lie”. Pancho Villa to fight his battles in ALLY m DESERVE ANYTHINC 

daylight and to wait until the YOU GET! 
The very foundation of film art is cameras were in place before 
editing. Remember, motion pic- launching his attack. Why you Note that on TV they used to hav 
tures are the epitome of creating il- press to tell you if you were seeing a “fill 

lusion. With judicious cutting and in tape”--no longer, and you have n’ 

an adroit use of camera angles, it is They way of knowing if you are watchin 

simple to make a total fool of any- YOU today’s or last year’s picture. YOI 

body. You can distort the emphasis ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE--VIC 

and meaning of a “minister’s speech TIMS OF TOTAL BRAIN ANI 

not only by cutting out statements AND MIND CONTROL AND YOI 

but by simple use of long shot, ARE AS ADDICTED AS AN’ 

medium shot, and close-up. HEROIN ADDICT IS TO HII 

any statement said in close-up is SUBSTANCE OF CHOICE. 

given more significance on the YOU. THE OTHER NATIONS 

screen that is one said in a long KNOW ‘IHE Let have a break please. Haton 

This may be hard for new read- unemployed. When the results 
ers to swallow but Truth will be came forth yesterday re 
unfolding in the immediate future the losses in the automo i 

arding 
ile in- 

and I cannot help that which ones dustry of your nation--the U.S. is 
refuse to believe. Nothing which facing imminent financial col- 
can be told to you can possibly la 
be as strange as that which is 

se--I mean, as it appears this 
a K ernoon, helpless to counter the 

upon your place as I fall for more than 20 to 30 days. 
write. The effort will be to hold the 

market as steady as possible but 
We are in the process of -giving the lies are showing and dis- 

B 
ou knowledge of that which has tractions are having to get worse 
een thrust upon you and the lies and worse to cover that which is 

since projection of Man upon really happening. There is one 
your orb. You-the-masses are more distraction planned for you 
‘People of the Lie” rendered all as a nation--and that is massive 

but helpless bY the very enemy California earthquakes within 
expected upon Your Place--the this immediately upcomin few 
anti-Christ in the time of Ar- The 
mageddon. 

ready 
made to tip off the quake and tt 

Your world sits on the brink of 
failed--it is NOT planned that it 
will fail a 

1 am going to do a “first” right 
now. I am going to write no 
more in detail re arding that 
which is coming 8 own if the 

r 
lans are pulled off in the next 
ew days--I am going to offer 

you, through the generosity of 
one who has insiders in the gov- 
ernment and surveillance agen- 
cies--who KNOW the truth of 
what is hap 
the hidden c r 

ning from “inside” 
ambers. 

It is one more warning that will 
not hap 

8” 
n? 

being, 
I pray with all my 

ear ones, that it will be 
so. But, precious ones, you are 
on the threshold of the opening 
door of financial doom in your 
nation which will be accompa- 
nied by such massive distracters 
that 
whit K 

ou will hardly notice that 
is worse than the other. I 

am petitioning to print a bulletin 
which is being directed to 
readers of another resource. I 
assure you that the information is 
valid and the only way there is 
any hope at all of preventin 
these heinous actions IS T 8 
TELL YOU ONES OPENLY 
ABOUT THE PLANS. YOU 



WONDROUS and’ teachers and we shall do that 

OF THE WARN- PLAN-ET* 
J m NOT AL which we are sent forth to do. 

INGS” BUT “THEY” WILL GO 
LOWED TO DO MO= THAN So be it. May you hear the cdl! 

A LONG WAY IN POSTPONE- 
MENT--IF POS-SI-BLE--TO 

FOR 1~ 1s ~-HAT w wzu We are personal11 sitting to 
BE HZS OWN SLVAT’ON with 

NOT ALLOW OUR PROJEC- wzm B 
Our I’Ukd’--they 
mock God and in- 

TIONS TO PROVE CORRECT 
WONDROUS turn away an 

GIFTS &!$&-DGE AND tent. I pity them--I have infinite 
ON SUCH SHORT TIMING, I MZLZTZES Co- 

CREATION WZ&‘&&TOR 
corn assion 

CAN ONLY WARN YOU AND K 
upon you of my 

brot ers who must endure and 
I AM OBLIGATED UPON MY 1 CAN ONLY THAT i have slept so much too long. All 
HONOR TO DO SO, WHAT- HAVE WE= things now pale in relationship to 
EVER DOES OR DOES NOT ENOUGH ~~R~~D~~ BY that which is planned to be 
COME TO BEAR. you WHO WOULD BE mm brought against ou to insure 

Please study the followin 
TO &sz,gq ASK y’ffA~ you 

ri 
infor- NOW HEAR YOUR Cm ~0 f 

our fall. GOD S WITH YOU lr 
F YOU WILL BUT TARE UP 

mation in great care an atten- SERVE AS YOU PUT ASIDE THE BANNER AND FOLLOW 
tion. I also offer one more call YOUR CONJ~JSZ()N MD DZS- HIM! . THE COMMAND IS 
to utilize methods which can pos- AGREEMENTS MD IN VERY REAL INDEED AND 
sibly shelter some of your assets UNZT~ ~0 HOU) YOUR N’- WE ARE SENT TO SERVE IF 
if you are still holding cash in TZON, IN YOU WILL BUT ALLOW US 
banks or other assets which will FREEDOM JNSU~D my WITHIN. SALU. 
become worthless or unobtain- THAT WONDROUS CONSTZ- 
able when the banks close--which 
is full 

Dharma, I ask now to write more 

A 
intended. 

TUTION CREATED FOR WE 

an 
the F IC is BANKRUP !r 

and I ask that the remainder of 
and DJVZDU~ this be turned over to 

no the earth writin and informa- 
limit of $100,000 even. You are SOVEmJGNMAN -- tion and pray ii at our readers 
very likely TO LOSE IT ALL! have time m which to “receive”. 

I remind you that the Constitu- 
Sometimes it is very painful to be I ask that it o tomorrow so that 

tional Law tch”,:,“’ can use help 
able to see the Journey’s end it will clear &1 alifornia within the 
f rom outside the vision limita- next couple of da s. 

as now are several tions my brethren--but serious alert, E 
This i&E 

c elas. 
incarcerated “friends” who are we are sent as your guardians “FORCE” WILL be with you if 
political prisoners from trumped- 
up charges, who will never be 
freed if we are unable to finish 
our job as begun. I have offered 
no input from any of my attached 
crew until this writing but I am 

30 days to economic 
going to-ask that George append 
information to you after the fol- 

Bush and his advisors are Medicare are totally shipwrecked. 

taking desperate measures to keep The President and his 
lowl% information is outlaid for the truth from the American people 
you. 

bY threatening foreign nations and other way in order not to confront 

Dear one--YOU MUST SAVE 
their banks with GATT and the the crisis in these 

YOUR CONSTITUTION! care costs have risen from $41 bil- 
lion in 1990 to $52 billion thus far 

EMERGENCY ORDERS AND The President does not have the in 1991 and are likely to go as high 
$55 billion by the end of the 

TIONS WKZWA’ WEEK American nation that he is presiding year, an increase of $14 billion in 
over the last days of a once mighty one year and with absolutely no 
economy that has been deliberately to fund the increase. 

LEiulER OUT FRoNT wHo wrecked by the Committee of 300 

BUT acting through the Club Of Rome, In terms of the Social Security Act, 
and that he willingly went along th e government is liable for 50-80% 

Medicaid 
YOU dered long before he ever took up S cores 

his post at the White House. Bush 
of hospitals have not yet re- 

ceived their August reimbursement 
s o postpone the inevitable for checks for what it cost them to care 

a bit lWW SO that he Can iSet for Medicaid patients. Prior to Au- 
1992 

A 
. gust, hundreds of hospitals received 

only 50% of what was due to them 
This is why the President and his in Medicaid reimbursements, 

you MIGHT advisors are trying to make their 

IN THIS DAY OF NEED rickety budget look good. But they To make worse, 40 states 
have serious problems in several h ave told the President that they can 
other areas on the home front, not no fund social 
the least being that there is no programs and Medicaid mandated* 
money in the Social Security Con- by the government aimed at helping 
tingency Fund and Medicaid and the estimated 15 million Americans 
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you but ask in sincere intent to 
serve--1i s 

K 
will not cut it any 

longer--t ere have been too many 
em ty wo.+. We stand at ready 
an --you of my crew--stand f 
ready and without panic for you 
are trained and we know that 
which must be done in any event. 
This is not to frighten--on1 to 
inform. The more serious p K si- 
cal u heavals are set for the 9th 
but t e adversary also likes Oc- 
tober Su rises to fall on All 
Hallows 8 

oint. 
ay to make his evil 

!i 
Pa attention and LIS- 

EN and x ATCH for the clues 
will be sent constantly--ri ht 
from Bushlips if you attend fi is 
goings and comin 

ou will be told. 
s 

B 
sAa+dAtgli; 

ION. The coverin weather is 
such, in Southern C ifornia, that af 
this coming weekend is als~~z 
the running for “events”. 
sudden “chill” is not an accident! 
Oh, that it would be possible for 
me to walk this journey for you 
ones but it is not to be--but I will 
walk every step WITH you and I 
can c 

3 
you if the need should 

come. e have capabilities be- 
yond that which you can tmag- 
me--awaiting your call. Salu. 

doomsday 
living below the poverty level who 
are sick and needy, nor the manda- 
tory federal requirement that states 
extend Medicaid to all children be- 
low the poverty level. In some 
states, the number of children who 
qualify runs into hundreds of thou- 
sands. 

States have been trying to get by 
through such measures as taxing 
hospital bills, which Bush calls a 

scam to enrich the hospitals. The 
National Governors Association 
strongly recommended that these 
programs be taken over by the fed- 

eral government, while a federal 
advisory panel urged the President 
to extend social programs to the in- 
digent 10 MILLION PEOPLE NOT 

YET COVERED BY MEDICAID. 

In order not to bust the budget Bush 
responded in a manner which will 

set the stage for a TOTAL COL- 

on 
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LAPSE O$ ALL FEDERALLY 
FUNDED SOCIAL PROGRAMS 
BY 1993. 

Under new OMB rules some $4 bil- 
lion in federal Medicaid matching 
funds to states will be slashed by 
forcing states to alter the methods 
used to determine qualifiers. One 
can imagine what the net outcome 
of this is going to be when we con- 

sider that state spending on Medi- 
caid stands at 20% above [he Au- 
gust 1990 level, and economic 
sources of mine told me they esti- 

mate the figure will rise to 29% by 
the end 1991. 

Two of Bush’s Humpty Dumpty 
advisors, Lewis Sullivan and 
Richard Darman, have decided that 
attack is the best means of defense 
by sending teams of investigators to 
look at state “unconstrained” Medi- 
caid costs. Neither of these two 
men said that “unconstrained” 

Medicaid costs and other social 
programs are due to the huge influx 
of legal and non-legal immigrants 
plus an ever-growing jobless popu~ 
lation making bigger demands on 
the system. 

help, a very small day job. I didn’t 
really need the work done, but after 
he told me that he had been a steel 
worker in Michigan for twenty 
years before he was laid off, and try 
as he might, nobody wanted to give 
him a job, there was no way that I 

could not do something to help him, 
small as it was. 

This story can be repeated millions 
of times all across America. While 
it is perfectly in order to give Israel 
$13 billion a year and the Commu- 
nist Mugabe of Rhodesia (who hates 

us) $300 million annually, our gov- 
ernment, by its policies, having cre- 
ated 30 million unemployed Ameri- 
cans, now refuses to help them find 
new jobs or help them while they 
are looking for work. As a nation 
we are not worthy to survive as 
Iqng was we keep reelecting the 
same “Me First” politicians to 
Washington, who then systemati- 
cally betray us into the hands of the 
One World Government. 

The Black American population of 
this country by and large does NOT 
know these facts. They are lied to 
and led to believe, often by their 

own misguided leaders, that their 
plight is the fault of the “White 

man”. I believe that there is a 
In California alone, the state has growing nd for a task force to be 
been deluged with Medicaid costs craw that will go out as mission- 
for these people. Nothing is men- aries among all those decent black 

either by Bush or his cabi- people wh are to sup 
net, that this deluge of immigrants, J’ lve and lead a decent life, and the! 
the majority of whom cannot ade- ARE h the rather than 

care for themselves, is the leave them struggling i,, despair. 
result of new immigration policies 

that threaten to turn the U.S. into a There is, as we know, alsO a very 
giant welfare state. substantial pool of unemployed 

White Americans who are perhaps 

Nor do these two worthies or their better informed on secret societies 
cabinet colleagues mention that at and who pulls the strings. of Presi- 
least 5 million workers (the number dent Bush than are the blacks, but 
is likely to reach 7 million by the who still need a tremendous 
end of 1991) who are actively schooling in what is actually hap- 
seeking ‘work cannot find it due to pening. 
the destructive policies of the Club 
of Rome which Bush espouses. As If this country is to be turned 

mentioned earlier, these policies, around at the 11th hour which i3 

which have been wrecking America upon us, such a missionary effofi 
since the early 1980’s, continue to can play a crucial role. All those 
escalate, firowing more and more Republican conservative million. 

people on the labour market aires out there ought to start think 

scrapheap. It is this group that also ing about this before they, too, 10s~ 
contributes to growing costs of so- all their millions, as they most as 

cial programs. suredly will unless they wake up tc 
the reality of our situat.Q+ Repub 

One day last year I gave a Black lican or Democratic Con 
American who approached me for ventions are only circus& designec 

to deceive. They achieve absolutely 
nothing except jobs for pals. All 

that hoopla, straw boaters, coloured 
balloons, what use are they? I will 
tell you they are worth EXACTLY 

NOTHING IN REAL ECONOMIC 
POLICIES THAT FOLLOW, NO 
MATTER WHO GETS TO THE 
WHITE HOUSE. 

We have got to stop participating in 
these charades. Our votes no 
longer have any meaning and it is 

past the time that we ought to wake 

UP. No majority of Republican 
votes, even if it results in getting a 
Republican president to the White 

House, CAN OR WILL CHANGE 
THE SYSTEM. 

It is like a good woman who is go- 
ing to many an alcoholic who, 
when she is warned, says she can 
reform him. Neither the Republi- 
can or the Democratic Party is ca- 
pable of reforming this most corrupt 
Babylonian system, the most cor- 
rupted in the history of this world. 
Reforms will not do it because the 
men at the top are beholden to the 
CFR or secret societies even higher 
up the ladder, and so they will pro- 
tect their jobs by going through the 

motions of “reforms” which totally 
lack substance. Our history is re- 
plete with examples of what I am 

talking about, 

This isn’t just philosophy; I am ad- 
dressing issues that are affecting ev- 
ery one of us and which issues, un- 
less addressed, will sink this nation 
within a few years. We are today 
about where the great Roman Em- 
pire stood before it went down into 
oblivion. “Bread and Cir&ses” is- 
sues rule the news media and the 
airwaves. Our people are in the 
grip of a great deception. Instead 
of spending our days watching foot- 
ball (or basketball or baseball), we 
must begin to face the threats to our 
very existence as the nation of the 
United States of America, or disap- 
pear forever, just as the Roman and 
Greek empires did. The time to 

face realities is now. Escapism by 
immersing ourselves in entertain- 
ment will only drive us into the 
open and waiting gates of the One 
World Government’ s CONCEN- 

TRATION CAMPS, at least those 
of us who survive the Global 2ooO 

onslaught. 

All rights reserved, Dr. J. Cole- 
man. October 1991. 

North cont. 
lo/24191 #l HATONN COATED AS I HAVE EVER 

URSDAY WITNESSED--STAY ALERT! 

ust a rundown on a few Note his shrugging attempt at non- 

hings to note today and then we response regarding Ross Perot and 
vi11 move right along with our es- how “his” “speak for themselves 
ablished subject. regardless of what Perot says”. 

Note how “possible conversation” 

watch especially what is happening was twisted and turned into slime. 

vith Oliver North. YOU till be You have now witnessed the falling 

able to see exactly that which is of a man from being a “scapegoat” 

aking place in almost classic for- into losing all honor at the hands ol 

nat. The book itself has been the Elite. 

written by “others” for the maxi- 
mum use of the poor misguided Please note how this man has comt 
Imitation. Note the frequent use of out totally unscathed as to 
“spiritual” solace to “see him and/or public dishonor for hi! 

through”. Note the weeping refer- criminal activities and responsible 

ences to his “children”. How can murder of thousands upon thou- 

you addict hundreds of thousands of sands through the evil dealings--HE 
children and kill countless others IS ACTUALLY GOING TO RUN 
and speak with such purity regard- FOR PRESIDENT ONE OF 
ing intent with own ? Most impor- THESE DAYS FOR HE IS BEING 
tant--NOTE THAT HE IS AND SET UP BY ONES LIKE LARRY 
WILL BE ON EVERY MAJOR 

ELITE “SHOW” FOR WEEKS. on 
THE HOUR WITH LARRY KING 
WAS ABOUT AS SYRUP- 



. 

(LARRY AS THE 
VIADUCT FOR TESTING). Also 
note all of the harping and slaying 
of the “David Duke” dragon! 
‘These .men with hearts as black as 
coal make Duke look like the Klu 
Klux Klan in the middle of a 
lynching. Oliver North has been 
directly responsible (through drugs 
alone) for killing more Black people 
than Duke can even count Black 

people. YOU ones are the ones that 
must get discerning. They don’t 
like Duke because he is a maverick 

and against the order of the Elite-- 
goodness has nothing whatsoever to 
do with the issue. 

FIRE IN OAKLAND 

I was asked if the fire was inten- 
tional which has claimed over 2,500 
homes and 400 apartments, with 
many people still missing. My an- 
swer was “no” and it stands. The 
original fire was a brush fire which 
was extinguished and from that fire, 
not sufficiently attended, the flare- 
up resulting from winds started the 
conflagration. I am sure that there 
will be a massive attempt to “pin it 
on” someone such as local contrac- 
tors, but it was basically 
“negligence” on the part of fire con- 
trol personnel--or at the least, error 
in judgment. What the “original” 
intent might have been is irrelevant 
at this point and you have other 
things to attend. 

Africa is flaring up again and you 
can expect it simply worsen and 
worsen. Added Value Taxes are in 

place now and the destruction of the 
total economy to abject poverty is 
on its way. I shall share personal 
information from ones who are citi- 
zens there and work within the tur- 
moil--as we find time. 

Baker is tying up the strings around 
Vietnam and working out “hush” 
payments regarding the MIA’s and 
POW’s. There is no end, appar- 
ently, to the evil. 

Economy 
Bad and even the cover-up an- 
nouncers are not able to cover the 
disaster. The plan, however, un- 
derlying the shifting is to move a lot 
of the “stocks” money into hard 
metals. Remember that the price of 
gold must go somewhere into the 
mid-$370’s for the drug/gold bank 
agreements to pay off. Then it 
needs to go on further to comer the 
assets. Gold remains a good .buffer. 
Stocks and other investments are 
going to collapse one of these days 

for they have only been shored up 
enough to get through the bank 
crises and get the banks “shifted” 
and settled-in under control. The 
BCCI Senate Subcommittee hear- 
ings are a total farce with ones like 
B. Lance and the head honchos be- 
ing a side show. Total and ridicu- 
lous distractions while you-the-peo- 
ple lose everything. All is being set 
up now to divide and conquer--just 
as are all the “hearings”. Even the 
appointments of the President to of- 
fices such as Thomas/Supreme 
Court Justice are. staged to polarize 
the oppositions against each other 
while other things are being “done” 
while no one sees. 

The FDIC is bankrupt. The Elite 
need to hold the banks open into 
late November and December be- 

cause the entire of the funding will 
be exhausted and the big an- 
nouncement will be obvious. I do 
not know what to tell you to do to 
cover your as&s more than I have 

Peace talks 
It is simply being set up so that no 
one has to sit through the Peace 
Talks. The consideration that the 
PLO would not be involved in such 
a council is absurd and the Israelis 
know it as well as does the setter- 
uppers. You have a “show” and a 
scene set for putting the screws to 
the nations involved, in front of the 
world so that the actions “look” rea- 
sonable. The “war” is all but one 

for the taking of a planet--you will 
not simply start getting truth this 

afternoon, chelas. You are ex- 
periencing the myriad distractions 
which ALWAYS COME AT 
TIMES OF GREAT AND MAS- 
SIVE ACTIONS DESIRED TO BE 
HIDDEN FROM YOU. 
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and home front USA 
already shared ‘with you. You are 
d,ealing with assets in paper “name” 
only (notes) of an illegal Federal 

Reserve and NO hard coinage. I 
am a bit distressed that my own 
have not seen fit to obtain more 
coins set forth from the U.S. 

mintage. Those “notes” are going 
to end up totally worthless and it 
could be as soon as the end of the 
year, or sooner, if “they” can figure 
a way to prevent you from lynching 
the “doers unto you”. They are still 
very concerned about the numbers 
of guns in circulation but let me 
remind you--a few well placed little 
nuclear bombs will bring you right 
into control. So be it--I suggest 
some silver coins. 

Further thoughts: I believe you see 
what is happening to the Real Estate 
market-don’t go do something 
foolish, chelas, as the prices are 

going to drop out and now 
because millions are out of work 

and property is going to soon, 
for lunch money. 

YOU all must remember that this is 

going to be a very hard period of 
time for mankind coming upon you- 
-there are no “good” answers *which 
will allow you to keep and-gain to 
great extent. Your most propitious 
thing to do is share and move as far 
along with projects as possible to 
have working facilities for food 
production etc. Money as you rec- 
ognize it will become worth nothing 
for it is in the plan. For you who 
have given all in here to attend “all” 
must now begin to attend of selves 
for the point is to overwhelm the 
masses--hungry, homeless people 
capitulate very quickly if the life 
style has been a soft bed of luxuries 
in a wondrously decorated town- 
house. Do I mean to frighten you? 
YES INDEED! 

Ones with money in foreign ac- 
counts would appear to be some- 
what better off than you who re- 
main domestic--BUT, HAVE YOU 
EVER TRIED TO RETRIEVE AS- 
SETS OUT OF FOREIGN BANKS 
IF YOUR GOVERNING 
SOURCES DO NOT WISH YOU 
TO HAVE THEM? 

Control of Information 
By clever manipulation, people can 
be led to believe something that is 
not true when such information is 
carefully timed and presented by an 
accepted and respected 
Information is processed by the 
brain in a very specific way. At the 
base of the brain, there is a “check 
valve” called the Reticular Activat- 

ing System which screens informa- 
tion. What happens is that when 
new information is introduced, it is 
compared with previously acquired 
information and then catalogued. 
When the information is required, it 
is retrieved and brought into con- 
scious awareness according to need. 
Now if there is no “file” for the 
piece of information, a file is begun 
and added to when related informa- 
tion is acquired. If you accept the 
information as true, it is catalogued 
that way. And if you reject the in- 

formation as false, it is catalogued 
that way. However, if you don’t 
know if the information is true or 
not, your trust in the source of in- 
formation determines whether or 

not you accept it, even if you are 
not sure or don’t understand it. 

Secret knowledge is the basis of all 
power. Your source of information 
depends upon who you are and what 
position you hold in society. Your 
source of information determines 
the reliability of what you know. 
What you know and the reliability 
of what you know determines ev- 

erything that happens to you. And 
information can be controlled. 
Words can inform or misinform. 
What people think can be controlled 
by controlling information. In Or- 
well’s Je84, the primary means of 
oppression is the absolute control of 
ALL information. All published 

material is constantly changed so 
that history fulfills the wishes and 
aims of the government. 
controls the past,” ran the Party 

slogan, “controls the future; who 
controls the present controls the 
past. w 

on 
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In the b&k BRAINWASHING IN 

THE HIGH SCHOOLS, E. Merrill 
Root examines eleven American 
history textbooks used in the 

Evanston Township High School in 
Evanston, Illinois from 1950 to 

1952. of these textbooks 

makes it clear that the government 
of the United States is NOT a 
democracy but rather, A REPUB- 
LIC (OR WAS SET UP TO BE). 

The Founding Fathers defined the 
form of government which they set 

a 
Not one of these textbooks lists the 

word in its index. 

These textbooks interpret U.S. his- 
tory primarily as a clash between 
rich and poor, haves and have-nots, 
“privileged” and “unprivileged”, 
which is economic determinism, the 
essence of Marxism, where the tri- 
umph of “the common man” is 

progress towards a more perfect 
“people’ s democracy”. A trend 

shared by each of the textbooks re- 
viewed was advocacy of a world 
government where global commit- 
ment is preferable to national inter- 
ests, thus promoting’ world social- 
ism and “big” government. 

The college textbook INTRODUC- 
TORY PSYCHOLOGY (second 
edition) by Jonathan L. Freedman, 

published by Addison-Wesley Pub- 
lishing Co., contains information 

that is totally misleading, contra- 
dictory and totally false. This book 
uses the principles of mental 
programming to program the stu- 
dent to accept information that is 
not true. This text was used for 
“General Psychology” course 221 at 

First of all, it is not a matter of 
“entrusting yourself” to another per- 
son to produce the ,hypnotic state of 
mind--you do this every time for 
yourself when you do a bit of “day- 
dreaming”. There is selective at- 

tention and heightened suggestibil- 
ity. There is “acceptance of distor- 
tion” only when distorted infor- 
mation is given and you don’t know 
that it is distorted information. The 
word “symptoms” is usually used 
when referring to an illness or dis- 
order so you KNOW that the defi- 
nition came from a physician of 
some sort. The most ill-advised 

and trained hypnotherapists are 
medical doctors--so BEWARE! 
Especially true for psychiatrists! 
There is no desire to let a person 
“cure” himself in three sessions 
when you can make sure he doesn’t 
cure himself until his insurance or 
funding goes away. 

/ 

This book ends its discussion of 
hypnosis saying: “Although there is 

little evidence that anyone has used 
hypnosis for evil or unpleasant pur- 
poses, the potential for such may 
exist. ” Oh barf, barf, and barf! It 
is most often used for all the evil or 
unpleasant purposes possible. 

Remember a gun does not kill--the 
man with the gun kills!!! 

U.S. intelligence officer Charles 
McQuiston says that Sirhan Sirhan 
was hypnotically programmed to 
kill Robert Kennedy. Dr. John W. 
Heisse, Jr., president of the Inter- 

the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, fall semester, 1982. 

national Society of Stress Analysis, 
studied Sirhan’s psychiatric charts 

think the 
the training of Priests and Ministers Sirhan was brainwashed under hyp- 
of the Holy “Word” might not also nosis: “Sirhan kept repeating certain 
be fed a bit of misinformation phrases. This cIe&y revealed he 

along the Years of t~sla~ons and had been programmed to put him- 
desires to “fit” into a “more mod- self into a trance.” wItts very pas- _ _ _-. - 

been subconsciously programmed 
for a task. 

Before we move further, let us look 
carefully at this information. 

NEVER, NEVER AND NEVER 
WILL A PERSON GO AGAINST 

HIS OWN CAPABILITIES OF 
ACTIONS IN A TRANCE. In 

a 

a 

Look at what the second edition of 
says about 

brainwashing: I’... some people who 

talk about brainwashing seem to 
believe that it involves extremely 
powerful methods that are almost ir- 
resistible. However, there is no 

evidence to suggest the existence of 
any such methods... in- fact, the at- 
tempts .at brainwashing that we 
know about were not especially 

successful. ” Where in the world 

GOD IF WE 
ASKED HER TO BREAK A LAW 
OF SUCH UNBENDING MERIT 
AND SHE WOULD DISMISS US 
INSTANTLY FROM TRANSMIS- 
SION. 

A state education is a mere con- 
trivance for molding people to be 
exactly like one another and as the 
mold in which it casts them is that 
which pleases the predominant 

POWER IN THE GOVERNMENT. 

It establishes despotism over the 
mind, leading by natural tendency 
to one over the body. Education of 
the young is used to condition them 
to what comes later, thus eliminat- 
ing the difference between propa- 
ganda and teaching. Propaganda 
cannot work effectively without ed- 
ucation. The mind is conditioned 
with vast amounts of information 
posing as “facts” and “knowledge” 
dispensed for ulterior motives. The 
“educated” and “intellectuals” are 
the most vulnerable to propaganda 
because they absorb the largest 
amount of secondhand information 
and consider themselves to be 
“above” the effects of propaganda. 

Now you can see WHY so many of 
you participants in “truth” are older 
in earth years. You can still re- 

member the fundamentals of 

“different” truth. There is still 

slight measure of hope for re- 
claiming that which is all but 
stripped from your society and 
record books. A “new” child 

taught only on the “false” 

projections of intended brain- 

training will act as the molder 

intends. If there is no basis for 
setting the false into truth, he will 

did the lump-head authors come learn to react exactly as directed. If 
from? You might find it interesting he is taught to abuse and grab 

to note that, while more power in any manner--he will do so 
have been published on subliminal with use of any weapon at hand. If 

than on many other sin- he is taught fear, he will cower. If 

gle topics in psychology, the space he is taught Godly behavior he will 
given the subject in most general not indulge in evil behavior. So __ _ _ 

em” acceptance by the public’! sible to distort and change some- textbooks minimal 

This particular book in point, defines 
body’s mind through a number of tent. now and you can see exactly how it 

hypnosis as “A state Of 

hypnotic sessions, n says Dr. Her- works--kids bring knives and guns 

bert SpiegeIs, a medical expert on As a personal notation herein, I to school because they are “trained*’ 

ness produced by entrusting oneself I hypnosis. “It can be described as would like to say that as well quali- to do so. 

to another person, and characteri=d ! brainwashing because. the mind is 

They use them because 

fied as Dharma is for receiving--If they are “trained” to do so. 

by heightened suggestibility, ac- cleared of its old emotions and val- one of us asked her to break a law 

~eptance of distortion, selective at- ues which are replaced by implant- of God and/or Creation, she would 

tention and similar Symptoms.” ing other suggestions. ” Behavior- immediately turn us OFF. It is not 
A portion of the modified agents, known as that she incapable of breaking 

definition is true, the rest is totally “zombies” in the intelligence com- those laws on her own account--IT 

misl&ing and blatantly false. munity, are individuals who have IS THAT SHE WOULD KNOW 



widespread and sophisticated of meaning, it more and more 

subliminal ads by the advertising 
There is a story from 1982 which industry. 

difficult and ultimately impossible 

Even children are ex- 
points up this message. 

for people to communicate thoughts 
The papers ploited for profit. “When you sell a not sanctioned by the government. 

read: “Experts Doubt the Power of kid on if he can’t get Traditional definitions are elimi- 
Subliminal Messages” “Amid it, he will throw himself on the nated while new meanings are re- 

claims and counterclaims for the floor, stamp his feet, and cry. YOU peated over and over again until ac- 
power and pervasiveness of sub- can’t a reaction like that out of cepted. Language is used to con- 
liminal techniques, little scientific an adult.” Really? Then I must teal truth and dignify absurdities. 

evidence has accumulated to show witness in the wrong planet. Re- In addition to debasing language, 
that either exists. A number of search on children begin as early as the principle of “doublethink” is in- 
psychologists are now challenging ages two and three using the psy- stituted. Doublethink is the ability 
the very notion that people can be chological techniques of finger sen- to accept two contradictory beliefs, 
influenced in any way by messages sors, eye-tracking and brainwave without perceiving it is illogical to 

they cannot consciously see or measurements. Does anyone re- do so. Please go back and reread 
hear.” Of course that is what the member the Cabbage Patch dolls of that- In the end a 
“experts” will tell you for they are a few Christmas Seasons back? It nounce that two and two make five, 

the ones doing the projects in the was murder time if someone and would have to believe it. It 

first place. How many times have snatched the last doll from the is inevitable that they should make 
you smelled popcorn cooking and shelf. They were the most ugly of that claim sooner or later: the logic 
really wanted some? Do you think dolls with nothing endearing about of their positions demand it. Ex- 
your nose is more powerful than them other than the brainwashing amples: anti-Semitic, Jews, love, 
your ears or eyes? Remember that which sold them. The dolls were making love, Israel, chauvinist, etc. 
propaganda draws attention away tossed in the trash heap even more 
from information that is true and di- quickly than most because of the The Vietnam War produced more 
rects attention to information that is total disappointment involved when examples of government Newspeak 
false. Also remember that your they turned out to be just ugly and doublethink. But nothing can 
trust in the source of your informa- “things”. compare with the contradictions in 
tion determines whether or not you the recent Gulf War. But let us 
accept the information as true even The good old U.S. has now a major look back to Vietnam because you 
if you are not sure or don’t under- industry in exportation of advertis- are still twining yellow ribbons in 
stand it. Thomas Jefferson said: ing agencies’ psychological tech- your hair over the Gulf War. 
“The man who never looks into a niques of commercial subliminal Bombing missions were called 
newspaper is better informed than techniques throughout Western Eu- “protective action 
he who reads them, inasmuch as he rope, 

strikes”, a 
the Far East, and Latin refugee camp became a “new life 

who knows nothing is nearer the America. It is much more “fun” hamlet”, and the American invasion 
truth than he whose mind is filled than the old psychopolitics of terror of Cambodia was termed an 

with and errors.” My and torture of the Soviets. The “incursion”. During the Nixon 
gosh, chelas--how big can the lies methods are geared to the sequence administration, government New- 
get? Well, the article above closed of control over the populace. It speak and doublethink were 
with a quoting of Charles F. Adams might be interesting to note that you rampant. 
speaking FOR THE AMERICAN never really 

When White House prers 
ge t away from the secretary Ron Ziegler contradicted 

ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTIS- “name brands” in any evil statements made previously, he 
ING AGENCIES (1981): “We Walter the world’s termed his former statements 

1 

” And how are your nerves to- 
runner of brainwashing techniques committed under the guise Of 

day, America? Can you not see 
and that one is 

ployer of H.R. Halderman and sev- still tossed around at total random. 
that your entire infrastructure is eral other a good one was “executive 
based on lies? House aides during the Watergate Privilege”. Nixon aides abused 

%AT THAT 
scandal! ! ! their power from an “excess of 

zeal” as did poor old North. As in 

LANGUAGE MANIPULATION - 9 1984 
Feb. 11, 1984 edi- 

Every major advertising agency in Back to Orwell--he is a real dandy 
North America has sponsored EK- to look at because he was “right on 

TENSIVE RESEARCH into sub- target” and you had access to truth 
liminal perception. Every one! and still turned to the lie. In 
Vance Packard’s 1957 @most half Orwell’s 1984, the manipulation of 

a century ago) book, THE language is the key to controlling 
DEN PERSUADERS revealed that the In time, a new lan- 

American industry was researching guage is created that the aims of 
the U% Of subliminal messages to the Elite best be 
motivate people to buy their prod- servd. 
ucts. Wilson Bryan Key has written 

“Newspeak” redefines 
words that at one time had universal 

several books exposing the 

tion of the 
contains a story from United Press 
International titled “State Depart- 
ment Strikes ‘Killing’ from Re- 
ports” “The word ‘killing’ has been 

stricken from State Department hu- 
man rights reports. Officials ex- 

plained yesterday that the govem- 
ment considers it more precise to 

=Y ‘unlawful or arbitrary de- 
privation of life’. ” In the Gulf War 
it became: “Necessary precision- 
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surgical strikes in which it was 
sometimes necessary that there be 
arbitrary deprivation of life. * Yes q 

like 12,OC~ men buried alive in 
preplanned maneuvers with all 
equipment rigged and no surrender 
accepted. What kind of conscience 
material does this leave your soldier 
with which to plan their next 
“incursion”? 

Let me quote here from Jacobson: 

“The January 1984 edition of 

titled ’ 1984 Is Here; Where is Big 
Brother?‘ Many would have us be- 
lieve that George Orwell’s classic 
novel 1984 is in fact a portrait of 
present-day America. Nonsense! ” 
The December 10, 1983 edition of 
The Senthd contains an article by 
Edwin M. Yoder, Jr. of the Wash- 
ington Post Writers Group titled 
“1984--Fantasy Year Could Never 
Be Otherwise’, “....none of Or- 
well’s imaginary nightmare materi- 
alized....the nightmare of total hu- 
man conditioning remains but an 
obvious fantasy. ” From 

” 

Common sense tells you that one 
must first gain the confidence and 
respect of people in order to deceive 
them. You are constantly expected 
to think you are in complete control 
of yourselves and the contents of 
your minds and psyches; it is this 
illusion that makes it possible for 

you to be manipulated all the more 
successfully. If you fail in your 
own control, there are bunches of 

drugs which will allow you to 
“Cope”. Most people do not exer- 
cise their intelligence and critical 
faculties in evaluating the vast 
amount of information with which 

they are assaulted. As a result, they 
abdicate their responsibility for 
what happens to them. However, 
responsibility cannot be discarded 
so easily and without a price to pay. 
Those who expect to reap the 
blessings of freedom must, like 
men, undergo the fatigue of sup- 
porting it. This was wisdom passed 

down from a beloved brother, 
Thomas Paine. Once freedom is 
lost, it is much harder to regain. 
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. Zionism is not Judaism. Part II 
In continuing to explain the differ- 
ences between Judaism and Zion- 
ism, we draw once again upon 
sources provided by religious Jews 
and even non-religious Jews who 
have not fallen fop the wooing of 
the Jewish people by political sac- 
rilegious Zionism. As we have 
shown, the forced immigration of 
Jews from Germany occur@ with 
the connivance of the Irgun, Stern 
and Haganah Zionist terrorist 
groups whose policies were de- 
signed to get Jews out of Germany 
to populate Palestine. To do this 
the Zionists sought the’ help of 
Himmler and his deputy, Adolf 
Eichman. This was confirmed by 
two Zionist writers, Ben Hecht and 
Yitzak Ben Ami. Zionist co- 
operation with Himmler and Eich- 
man was also fully documented by 
the Kastner trials. 

Angered by what it had discovered 
about the aims and objectives of 
Zionism, several religious Jewish 
orgnnizations cooperated to place a 
ser s of ads in the New 
in hich they sought to tell the truth 
ab .~~t the gulf between Zionism and 
Jut ism. At first the New 

was fully supportive of these 
ads, but then as pressure from 
various Zidnists groups, arose, the 

edi “aria1 board of this “free speech” 
newspaper began to attempt to 
censor the statements. 

But the religious Jews pressed on, 
and in the Neti. York Times of 
March 11, 1971, the following un- 
censored statement was printed: 

BY A.N. OTHER 

in terms of the agreement signed by 
Sharon and the KGB. 

. This is causing consternation in the 
Zionist circles of Sharon, Shamir 
and Moshe Arens, as we shall see’ in 

as later articles, especially in the mat- 
ter of the $10 billion loan guaran- 
tees. But to continue with the 
statement published by Jews in the 

of 3/l l/71: 

1 

(The emphasis is as 
it appeared in the NYT 3/11/71.) 

We need look no further than the 
Sharon-Bronfman plot to force Jews 
to leave Russia, which began in 
1972 with meetings between Zionist 
Ariel Sharon and members of the 
Soviet KGB in London and again in 
1982 at Limassol in Cyprus. Stime 
400,ooO Jews were targeted and lit- 
erally forced out of the Soviet 
Union. Most of those forced to 
immigrate to Palestine were ortho- 
dox Jews who have found life in the 
Zionist state to be intolerable and 
have begun to pack their bags and 
leave for the United States. They 
would rather have gone back to 
Moscow or wherever in Russia they 

:c@e from, but that is no&: 

This message should be officially 
reprinted by the government of the 
United States, Britain and France 
and read into the record of the up- 
coming “peace conference” which is 
to be held in Madrid this month. It 
should also be delivered to Zionist 
Stephen Solarz of Brooklyn who 
frequently presumes to speak on be- 
half of the Jewish people whereas as 
he is speaking for the Zionists in 
Tel Aviv, Frankfurt and Aleppo. 
Mr. Solarz and his associates will 

be the subject of profiling which 
will appear in the next article in the 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR, when it 
will become clear who exactly 
Solarz represents. 

The message of 3/l l/71 goes on to 
say : 

Much to the chagrin of the Israeli 

Zionist government, on October 26, 
1991 there occurred a large demon- 
stration by religious orthodox Jews 
and their friends in Israel against 
the policies of Zionist Prime Min- 

istzr Shamir demanding that land 
taken from the Arabs and Palestini- 
ans be returned to the rightful own- 
ers and that he be flexible in 
Madrid. The logical thing would be 
to send photographs of the demon- 
stration to all the delegates who will 
be attending the “peace conference” 
so that they may have a better and 
clearer picture of exactly what or- 
thodox religious Jews think about 

the rights of the Arabs and Pales- 
tinians and their Zionist oppressors 
and it would be soundly based to 
include the U.S. government and 
the United Nations in such an in- 
formation effort. While on the 
subject, give them a list of 
historical Jewish organizations that 
were always opposed to Zionist 
policies in Palestine. 

Here are a few Jewish anti-Zionist 
organizations we could include: 
Agudat Israel, a political religious- 
orthodox Jewish movement founded 
in 1912. 
Brit Shalom (Peace Covenant) a 

Jewish anti-Zionist association 

which stands for peace with Arabs 
and Palestinians founded in 1925. 
Neturei Karta and its publication, 

Hachoma. 
Anti-Zionist Committee. Founded 
in Germany just before the First 
World War, it was supported by the 
famous Jewish writer Isaac 

Deutscher who had a wide public 
following and who regarded Zion- 

ism as a totally reactionary move- 

1 1 

Hat@&’ to stand-by. 
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page nized as the father of Zionism, 

published “Judenstaat” 
ment while Arab nationalism was 

(Jewish 

progressive. 
Th state) as a solution to what he called 

Shortly after the Six-Day W7ar bitter attacks on his movement came 
Deuthcher launched a bitter attack 1 
on Zionist Israel, saying that it rep- 

while non-religious 
z. ronist aim to fight against the rule Jews financed Zionism to the hilt. 

resented imperialism in the Middle f i T 
East and was preaching chauvinism. 

Pow- 
from its erful Jewish bankers as the Speiers, 

Deutscher could not be smeared rezigious First came the the Seligmans, the Eichtals, the 

with the usual epithets Zionists reg- Hirschs, the Oppenheimers and the 

ularly use against those who shine (note re&iO~ Jews NEVER call IS- Rothschilds. As far as we are able 

the light of truth upon them because a state) in the Holy t0 ascertain, no religious Jewish or- 

he was a profound writer and a ganization has ever contributed one 

scholar held in high esteem by thou- red cent to the coffers of Zionism. 

sands of Jews everywhere. What is 

even more devastating is that One of the notable heretics in so far 

Deutscher’s strong opposition to as orthodox Jews are concerned was 

Zionism was not based on Arab-Jew the Communist Moses Mendelssohn 

conflicts but upon his religious and who contributed his views to 

political beliefs. The decay of what HASKALA (enlightenment), re- 

he called “bourgeois Europe” state. sponsible for leading Jews away 

strengthened Zionism and forced from Judaism toward Zionism 

Jews against their will to accept the which was even then a non religious 

Zionist nation state is how he de- IS non-Jewish political organization. 

scribed Jewish immigration to It is ironic that Mendelssohn’s chil- 

Palestine. dren converted to Christianity to 
show their dislike of Zionism. 

On 17 September 1971, yet another JEwzsH PEoPLE**. During early Zionist Congresses 

denouncement of Zionism by ortho- there were frequent and often vio- 

dox Jewish religious groups was lent clashes as men like Herzl 

published in the sought to downplay the fact that re- 
ligious rabbis were far from enam- 

ored with this so-called Jewish 
movement. Weizmann did his best 

to convince Herzl that the support 
of religious rabbis was essential if a 
homeland for the Jews was to be 
accepted by religious Jews in gen- 

Sharp differences emergti 
among the delegates as to whether 

or not religious Jews had a role to 
play in Zionism. 

Published in In 1891 a notable critic of Zionism 
appeared on the scene. His name 

interim to alter the implacable re- was Ahad Ha’am (better known as 

jection of Zionism and the state of Asher Ginzberg, a young 

Jews. Odessa). He was sent to Palestine 

helmeted police came upon the In fact it is almost a weekly occur- bY Herzl and Weizmann, but in- 

rence to see orthodox Jews being stead of the rosy reports they ex- 

attacked and harassed by the Israeli Petted, Ginzberg wrote “The Truth 

. but of course our media is From Eretz Israel”, which reports 

1.5 careful to keep such events from the were highly critical of Zionist 

who were among the many hauled public gaze lest the truth escape methods* Ginzberg said that 
colonization of Palestine could not 
succeed because Palestine could not 

The term Zionism was first coined absorb a mass of Jews and besides 

by one Nathan Birnbaum at a dis- the Zionists were in too much of a 

cussion group meeting in Vienna on hurrY. Palestine, he said, should 

23 January 1892. There was no only be a spiritual center and NOT 

clear political direction given to the THE POLITICAL OR ECONOMIC 

word until four years later when BASIS OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE. 

Theodor Herzl, generally recog- 

Ginzberz w’as no “ordinary Jew 

but a illan respected by religion 

and nor -religious Jews alike 

Therefore. ::is observations of Zion’ 

ist causes in Palestine could ncl 
simply be brushed aside as Zionisr 
had succeeded in doing with s 

many of its critics. Herzl had trie$. 
to make religious Jews and even hl 

own followers believe Arabs did nc 
exist in Palestine. The noted write 
J.N. Jeffries described Herzl’s att: 
tude thus: “Herzl visits Palestin 

but seems to find that nobody 1 
there but his fellow Jews; the Arab 
vanish before him as in their 
Arabian Nights.” Thus when th( 

respected Ahad Ha’am (Ginzberg’ 
went to Palestine he reported tha 
the country was far from empty ant 

that Arabs living there were we]:. 
aware of the Jews, but pretenda’ 
not to notice them as long as the. 
appeared to be no threat. “But i ’ 
one day the Jews become stronge. 
and threaten Arab predominance, 
they would hardly take this qui 
etly. ” (Truth From Eretz Israel 
1893.) 

Zionist Mr. Shamir is trying to em. 
ulate his mentor Herzl by pretend. 
ing that the Arabs in Palestine dl.: 
not exist or that, if they do exist 
they have no right to be in Pales. 
tine; therefore, ergo, they can ex- 
pect nothing but the big stick fron 
him and his former Irgun terrorists 
This is the attitude which Zionis 
Shamir will take with him to th, I 
Madrid “peace negotiations”! How 
ever he, like Herzl, will find tha 

the Arabs will not simply disappea 
and that he is now facing the resis 
tance from Arabs to Zionist imperi. 
alism which the famous Ashe! 
Ginzberg predicted in 1893, 

This is the second of a four-part ar. 
title written exclusively for the 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR. In the 
next two articles we shall be treater 
to exposures of Zionism such a:. 
have seldom if ever been seen ir 
print. 
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The word “freedom”, which can be 
interpreted in various ways, is de- 
fined by us as follows: 

E;reedom is the right to do that 
which the law allows. This inter- 
pretation of the word will at the 
proper time be of service to us, be- 
cause all freedom will thus be in 
our hands, since the laws will abol- 
ish or create only that which is de- 
sirable for us according to the 
aforesaid programme. 

We shall deal with the press in the 
following way: What is the part 
played by the press today? It serves 
to excite and inflame those passions 
which are needed for our purpose or 
else it serves selfish ends of parties. 
It is often vapid, unjust, menda- 
cious, and the majority of the public 
have not the slightest idea what 
ends the press really serves. We 
shall saddle and bridle it with a 

tight curb: we shall do the same 
also with all productions of the 
printing press, for where would be 
the sense of getting rid of the 

attacks of the press if we remain 
targets for pamphlets and books, 
The produce of publicity, which 
nowadays is a source of heavy 
expense owing to the necessity of 
censoring it, will be turned by us 
into a very lucrative source of in- 
come to our State: we shall lay on it 

a special stamp tax and require 

deposits of caution-money before 
permitting the establishment of any 

organ of the press or ;tf printing 
office; these will then have to 
guarantee our government against 
any kind of attack on the part of the 

press. For any attempt to attack us, 
if such still be possible, we shall 

inflict fines without mercy. Such 
measures as stamp tax, deposit of 
caution-money and fines secured by 
these deposits, will bring in a huge Is there any one of us 
income to the government. It is who does not know that the phan- 
true that party organs might not tom blessings are the direct roads to 
spare money for the sake of pub- foolish imaginings which give birth 
licity, but these we shall shut up at to anarchical relations of men 
the second attack upon us. No one among themselves and towards au- 
shall with impunity lay a finger on thority, because progress or rather 
the aureole of our government in- the idea of progress, has introduced 
fallibility. The pretext for stopping the conception of every kind of 
any publication will be the alleged emancipation, but has failed to es- 
plea that it is agitating the public tablish its limits., . .A11 the so-called 
mind without occasion or liberals are anarchists, if not in fact, 
justification. at any rate in thought. Every one 

of them is hunting after phantoms 
of freedom, and falling exclusively 
into license, that is, into the 
anarchy of protest for the sake of 
protest.. . 

Even now this is already be- 
ing attained by us inasmuch as all 
news items are received by a few 
agencies, in whose offices they are 
focused from all parts of the world. 
These agencies will then be already 

entirely ours and will give publicity 
only to what we dictate to them. 

If already now we have contrived to 
possess ourselves of the minds of 
the goy communities to such an ex- 
tent that they all come near looking 
upon the events of the world 
through the coloured glasses of 
those spectacles we are setting 
astride their noses: if already now 
there is not a single State where 

there exist for us any barriers to 

admittance into what goy stupidity 
calls State secrets: what will our po- 

sition be then, when we shall be ac- 
knowledged supreme lords of the 
world in the rson of our king of 
all the world.... 

We turn to the periodical press. 
We shall impose on it, as on all 
printed matter, stamp taxes per 
sheet and deposits of caution- 

money, and books of less than 30 
sheets will pay double. We shall 
reckon them as pamphlets in order, 
on the one hand, to reduce the 
number of magazines, which are the 
worst form of printed poison, and, 

on the other, in order that this 

measure may force writers into such 

lengthy productions that they will 
be little read, especially as they will 
be costly. At the same time what 
we shall publish ourselves to 

Let us turn again to the future of the 

Pri Every one desirous 
of a publisher, librarian, or 
printer, will be obliged to provide 
himself with the diploma instituted 
therefor, which, in case of any 
fault, will be immediately im- 
pounded. With such measures the 

influence mental development in the 
direction laid down for our profit 
will be cheap and will be read 
voraciously. The tax will bring 
vapid literary ambitions within 

bounds and the liability to penalties 
will make literary men dependent 
upon us, And if there should be 
any found who are desirous of 
writing against us, they will not 
find any person eager to print their 
productions. Before accepting any 
production for publication in print 
the publisher or printer will have to 

apply to the authorities for 
permission to do so. Thus we shall 
know beforehand of all tricks 
preparing against us and shall nul- 
lify them by getting ahead with ex- 
planations on the subject treated of, 

[Hatonn: Please note this is a 
“window” in which we are able to 
print our material--just before the 
silencing of the presses and yet 
having the capability of qu~tity 
discourse on computer discing. It 
has been a most tiresome activity at 
best with the monitors always in 
surveillance and as we work the in- 
formation is flowing into two other 
ten tral computer systems of your 
government. Our leading question 
is always as to how just one scribe 
could present this much work with- 



out other than a- small computer 

keyboard, etc. It has taken un- 

counted hours and hours and backup 
from faithful readers and a very 
blessed person who spends more 
hours in layout--he who was, in 

fact, a dentist. Then the work is 
passed on and ones tend it as neces- 
sary--all night if need be to get it to 
you-the-readers as quickly as possi- 
ble to insure receiving as timely as 
is humanly possible. This will 

come to a screeching halt or be 
moved totally “underground” for 
the government, etc., try at every 
turn to stop the word from going 
forth. The information is stopped 
by censors now, at many locations 
and somehow people “just don’t 
seem to get &heir mail---!” 

The publisher is under attack by 
anonymous ones who threaten his 
life and the lives and property of 
those who work with him. He is 
warned to stop placing any of this 
information into local papers--even 
advertising mediums. Well, it is a 
risk one has to take if one desires to 
regain what freedoms there were 
and maintain the ones still available 
for as long as they are available. 
These Journals and Expresses are 
being destroyed and removed from 
shelves as quickly as the investiga- 
tors can locate them--I suggest that 
if you have copies, you share them 
and then guard them well for they 
are on the endangered species list-- 
just doesn’t sound like your Amer- 
ica, does it? Well, you have a CIA 
trained by the KGB and Mossad and 
these ones put the Nazi SS troops in 
the shadows.] 

Literature and journalism are two of 
the most important educative forces, 
and therefore our government will 
become proprietor of the majority 
of the journals. This will neutralize 
the injurious influence of the pri- 
vately-owned press and will put us 
in possession of a tremendous influ- 
ence upon the public mind.. . .If we 
give permits for ten journals, we 

shall ourselves found thirty, and so 
on in the same proportion. This, 
however, must in nowise be sus- 
pected by the public. For which 
reason all journals published by us 
will be the most opposite, in 

appearance, tendencies and opin- 

ions, thereby creating confidence in 
us and bringing over to us our quite 
unsuspicious opponents, who will 
thus fall into our trap and be ren- 
dered harmless. 

In the front rank will stand organs 
of an official character. They will 
always stand guard over our inter- 
ests, and therefore their influence 
will be comparatively insignificant. 

In the second rank will be the semi- 
official organs, whose part it will be 

to attract the tepid and indifferent. 

In the third rank we.shall set up our 
own, to all appearance, opposition, 
which, in at least one of its organs, 
will present what looks like the very 
antipodes to us. Our real opponents 

at heart will accept this simulated 
opposition as their own and will 
show us their cards. 

All our newspapers will be of all 

possible complexions--aristocratic, 
republican, revolutionary, even an- 
archical--for so long, of course, as 
the constitution exists.. .Like the In- 
dian idol Vishnu they will have a 
hundred hands, and every one of 
them will have a finger on any one 
of the public opinions as required. 
When a pulse quickens these hands 
will lead opinion in the direction of 
our aims, for an excited patient 

loses all power of judgment and 
easily yields to suggestion. Those 

fools who will think they are re- 
peating the opinion of a newspaper 
of their own camp will be repeating 
our opinion or any opinion that 
seems desirable for us. In the vain 

belief that they are following the 
organ of their party they will in fact 
follow the flag which we hand out 

for them. 

In order to direct our newspaper 
militia in this sense we must take 
especial and minute care in orga- 
nizing this material. Under the title 

of central department of the press 
we shall institute literary gatherings 
at which our agents will without at- 
tracting attention issue the orders 
and watchwords of the day. By 
discussing and controverting, but 

always superficially, without 
touching the essence of the matter, 
our organs will carry on a sham 
fight fusillade with the official 
newspapers solely for the purpose 
of giving occasion for us to express 
ourselves more fully than could 
well be done from the outset in 
official announcements, whenever, 
of course, that is to our advantage. 

an 
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Methods of organization like these, 

imperceptible to the public eye but 
absolutely sure, are the best calcu- 

lated to succeed in bringing the at- 
tention and the confidence of the 
public to the side of our govern- 

ment. Thanks to such methods we 
shall be in a position as from time 
to time may be required, to excite 

or to tranquilize the public mind on 
political questions, to persuade or to 
confuse, printing now truth, now 
lies, facts or their contradictions, 

according as they may be well or ill 
received, always very cautiously 
feeling our ground before stepping 
upon it.. . . We shall have a sure tri- 
umph over our opponents since they 
will not have at their disposition or- 
gans of the press in which they can 
give full and final expression to 
their views owing to the aforesaid 

methods of dealing with the press. 
We shall not even need to refute 
them except very. SuperficiaIly. 

*b * 
0, a,- 

economic 

Some 
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Criminality should remain to be the new questions of the po- Who will ever suspect then that 
their victims and to litical, namely, questions of indus- ALL THESE PEOPLES WERE 

Trial shots like these, fired by us in chance witnesses--no more. try. In this sphere let them discuss STAGE-MANAGED Ry US AC- 
the third rank of our press, in case themselves silly! The masses are CORDING TO A POLITICAL 
of need, will be energetically re- ********** agreed to remain inactive, to take a PLAN WHICH NO ONE HAS SO 
futed by us in our semi-official or- rest from what they suppose to be 
galls. 

MUCH AS GUESSED AT IN THE 
political activity (which we trained 
them to in order to use them as a TURIES,, 

COURSE OF MANY CEN- 

Even nowadays, already, to gay 
. 

only the French press, there are Qu* emments) only on condition of be- 
forms which reveal masonic soli- Amuse- ing found new employments, in 

[Hatonn: Right from the “horse’s 

darity in acting on the watchword: which we are prescribing them 
mouth”, dear ones--these have been 

all organs of the press are bound to- The great something that looks like the same 
written and updated constantly to 

gether by professional secrecy; like political object. In order that the 
suit the changing times--but the in- 

the augurs of old, not one of their 
tent and the methods have never 

masses themselves may not guess 
numbers will give away the’ secret The need ‘for daily bread forces the what they are about we firrher 

varied one iota and this Anti-Christ 

of his sources of information unless. to keep silence and. be our tract Ihem with amusements, games, 
has duped the world! This infor- 

it be resolved to make an- humble servants. Agents taken on pastimes, 
SET OF 

mation is DIRECTLY QUOTED 

nouncement of them. THE 
journalist will venture to betray this will at our orders discuss anything 

DO THIS, 
secret, for not one of them is ever which it is inconvenient for us to is- 

admitted to practice literature unless sue directly in official .documents, 
in Of all THEN I SEE LITTLE HOPE OF 

his whole past has some disgraceful and we -meanwhile; quietly amid the 
these interests will finally EVER REACHING UNDER- 

sore or other....These sores would din of the discussion so raised, shall 
distract their minds from questions STANDING OF YOUR SITUA- 

be immediately revealed. simply tie and carry through such compelled 
in which we should find ourselves TION. PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE 

to them. US 
as they remain the secret of a few measures as we wish and then offer 

oppose NOW--THE CON- 
Growing more and more disac- FIRMATIONS AND RELATION- 

the prestige of the journalist attracts them. to the ac- 
the majority of the country--the fact. No one will dare 

mob after him with enthusi- to demand the abrogation of a mat- begin to talk in the same tone as 
opinions of their own, people will ONLY HALF PRESENTED.] 

asm. ter once settled, all the more so as it we, because we alone shall be 14_ 
will be represented as an improve- 

Our calculations are especially ex- ment . . . . . And immediately the press 
offering them new directions for 
h 

tended to the provinces. It is in- will distract the current of thought persons as will not be suspected of 
t ought. ..of course through such me religion of the future. Fu- 

dispensable for us to inflame there towards new questions (have we not solidarity with us. 

those hopes and trained people always to be seeking 

which we could at any moment fall something new?). Into the discus- The part 
upon the capital, and we shall rep- 

these ex- throw themselves those of the 
pressions are the independent hopes brainless dispensers of fortunes who acknowledged. Till such time they When we come into our kingdom it 
and impulses of the provinces.. are not able even now to understand 

the Source them will that they have not the remotest con- Therefore we shall continue to di- 
will continue to do us good service. will be undesirable for us that there 

‘be always one and the same--ours. ception about the matters which 
should exist any other religion than 

rect their minds to all sorts of vain ours of the One God with whom 
I conceptions of fantastic theories, our destiny is bound up by our po- 

of tions of the political are unattainable 
new and apparently Progressive: for sition as the Chosen People and 

for any save those who have guided h with 
many ages, the cre- t umed the brainless heads of the 

ators. 
united with the dzstinies of the 

goyim with Progress, till there is not world. We must therefore 

What we need is that at the psy- From all this you will see,that in se- 
among the goYim one mind able to away all other forms of belief. If 
perceive that under this word lies a h’ t is gives birth to the atheists whom 

chological moment the capitals curing the opinion Of the mob we departure from truth in all cases we see today, it will not, being a 
should not be in a position to dis- are only facilitating the working of where it is not a question of mate- transitional stage, interfere with our 

an accomplished fact for the our machinery and. you may remark rial inventions, for truth is one, and 
reason, if for no other, that that it is not for actions but for 

views, but will serve as a 
in it there is no place for progress. f or those generations which will 

it has been accepted by the public words issued bY us On @s or that Progress like a fallacious idea, h 

opinion of a majority in the question that we seem to seek ap- 
earken to our preaching of the 

Proval We are consutnt*Y making may know it except us, the Chosen 
serves to obscure truth so that none religion of Moses, that, by its stable 

provinces. 
declaration that 

and thoroughly elaborated system 
has brought all the pecples of the 
world into subjection 

the hope* joined to the convictions When we come into our kingdom Therein we shall 

mystical right, on which, as we 
problems which have turned hu- shall say, all its educative power is 
manity upside down in order to 

In order to distract people who may b . 
be too troublesome from discussions cen+ rule 

rmg it at the end under our benefi- 

of questions of the political we are 

. . Cases of the manifes- now putting forward what we allege 
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based....Then at every possible op- 
portunity we shall publish articles in 
which we shall make comparisons 

between our beneficent rule and 
those of past ages. The blessings of 
tranquility, though it be a 

tranquility forcibly brought about 
by centuries of agitation, will throw 
into higher relief the benefits to 
which we shall point. The errors of 
the governments will be 
depicted by us in the most vivid 
hues. We shall implant such an 
abhorrence of them that the peoples 
will prefer tranquility in a state of 
serfdom to those rights of vaunted 
freedom which have tortured 

humanity and exhausted the very 
sources of human existence, sources 
which have been exploited by a 
mob of rascally adventurers who 
know not what they do....*** Use 

At the same time we shall not omit 
to emphasize the historical mistakes 
of the goy governments which have 
tormented humanity for so many 
centuries by their lack of under- 
standing of everything that consti- 

tutes the true good of humanity in 
their chase after fantastic schemes 
of social blessings, and have never 
noticed that these schemes kept on 
producing a worse and never a bet- 
ter state of the universal relations 
which are the basis of human life. 

The whole force of our principles 

and methods will lie in the fact that 
we shall present them and expound 
them 4s a splendid contrast to the 
dead and decomposed old order of 
things in social life. 

Our philosophers will discuss all the 
shortcomings of the various beliefs 
of the BUT NO ONE WILL 
EVER BRING UNDER DISCUS- 

SION OUR FAITH FROM ITS 
TRUE POINT OF VIEW SIN’CE 
THIS WILL BE FULLY 
LEARNED BY NONE SAVE 

OURS, WHO WILL. NEVER 
DARE TO BETRAY ITS SE- 
CRETS. 

For some time after our en- 
trance to power we shall continue to 
encourage its existence in order to 
provide a telling relief by contrast 

to the speeches, party programme, 
which will be distributed from ex- 
alted quarters of ours. Our wise 
men, trained to be the leaders of the 

will compose speeches, pro- 
jects, memoirs, articles, which will 
be used by us to influence the minds 
of the directing them to- 
wards such understanding and forms 

of knowledge as have been deter- 
mined by us. 

********** 

[Hatonn: 
Dharma, enough for a few minutes. 
I measure the intake by that which 
is happening to you as you write 
and you are quite physically ill. Go 
and take time-out to recoup for 
when Truth comes into com- 

prehension it becomes, indeed, 
systemic overload. This is infor- 
mation which outlays the entire plan 
of control of man and planet since 
before the creation of your globe. 

If you accept this as “light” reading- 
-there is truly not yet understanding 

in even a fractional manner--but, 
dear ones, continue to struggle your 
way through and then read again-- 
and again--and again, until it settles 

for it is thine escape from the trap-- 
KNOWING! 

“Well, where has this information 
been all this time, if it is true?” 
Hidden under threat of death to any 
who would project it! And yet, 
there has been copies hereof in 
multitudes of libraries and hidden 
comers. It has been presented to 
public press and still smothered. 
Now it is time for it to be put forth 
unto the understanding public--but I 
shall insult you further in their per- 
ceptions. The beast is so sure of 
the perfection of his works that he 
will not do more than annoy us and 
selectively destroy a few (but not 
too many lest he prove the truth of 
it by his attention to the matter.) 
He is so sure of his total control 
that he is now testing you with al- 
lowance of this material to flow 
forth for he is convinced by his 
swaggering egotistical pride that 

you-the-people wi<l continue to 
sleep and simply get rid of the nui- 
sance and annoyance of the scribe 

and projectors of the Truth. After 
all, they have every base covered in 
the controlling facets of your exis- 
tence--THEY THINK! I remind 
you of something most important, 
friends (or enemies); this beast of a 
million claws will promise and then 
desert you while he laughs at your 

plight--GOD 

We will take up again with PRO- 

TOCOL NO. 15, which is too 
lengthy to include in this writing, so 
please begin a new section when we 
return. Thank you. 

Let me, prior to leaving this, tell 
you something which I believe the 
masses are “missing”. “Mason” as 

a word meant something quite dif- 
ferent than the publicly accepted 
group of good-doing lodge folk. It 
was the secret code of the secret 

places and activities. Just as with 
all other facets of your life-projec- 
tions, it was another good way to 
suck you in, just as prevailing lies 

upon the commandfients of God in 
order to mislead you into the depths 
of the abyss. Satan toys with you 
as the kitten with the mouse and at 

some point you respond as the 
mouse--helpless and trapped and ul- 
timately will simply die rather than 

continue to struggle for your safety. 
Even if a person comes to release 
the mouse from the trap, it will run 
to the cat again for you will appear 

the larger threat. This is the lie of 
lies--just as “they” will tell you to 
throw away these words for “they” 
know these words are the key to 
your freedom from their trap--AND 

MOST OF YOU WILL DO SO!! 

INDEED, HOW SAD IT XS! 

***** 

Gye-orgos Ceres Hatonn, Keeper of 
the Records, in service unto the 
Bringer of Truth. Just how did you 
think “IT” would happen, my 
beloved friends? Would you ask 
pleadingly for the news and in- 
structions and then as it flows from 
your radio--turn the radio off and 
smash it to bits?. I think you might 
wish to ponder this point a bit in 
careful consideration. HOW m 
YOU THINK GOD WOULD 
REACH THROUGH TO YOU IN 
A MANNER WHICH YOU CAN 
UNDERSTAND? YOU DID NOT 
REALLY BELIEVE IT W0UL.D 
BE THROUGH A FLOATING 
CLOUD AT THE TOUTING OF 
THE EVANGELIST WHO IS AL- 
READY IN TOTAL SERVICE 
UNTO THAT WHICH IS 
BOUNDED BY THE PROTO- 
COLS AND ALREADY 
FLOUNDERING IN THE SER- 
VICE OF SATAN HIMSELF. 
YOU ARE PERFECTION FOR 

GOD ONLY CREATES PER- 
FECTION AND YOU ARE MOST 
CAPABLE OF COMPRE- 
HENSION AND SELF-UNDER- 

STANDING. YOU WHOM THEY 
WOULD DISCOUNT AS RED- 
NECKS, BLUE-NECKS AND 
STUPID ILLITERATES WILL 
RISE UP, YE LEARNED 
BROTHERS--AND SNUFF OUT 
THEIR LIES. This is exactly whv 

they keep you wallowing in your 
assumption that there is nothing 
YOU can do about it. YOU CAN 
DO EVERYTHING ABOUT IT 
ONCE YOU, DECIDE TO DO 
SO!] 
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